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CHAPTER I

FAITH, HOPE, AND CHARITY

I HAVE chosen the

aliove as an appro-

priate heading for

my iirst chajiter,

preferring to start

anj-thing I under-

take on a sound

and scrijitural

hasis. The three

cardinal virtues

al)Ove mentioned

are essential quali-

fications for all

fishermen and for

my readers (if

any).

' ni tell 'ee for

svhy,' as they say in this s\Yeet county of Devon.

THE TROUT
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For fishermen.—Faith : in the lure they use to

capture their finny prey, for without it there will

be no heart in their work.

Hope : that they may catch a fish at every

cast.

Charity : to enable them to forgive the beast on

the other side whom you find fast in the fish you

have just risen.

For my readers.—Faith : to believe the wonder-

ful /acis related in this book.

Hope : that they may enjoy as many pleasant

hours by loch and stream as the writer has

done.

Charity : to forgive the literary blunders con-

tained in the text.

Born at Cambridge, alas ! many years ago,

and surrounded with ditches and that most un-

savoury of rivers, the Cam, it seems strange

that I should have become so fond of fishing

as a boy, with such miserable adjuncts of

the sport; a pike 2 lbs. in weight, or a few

dace or gudgeon, sending me home chuckling with

ecstasy.

My love for the sport was kept alive by a
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clergyman who was a great fisher, and, as a friend

of my father's, frequently at our house. He used to

regale my senses, ears, eyes, and gaping mouth

with his wondrous performances in deceiving the

few trout to be found in the county. In a tribu-

tary of the Cam, at a village called Shelford, there

were a few of that beautiful species, most of them

heavy fellows and terribly cute. To get one of

these was the dream of my life. The question was

how to set about it, and my friend the clergyman

was so crippled by gout that he could not accom-

pany rue. However, with his usual kindness he

furnished me with the necessary tackle and lessons

in the art of baiting with a minnow, as he informed

me it was useless to try for them with an artificial

fly. So one lovely morning off 1 started on my

five-mile walk to the village of Shelford, and Sir

Charles Wale, the owner of the stream there, having

kindly given me leave, I made my way with all

haste to the mill-pool, which my friend the clergy-

man had told me was the home of several fine

trout.

After trying for some time with a minnow, and

losing one of my precious flights in a beast of a

B 3
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jack, I was almost in despair of making the ac-

quaintance of one of these fine trout. However,

with the patience which is the characteristic of

most fishermen, I persevered, and with the help of

my last gudgeon (for a minnow they would not

condescend to look at) I actually succeeded in

hooking a fish which kept me dancing round that

mill-pool for a quarter of an hour before I could

see what kind of fish he was. My frantic yells for

help eventually brought the miller out of his mill,

armed with a prodigious landing-net, with which

he seemed excessively handy ; after a terrible battle

and much fervent advice from the miller, I suc-

ceeded, with his help, in grassing a beautiful trout

of upward of three pounds. Ah ! no pen can de-

scribe that ecstatic moment. To give you some

faint idea of my feelings on that occasion I placed

in the floury palm of that miller a sixpence, the

last of my allowance for the month, though it left

me penniless for fourteen days.

The miller expectorated on it, I presume for

luck, seemed rather disappointed, I thought, at the

amount, and abruptly left me for his mill, mutter-

ing something about 'luck' and 'young beggar.'
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I heard afterwards that he was a sad poacher, and

had for some time fixed his alcoholic eye on that

very trout.

It was not till entering the army, which I did

as an Ensign in Her Majesty's 15th Eegiment,

that I saw any fishing worth recording. I was

ordered to join at Brecon, South Wales, the very

home of the trout and salmon, where, owing

to kind friends and good introductions, I had as

much water to fish as I could wish. As time went

on, I acquired a certain amount of skill and ex-

perience, and, bragging I fear at mess about my

performances during the day among the trout, a

brother officer offered to bet me five pounds that I

would not kill fourteen pounds weight of trout in

twelve hours. I promptly booked the bet, only

stipulating for the company of a poaching rascal,

living in the town, who knew every inch of every-

body's water, and could furnish the best flies and

bait ; but he was not to touch the rod himself.

The next day I sent for him to my quarters,

where he duly appeared, prickly with flies and

smelling of worms and whisky. I told him of the

bet, and promised him a sovereign if I could win
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it. He expressed his belief that with his valuable

assistance I could easily do it, ' yes, indeed.' I

then asked him when we should start, naming an

early hour next morning, and whose water we

should select ; he laughed at the idea of an early

start, and said four o'clock in the afternoon would

be plenty early enough, selecting, unfortunately for

my poor friend Mr. W , his water for the scene

of our operations.

We started the next day at the hour men-

tioned, though I thought it left us but little day-

light to get so many fish. We arrived after our

five miles drive out of Brecon, on what he con-

sidered the best part of the Usk. The water was

in good order, though the weather was too bright

and hot, being near the end of May, and I began

to tremble for my fiver.

Until it got well on to the evening, and the

white moth appeared, i did not do much. With

that useful fly, however, I managed to secure two

or three brace of nice trout, weighing perhaps in

all six or seven pounds ; it then began to get dark,

and I presumed it was all up^ 'Oh no,' says

M ,
' now's the time for business ; ' at the same
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time taking off the fly cast and putting on a

shorter one of stout gut, with a small-sized salmon-

hook attached to it. On the shank of the hook

was fastened a pin, with the point up the line ; he

then produced from one of his numerous pockets

a bag of worms, which I can assure you did not

smell of violets ; taking one out the size of a lob-

worm, he broke off about two inches, threaded

it on the hook, and hitched the head of the worm

on the point of the pin, which I then saw was in-

tended to keep the worm in its position. ' What

the deuce am I to do with this ? ' said I. M
replied, ' Step this way, sir ;

' and blundering over

stones and roots, being now very dark, we arrived

at what I knew to be a still, deep pool. He then

directed me to cast it as far in as I could, and draw

it gently across the surface of the water ; it went

in with a flop, which I should have thought would

have scared half the fish out of the pool. I had

not got it half way across the stream before I felt a

shght tug, of which, in a whisper, I informed

M . ' Strike, sir !
' he says ; which I did, and

to my excessive delight and bewilderment found

myself fast in something heavy.
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'Hold on,' said M , as the fish rushed

across the black space below, making my reel

screech again ; knowing, however, that the tackle

was strong, I put a fearful strain upon him, which

eventually brought a huge something splashing

about at my feet. M with wonderful dexterity,

from long practice I fear, placed a large landing

net he had under the fish, and pulled out a splendid

trout of nearly four pounds weight.

After a pipe and a dram of the ' cratur,' which

M appeared to think an inestimable blessing,

I suggested a move on. 'Bless you, sir,' says

M , ' there's plenty more in that pool,' and sure

enough I got two more, both fine fish, but not

quite so large as the first.

Before eleven p.m. I had more than fourteen

pounds of fish, and seeing a light in the study of

my friend Mr. W , being now near his house, it

struck me I would look him up, induced to do so,

perhaps, by a wish to replenish my flask, which I

found M had in the dark and excitement

emptied.

I gently rung the bell ; M , who was evidently

anxious not to be seen, retiring to the seclusion of
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a laurel bush. With my friend's usual hospitality,

he gave me the best, refilled my flask, and, bidding

me ' good-night,' said he should like to see the fish,

of which I had informed him I had 'afewJ' I had

left my basket in the hall with all the smallest fish

packed on the top. Alas ! a beast of a terrier, sniff-

ing around, had upset the basket, and of course

inverted the contents ; my four-pounder turning

up at the top. ' Oh ! Lord,' said W ,
' you

liaic had sport ; how the deuce did you get

them ?
'

I regret to say that I then gave utterance to

some fictitious statements about diij flies, coach-

men, &c., which I fear did not quite satisfy my

friend. Our fishing relations becoming somewhat

strained, it was some time before I received another

invitation to fish his water.

I whistled M out of his bush, got the trap

at the little pub. in the village, and drove home in

triumph. Sixteen pounds and a half of trout did I

produce the next morning for the edification of my

brother officer who had laid me the bet, and who did

not appear to enjoy the lovely spectacle as much as

I did. I got the fiver, most of which, after paying
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M his pound, went in commemorating the

event.

A few months after I received an invitation

from a grand lady to pay her a visit at her beauti-

ful place on the Wye. Packing up my things, not

forgetting my diamond studs (fancy an ensign

having such things), off I started on my drive of

some fifteen miles to the castle. I arrived shortly

before dinner, and was shown into a grand bedroom,

with a noble four-poster, arm-chairs, and all sorts

of luxuries.

' My stars !
' thought I, ' if they treat an ensign

like this, how would a colonel fare ?
' I was soon in

my war-paint and entered the drawing-room—

a

noble room, supported with marble pillars, where I

was pleased to find several of my kind friends

from the neighbourhood of Brecon assembled, and

amongst them Mr. W , whose water I had so

shamefully denuded. He appeared to have for-

given me, and only remarked that I was a con-

foundedly good fisherman

!

After spending a charming evening, one of my

rather numerous favourites, a Miss B , being

present, I retired to my sumptuous apartment,
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and, after surveying my person and glittering

bosom in a huge pier-glass with much satisfaction,

turned in. The next morning a gentleman staying

in the hoase, and myself, were to try for a salmon

in the river below the castle—my first attempt to

capture this grand fish. My rod, reel, line, flies,

and hook were all brand new for so momentous an

occasion, expense being no object to a man with

200L a year

!

My companion was evidently an old hand at it,

and was soon fast in a nice fish, which I tried to

gaff for him, but, with excitement and anxiety,

missed and only pricked the fish. I regret to say

the gentleman forgot himself. The keeper then

snatched the gaff from me in a manner that seri-

ously reduced his tip, and safely landed a fish of

12 lbs.

How I did work, heaving and casting with my

heavy 18-foot rod, till the perspiration poured off

me, but with no results ; so, giving it up as a bad

job, I watched my companion, and envied him the

apparent ease with which he sent out some thirty

yards of line as straight as a dart, with a rod

(Castle Connell) which was smaller than mine.
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With the exception of a small sewin, he had no

more sport ; so, winding up, we went back to the

castle.

Here a sad change awaited me. I was pro-

ceeding up the grand staircase to my splendid

apartment, when a gorgeous menial accosted me.

' This waj', please, sir,' he said, leading me up

some back stairs to a small room, which must

have been somewhat near the roof, and its best

recommendation the view it commanded from the

window.

' Why this change ? ' I said, rather indignantly.

' Yice-Chancellor Sir L. S ^: has arrived, sir,'

was the reply.

Then did it strike me unpleasantly that I had

been used as a species of warming-pan to air the

bed and room for this great dignitary of the law.

I had the honour of sitting near him at dinner that

evening, and took care to inform him, in an audible

voice, how my hostess had made use of my person.

The old gentleman did laugh; my hostess tried to

do so, but it was rather a feeble effort, and I fancy

did not much like the expose. The next day I was

obliged to retm-n to duty and Brecon, to prepare for
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that dreaded event in the service, General's inspec-

tion. My pleasant quarters were soon, alas ! to

know me no more.

The route for Ceylon arrived, and off I was

packed with a draft of 100 men for headquarters.

We embarked at Gravesend in an old tub of a

sailing vessel, and five-and-a-half months did it take

us to get to our destination. On our passage, some

ten degrees south of the line, we lost a poor fellow,

one of the sailors, who fell from the yard arm, and

fractured his skull on the deck. A huge shark had

been hanging about the ship for days previously,

and, though we had hooked him once, he broke

away and got so knowing he would never show

himself near enough to the surface for us to shoot

him, although we had made numerous attempts to

do so.

In that climate our poor sailor would not keep

;

so one morning, as we could see nothing of the

shark, we hurriedly read the service over him, and

propelled him, feet foremost, with a couple of shot

to his feet, from the bulwarks. No sooner did the

splash of the body reach our ears ,than out darted

the brute from under the ship and cut the remains
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in half. We vowed vengeanee; but how to get

hold of him was the question. At last the captain

hit on a novel plan : he ordered a brick to be heated

in the galley fire, and had it brought aft nearly

red hot ; it was then quickly wrapped in a piece

of sailcloth, saturated with water, and a huge piece

of condemned pork fastened on the top. A thin

cord was rapidly attached to it, and it was thrown

into the sea with a heavy splash over the stern.

No sooner did our friend hear the splash than

out he came from his quarters underneath, carefully

examined the lump, and, finding no nasty hook in

it, and the smell of the hot pork being, I presume,

inviting, he turned on his back, opened his horrid

jaws, and swallowed the lot.

I had gone down to the saloon, and looked out

at the stern ports, the better to see the fun. I saw

him take the bait ; the thin cord was let go support-

ing it, and I could just make him out in the clear

water, some ten or twelve feet below the surface,

digesting his meal. The next moment there was a

flourish of his tail, as much as to say, ' There is

something disagreeing with me,' and the next such

a bound out of the water, within a few feet of my
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head, that I nearly stove the back of it in against

the top of the port in tucking in my tuppenny.

An acrobatic performance now took place that

made the calm sea boil again : the shark dashing,

plunging, gnashing his ugly jaws, and vomiting out

all kinds of horrors, till at last, with one final bound,

many feet in the air, he disappeared.

' Ah, ha !

' said the captain, with a fearful

chuckle, ' that blooming brick will burn right

through his infernal belly.'

I sincerely hope it did. We never saw the

brute again.

Dear reader,—-I think one of my cardinal

virtues, 'Faith,' will be useful here, though, upon

honour, it is a fact.

We got to Ceylon at last, heartily sick of our

long voyage, the last fortnight of which we were all

dead cuts, and it was only on sighting Ceylon that

we one and all agreed in the hideous toughness of

the last relic of our poultry— a terrible old cock.
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CHAPTER II

CEYLON

The fishing in the island is very poor, thougli

many of the streams, especially in the hills, are

pictures of trout streams, l)ut hold nothing hut a

coarse kind of barbel.

One day in a river near Kandy, I saw these tish

rising at a berry which was falling from the hushes

which lined the banks of the stream. I baited mv
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hook with them and soon had between thirty and

forty of the brutes on the bank. Not fancying

much their appearance I presented the lot to my

company, with the result that out of seventy men I

had only half a dozen on parade ; the berry being

poisonous, though it did not aflfect the fish, it seri-

ously did my company.

I gave up that fishing.

For my many sins I was ordered to Trincomalee,

the hottest station in the island. Shortly after my

arrival, and a severe go of dysentery, which did

not add to my affection for the place and nearly

disposed of me altogether, it entered the heart of

H.E. the Governor to appoint me as his A.D.C.

;

this appointment I naturally accepted with avidity,

and, being recovered from my attack, prepared to

proceed to Kandy, where H.E. was then residing.

My way lay through the enormous forest which

intervenes between it and Trincomalee, and as

neither H.E. nor myself were in any hurry, I

determined to have some sport on my way up.

A brother officer was easily persuaded to join

me, and we started on our ponies, the coolies having

gone on in front with a tent and our baggage, with
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directions to await our arrival near a large tank in

the jungle, some twenty miles from Trincomalee.

These enormous tanks are curious relics of a

country which must have been far more populous

and prosperous than it was at the time I speak of.

Water in a climate like Ceylon, especially in

the low-lying part of it, is absolutely essential for

the cultivation of the soil. This fact must have been

recognised by the ruling powers of bygone years,

and, in consequence, whole valleys were blocked up

at their narrowest end with enormous blocks of

stone. A stream entering at the other end of the

valley in the course of years produced prodigious

lakes, or, as they were called in Ceylon, 'tanks,'

the water of which was drawn off as required for

the cultivation of rice. The enormous force ap-

plied to get these huge boulders in position shows

that labour must have been very plentiful, and a

scientific knowledge which the present native of

Ceylon has certainly not, then existed. These

tanks are now greatly reduced in size, owing to

leakage at their dammed-up ends.

The one near which we were to encamp still

showed a surface of water some three miles by one,
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which was the home of wild fowl of every descrip-

tion, and visited morning and evening by what I

may shortly describe as the contents of Noah's Ark.

We duly arrived at the spot towards evening,

found our tent erected, and our little camp beds

and mosquito curtains—the latter being rendered

essential by the swarms of that curse of a tropical

climate, the mosquito—ready for our reception.

After an excellent dinner of curry and snipe,

capitally cooked by our native servant, who was a

first-rate chef, a smoke and a talk over our pro-

ceedings for the next day, tired with our ride in the

heat, we turned in, with instructions to be called

shortly before daylight.

We had just finished dressing the next morning,

getting a cup of coffee and looking over our guns

—

our purpose being to shoot on the edges of the

tank—and were on the point of starting when our

attention was attracted by the wailing cry of some

natives, running towards us from a neighbouring

village. On inquiry we found that the head man

of the village had lost a boy of some four or five

years old, who had been carried off by a large

alligator in a tank, which, I have no doubt, at one

c 2
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period formed a portion of the larger one which we

were about to visit. I immediately looked up some

tackle which, knowing that the monsters abounded

in these tanks, I had fortunately brought with me.

It consisted of several large hooks, to which

were attached numerous pieces of - whipcord.

These are far better than a chain, which is com-

monly used, as the latter is too heavy for the bait

to float, and the larger species of alligator wiU snap

them like packthread ; whereas, of the numerous

strands of whipcord, though some may be cut by

the sharp teeth, sufi&cient will be left to bear a

very heavy strain.

To these strands of whipcord was attached a

thin but strong rope, many yards in length.

Armed with this tackle and oui* guns, oif we

started in great haste for the scene of the poor

little fellow's murder. On inquiry, we found that

the child had been paddling at the edge of the

tank, and that the monster had seized him while

so doing. The poor father, who was in sad dis-

tress, speedily produced a piece of a goat as a bait,

pointing out as nearly as possible where the brute

had disappeared and was generally supposed to he.
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This bait we threw into the tank, in hopes that

the monster would take it ; but, after waiting

patiently for some time and not getting a bite, at

the fiendish suggestion of a knowing old native

hunter, whom we had taken with us, we procured

a puppy-dog, one of the numerous pariahs that

infest every native village. We made the poor

little brute fast to a piece of bark, which floated

him, with the hook attached. We then dragged

this attractive lure over the alligator's lair. The

puppy soon tuned up, not liking his position, but

had given vent to but few yelps, when a hideous

swirl and the great brown nose of a large alligator

broke the surface of the water, and, to our great

delight, swallowed puppy-dog, bark, and hook.

Giving him a few moments to enjoy his meal

and get it well down, we seized the rope on the

muddy bank of the tank, and began to rush

inland with it. I passed it over my shoulder, and

took a turn round my wrist to have a surer hold,

several coolies and the grieving father doing the

same.

We had not gone above a few paces from

the water when the rope received a jerk, which
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laid US all flat on our backs in the slippery mud of

the tank. I was myself nearest to the water, and

for a moment imagined that the alligator had got

me, and, dropping the rope in all haste, I made

splendid time to sound ground. Whiz went the

rope over the mud, under the frantic efforts of the

brute to get free, and I sadly feared he would walk

off with the lot ; but my cute old hunter had taken

the precaution to take a turn round a coeoanut

tree. This stopped the alligator with a fearful

jerk, which made the old coeoanut shake again and

me tremble for the strength of the tackle.

We again seized the rope, and then began a

pull-devil, pull-baker business, which made the

perspiration stream off us. After a desperate

battle of some half an hour's duration, the monster

gave signs of fatigue, and we eventually hauled

him up, with his great ugly head and short bandy

fore legs, on the bank, and a hideous spectacle he

was. Having made him fast in this position, we

emptied into him our two fowling pieces loaded

with ball; his scales, however, being singularly

thick, our fusillade I hardly think did him any

vital harm, till my companion, on his opening his
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jaws, let him have the contents of his fusee clean

down his throat. This dose evidently disagreed

with him, and, half turning over on his side, he lay

dormant on the bank.

My old hunter, armed with his axe for cutting

wood, advanced, full of confidence and glee, to

sever his head from his body, as I was anxious to

procure the former as a trophy of our success.

He made one vigorous cut at the back of his neck,

and the alligator, revived by the indignity, whipped

his tail round, across the old fellow's legs, and

sent him spinning in the air like a Catharine

wheel.

Though greatly amused, I sadly feared my poor

hunter would never walk again, but he made such

a good use of his legs on regaining his equilibrium

that all doubts upon that subject were speedily

removed.

' Oh massa, massa !
' he cried, ' that plenty bad

alligator, he not deadee, plenty shoot
!

'

And ' plenty shoot ' we did. After emptying

several barrels into his head, we succeeded even-

tually in killing him. On opening the brute we

found the remains of the boy in his stomach, of
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course sadly mangled : the puppj'-dog and his raft

he had managed to eject.

He must have measured fifteen to twenty feet

in length, and was the largest of the species that I

had ever seen. The head, which I intended for a

present to my chief, I was obliged to relinquish,

the smell emanating from it being too dreadful.

On my informing His Excellency of touj inability

to present it to him, he seemed greatly relieved.

Our sport on the large tank-shooting it is

not the province of this book to describe ; and

beyond stating that our three days' bag comprised

a singular assortment of creatures— viz. one

elephant, two buffalo, a huge snake, and many

couple of duck and snipe, I will not detain my

reader.

I spent three years on His Excellency's staff,

and a high old time I had, with little to do and

well paid for doing it. Owing to the serious illness

of my father, I returned to England on leave,

where I was to await the arrival of my regi-

ment, ordered home for service in the Crimea. On

their arrival at Cork I rejoined them, anxiously

expecting our route for the scene of the war.
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Peace was declared and our hopes of service at

an end.

Shortly afterwards I was sent in charge of a

detachment to Carlisle Fort—one of the two that

commanded the entrance to the harbour at

Queenstown.
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CHAPTER III

POLLOCK FISHING

ARTIFICIAL SAND-EEL

Having settled down in my

new quarters, I proceeded to

look about and ascertain what

fishing could be found in the

neighbourhood. I soon found

there was excellent pollock

fishing in the harbour, close

to the fort. A boat and man

were soon procured; getting

the necessary tackle, a brother

officer and myself speedily de-

termined to try our lack with

them. The tackle for this

kind of fishing should consist

of a stout spinning rod, large

reel, holding 100 yards of

salmon line, 2 yards of strong
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gut, with swivels attached, and for bait a sand-eel,

of which plenty can be procured in the harbour,

amongst the rocks and seaweed ; this should be

fixed on a hook, the size of a good-sized salmon

hook, but longer in the shank, which is slightly

curved, the object of this curve being to make

the bait spin. Fastened to this hook is a small

spianer of bright metal, which revolves clear of the

bait and adds a great attraction to it.

Thread the eel on the hook, bringing it out

about half-way down the fish ; a few laps of waxed

thread round the head will keep all in its place, and

you will have a bait which no pollock can resist.

Should there be any difficulty in procuring

sand-eels, an imitation one made of india-rubber

will do very well.

With two of these placed one behind the other,

the head of the second one being close to the tail

of the first, and of different colours, one red, the

other white or black, I have had splendid sport.

This bait I call tickle-toby, and am, I beheve, the

proud inventor of it, having discovered its won-

drous killing powers fishing for bass in the har-

bour at Appledore. At the time, however, of which
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I am writing, neither tickle nor tobj' existed, and

the sand-eel was the best bait.

In fishing for pollock you must sink the bait

as near the bottom as possible, and move very

slowly—a mile an hour is quite fast enough ; this

necessitates the use of a piece of lead of a quarter-

pound weight, fixed to the end of your main line

where it joins the gut. This weight is trying to the

rod, so don't take your best out pollock fishing.

About four p. II. one lovely afternoon in May, we

started from the Fort in our boat, ]\Iike the boat-

man pulling us over to some rocks a few yards ofi',

where he said, ' Shure the pollock will tormint your

honours.' A couple of lovely sand-eels were soon

over the side, and with rods in hand, one on each

side of the boat, we awaited results.

I had put mine down for a second whilst I lit a

pipe, when Mike shouted, ' Look out, your honour !

'

and there was my rod bent nearly double. I seized

hold of it, and found that I was fast in something big.

Great Scott ! how the beggar did dive and

bore down to the bottom, and without the give

and take of rod and reel no tackle could have stood

those fearful plunges. After some ten minutes of
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this game he came to the sm'face ; and my com-

panion, sUpping our huge landing net under him,

quickly laid in the hottom of the boat a fine pol-

lock of 16 lbs. weight. This ivas a beginning,

and no mistake. We were busy getting the hook

out, when a yell from Mike informed us that

another fish was fast on my brother officer's rod,

which was shaking and bending in a most refresh-

ing way.

After another battle of much the same period,

a pollock of 12 lbs. was brought to book.

' Getting on,' said I, delighted with our luck.

After landing several more of varying weights,

and losing, of course, a very heavy one, we deter-

mined to make for the Fort, the evening closing in

and mess time approaching.

There was one very large sand-eel left, and as

my bait was rather the worse for wear I put it on

for the chance of a big one on our way to the Fort,

some half-mile distant.

We had not gone far, and I was chatting with

my friend on the fun we had had, with my rod

across my knees and the bait some yards astern,

when I received a severe blow in the stomach
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from the butt of my rod, which made me feel

as if what remained of an excellent luncheon was

being propelled into my hat.

Getting a firm hold of the rod, and keeping

well clear of the reel handle, which was going

like an express train, I shouted to Mike to pull the

boat's head round and follow the fish, as I had got

hold of either the sea serpent or a whale ! the

reel still screeching away, making that music so

dear to all fishermen, but which on this occasion I

found I could have too much of. ' Pull like the

devil! He'll break me!' 'Pull right!' 'Pull

left !
' ' Easy ! He's coming back a bit," I said,

reeling up for dear life. ' Give way. He's off

again.' As to holding or getting any command of

him, . I couldn't. This little game went on for

another ted minutes, till my arms ached to such

an extent I asked my friend to take a turn at the

rod whilst I took his place at the oar.

The same style of thing continued for another

quarter of an hour, when I again relieved my com-

panion of the rod.

We were all this time steadily proceeding out

to sea, and nearly two miles from the Fort. It was
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getting dark, and the thought of our good dinner

at mess getting stone cold suggested the idea of

getting rid of this monster.

My friend and Mike, being both as tired of

pulling as I was of hauling and winding, I put

such a strain on the line that the gut parted, and

•with a hearty ' d him,' I subsided into the

boat, thankful for the first time in my life to get

rid of a fish.

I never got a sight of him, and to this day have

no idea what he was ; Mike opined' it was a

grampus, some of whom had been seen in the

harbour. Their weight being from 250 to 300 lbs.

would account for our difficulty in doing anything

with him. If he is still going, the brute must be

off New York.

Getting rather tired of pollock fishing, and the

fish being poor eating, I determined to prospect

the country near the Fort with a view to some

trout fishing.

In one of my walks I came across a large

pond in which fish, apparently trout, were rising

freely. I entered the grounds, and, walking up

an ill-kept drive by the side of the pond, soon
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saw a house in front of me which had the appear-

ance of having seen much better days. I boldly

rang the bell, the handle of which hung out some

six inches from the plate, and after some delay the

door was opened by a dirty, slatternly old woman.

' Can I see the master ? ' said I.

' You can, your honour,' said she.

' Then please give him this card,' on which

was my name, vocation, and where I was quartered.

She soon returned, saying, ' Shure the master

will heplased to see you.'

I entered, and found an elderly gentleman

smokmg a short black clay pipe, with a huge

tumbler of hot toddy on the table before him.

He seemed fonder of whisky than soap and water,

for he was dirty and shabbily dressed—in fact, a

painful specimen of an old Irish gentleman on his

last legs.

The room and furniture, though handsome in

size and form, were all in keeping with his costume,

speaking most eloquently of a scarcity of cash.

On telling him my errand, and apologising for

the liberty I had taken in calling, I soon found he

was very deaf, for he shook his head with a sad
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smile, and, proceeding to the mantelpiece, un-

hitched from the wall a huge instrument, which I

at first took, with some alarm, for the barrel of an

old blunderbuss ; this proved, greatly to my relief,

to be an ear-trumpet, which he clapped to his ear,

and, with a nod to me, rammed the huge bell into

my face. With my mouth well inside, and forget-

ting the power of the tube to convey sound, I

began to roar out at the top of my voice apologies

for troubling him ; but I had not proceeded further

than a stentorious * I must,' when, with a jerk of

disgust, he pulled the trumpet from his ear, nearly

sending my front teeth down my throat.

The accident set us both laughing, and after a

while, upon my repeating my remarks in a more

moderate tone, he nodded, requesting me to sit

down. He then opened the door and shouted for

Biddy to bring another tumbler and a lemon

—

these she speedily brought—when he j^roceeded to

fill my glass with a large quantity of whisky, and,

shoving a huge lead tobacco jar, capable of holding

two or three pounds of tobacco, told me to make

myself at home. I did so.

We . discussed several topics of interest, the

D
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principal one being the absence of rents. Whilst

talking he was constantly adding to my supply

of whisky, of which I had by this time taken

more than I conld conveniently carry. Thinking

it time to go, I got up, with the aid of the table, to

bid him ' good-bye,' and, in somewhat indistinct

tones down the tube, alluded again to my request

for permission to fish.

With a serious face he said, 'Ah, now, if ever I

catch you fishing in my pond, and not coming

here for a drop o' whisky, I'll run ye in for

poaching.' 1 laughed and thanked him ; managed

to find the handle of the door, opened it, and

landed with a crash into the umbrella-stand in

the hall-

Biddy, hearing the noise, came to see what was

up ; helped me out of the debris of old sticks and

umbrellas, and opened the front door. Managing

to hit off the opening, I shot down the weed-covered

steps on to the drive with unintentional velocity.

I turned to give her an an vevoir kind of a smile,

when, losing my balance, I went head foremost

into a rhododendron bush. Finding it easier to sit

than to stand, I sat there for some time, gazing
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in a lachrymose way at what I justly thought was

the sad wreck of an old family home.

After a bit, pulling myself together, I proceeded

to the Fort.

A few days later found me at the side of the

pond, armed with my trout rod, some artificial

flies, and a bag of worms. With these I began

to fish, and soon succeeded in grassing three brace

of very nice trout.

I was just leaving the banks, with the view of

taking the fish to the house, and to insure not

being run in for poaching, when I was accosted by

one of the finest young women I had ever seen.

She had dark brown hair, with blue eyes, so lovely

a characteristic of Irish beauty,'- a superb figure,

and stood fully five feet eleven or six feet in height.

I never saw such a splendid creature, and I fondly

wished for another twelve inches of stature, which

would have made me six feet seven, just the size

for her.

It has often struck me as strange that small

men should so often marry tall women ; it reverses

the order of things. A woman should look up to

a man, not a man to a woman, and I consider it

D 2
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conveys an idea of inferiority in the male, besides

the physical difficulty of indulging in occult and

sudden osculation, so excessively pleasant with such

a female as I have described.

'Ah, now,' she said with a lovely brogue,

' will I be after carrying your basket up to the

house for ye ? Shure I'm going there,' said my

beauty.

Beaming up at her from my miserable five feet

seven, I thanked her and said I could not think of

troubling her.

Fancy loading that superb creature with my

wretched fish

!

"We went together up to the house, where we

found the old gentleman on the steps waiting for

us. To my surprise he kissed her, with the help

of the doorstep, and told her to go inside and get

something to eat.

On following him into the hall I saw Biddy,

and asked her who the gii-1 was. She said, ' Is it

Kathleen, j"e mane ? Ah, shure she is a chance

daughter of the ould squire's.' Naughty old

squire

!

Many a good evening's sport had I in the old
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boy's pond, and I fear the chance daughter had as

much to say to my frequent visits as the trout.

My wretched stature, however, protected me,

for to make love to a woman whom I required a

ladder to show any practical sign of affection for

was out of the question.

The authorities did not long leave me in peace

;

the rotite came for Dublin ; so I had to bid farewell

to pond, pollock, old squire, and Kathleen.

The farewell to the squire was a very wet one
;

to Kathleen as affectionate as I could reach.

My third cardinal virtue, ' Charity,' I must

draw the reader's attention to for this last chapter.



CHAPTEE IV

PIKE FISHING

Soon after arrivin^j; in Dnlilin I received a letter

from Sir A. AY , who resided in a charming

old place some t\Yelve miles from Cork, asking

me to stay ^vitll him, and to bring my spurs and

pike rod for some hunting and fishing in the

Inchegeela Lake, the source of the Kiver Leo.

It being no\Y Xovember, the only tishing was

that for pike— not bod fun when tln/y run large
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enough— and I knew the lake held some whackers.

' Delighted to accept your kind invitation,' was

sent by next post ; and, having obtained leave, off

I started for Cork, and from there by a small line

which ran to the lakes, and passed within a mile

or two of Sir A 's place. He promised to meet

me with a conveyance at the small station nearest

his house, where I duly arrived on a moist evening

in November.

I rather expected to find a landau, pair of

horses, or something of that style of thing, but

found a shabby old outside car, with a well-shaped

but ill-groomed little grey horse in the shafts, and

a driver who would have disgraced a growler in

appearance.

' Are you the gintleman for the Court, your

honour ?
' he said, accosting me. On informing

him I was, he quickly had my luggage on the car,

and off we started at such a pace that I gripped

the well of the car with all my might, to prevent

being jerked off.

Some two miles saw us at the great iron

gates at the entrance to the drive. These being

slowly opened by an old woman, we entered,
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and soon came in sight of a fine old house

nearly covered with ivy, with a large sheet of

water beneath it.

On entering the hall, the first thing that struck

me was a pecuhar smell, and a not particularly

nice one, which pervaded the house. On asking

the butler, who had opened the door, what it was,

he informed me he supposed it was the fox he kept

in his pantry

!

The next moment my host appeared with that

warm welcome so pleasant to the incoming guest.

The beautiful old hall, covered with old oak, black

with age, and ornamented with trophies of the chase,

being but dimly lighted, I could hardly make out

the appearance of my kind host. What I could

see was that he was a tall, elderly man of about

sixty years of age, shabbily dressed in a well-worn

shooting suit, and the odd thing about him was

that the hair, cut very short, was of a dark purple

shade, which struck me as deuced queer. I found

out afterwards this strange appearance was pro-

duced by the dye he used once a week, and my

arrival happening on a dyeing day, the colour had

not time to tone down.
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As dinner time was close at hand, I had no

time to lose ; so, tumbling as quickly as I could

into my war-paint, without much time to inspect

my bedroom, which was large and rather funereal

in aspect, but with a good turf fire, the smell of

which I am very fond of, burning in the grate, I

ran downstairs, and meeting a relative of mine

—

C. M , who I was glad to find was staying in

the house—he piloted me to the drawing-room,

where I found several gentlemen assembled, and

one lady, a niece of my host.

After being duly introduced to the guests and

Miss W , a terrific blast on a hunting horn

took the place of a gong in summoning us to

dinner. I had the honour of taking in the only

lady, and we sat down in a grand x)ld oak-panelled

dining-room to a very good, but rather too plen-

teous, dinner. After dinner Miss W soon

retired, and we left the dining-table for one in the

shape of- a horse-shoe, which was placed round the

huge fireplace and turf fire. Along the centre of

this narrow table ran two thin plated lines of rails.

The decanters, being placed on a little carriage

which ran on the rails, were pushed from one end
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to the other for the use of those assembled. I can

assure you they kept them moving, the claret espe-

cially having many stations to stop at.

The favourite tipple of old Ireland soon ousted

the claret, and fearing similar results to those that

occurred with my deaf friend, I managed to slip

away during a heated discussion on badger hunt-

ing and joined Miss W in the drawing-room.

In common with most Irish young ladies, she

was rather shy at starting, but hitting on a topic

which interested her—drawing and sketching—we

were soon deep in conversation on materials and

subjects, when I was startled nearly out of my

skin by the most awful roar of somid—proceeding,

apparently, from an adjoining room—I had ever

heard.

' Good Lord !

' I exclaimed, ' what's that ?

'

Miss W calmly rephed :
' Only Pat on the

keys.'

Eunning into the next room, which proved to

be the library, with a fine organ at one end, I

found a disreputable old party, evidently very

screwed, sitting on the keys, and with a bland smUe

attempting to play on the music-stool! a small
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boy working the bellows behind like mad, and

doing his best to keep up the f.f. of the piece.

Pat, whom it proved to be, being Dutch built

in the stern, covered a good many keys, and un-

fortunately had selected the bass end, which in-

cluded the key-note of the building, making the

house vibrate again and again.

Having disposed of organist and boy, I re-

turned, convulsed with laughter, to my fair com-

panion, who was placidly knitting away as if

nothing had happened. Miss W soon retired,

and left me to don a smoking jacket and join the

gentlemen in the smoking-room.

C. M and I soon got on fishing, he being a

capital hand at it, and discussed the chance of

sport with the pike in Inchegeela Lake. The size

of bait for pike we differed on greatly, C. M
advocating medium-sized trout, j to ^ lb., whereas

my theory was, and is, the bigger the bait the

bigger the fish. He succumbed a little to my Fen

experiences, and agreed to send to Cork for some

slightly salted herrings, which I told him would

beat his small trout into cocked hats.

After several capital stories from different
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guests, the queerest of which emanated from a jovial

old fellow, who proved to be the Eoman Cathohc

priest of the parish, we all retired to bed, where,

buried in a huge feather bed and down pillows of

prodigious dimensions, I was soon fast asleep.

The next morning I was awoke by a heavy

blow on the door—a knock would give you no idea

of the sound.

' Come in,' I said, and in came my shabby old

coachy of the evening before.

' The top of the morning to you. Captain,' he

said, placing a huge can of cold water on the floor.

' Breakfast will be ready at nine, Captain, and the

hounds meet at tin.'

So hunting was the sport to-day, not fishing,

and being equally fond of it, I was soon out of bed

and into breeches and boots and a black coat (I did

not sport scarlet).

On entering the breakfast-room I found all the

party assembled, including the worthy father,

apparently none the worse for their copious liba-

tions of the night before. We had nearly finished

a most extensive breakfast when somebody said,

' There's Mike with the hounds.' I ran to the
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window, and to my surprise saw my old charioteer

arrayed in black cap and red coat—well, red it was

not, for, with the exception of one patch in the

back, it was a dirty purple—cord breeches, and

mahogany tops, evidently huntsman to the pack.

The pack consisted of some sixteen couple of

hounds. I could-not call them a level lot, for they

were all sizes, with some fine dogs among them.

Whilst waiting for the master and his guests (Sir

A never advertising his meets) I saw evident

signs of riot in the pack. They first amused

themselves with a smart two minutes with an old

tom cat, whom they speedily treed. They then

hustled some rooks who were hopping about the

grass, and ended by starting full cry after a luckless

carpenter on his way to the house to carry out

some repairs.

Heavens ! how that carpenter did go ! Down

went his bag of tools, and off he set down the

drive as hard as he could leg it, disappearing with

a crash into the laurels that lined the side of it.

The boy, in stable jacket and gaiters, who acted

as whipper-in, got round them in time to save the

carpenter's skin, and brought them back to Mike,
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who was steadily imbibing all he could get and

ignoring the riot going on. I was naturally anxious

to see the mount Sir A was to give me ; so,

going to the front door, I asked C. M =- if he

knew what I was to ride. He pointed to a grey

about 14.3, whom I recognised at once as the little

horse who had brought me from the station the

night before. Matters did not look very rosy, and

were not improved by my seeing on my mount's

back a saddle with no knee pads, which I abomi-

nate and never could ride in.

C; M came to the rescue.

' Don't like the saddle ?
' he said ;

' take mine.

I'm not going to ride to-day. Hunter's laid

up.'

His was a charming Whippey, which I knew at

a glance would be comfort itself.

Changing saddles, off we started for a spinney,

a sure find for a fox, a mile from the Court. Our

field did not exceed a dozen or fourteen—a treat

after the crowds of horsemen who attended the

meets of the Cambridgeshire and Fitzwilliam

pack. We all drew up in a road near the spinney

in question, when Sir A said to me :
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' Captain, get over the gap and go to the far

side of the wood ; he's sure to break there.'

I looked about for the gap, but could see no

signs of anything approaching one, nothing but a

nasty-looking rough stone wall, four feet high, with

a few stones knocked off the coping.

' Where is it. Sir A ?
' I said.

' There !
' he said, pointing to the wall, with a

smile.

C. M , who was close by, whispered me :

' Go at it, old fellow, if you break your neck.'

It struck me he would not have been quite so

free with his advice if his own neck had been in

question !

Looking round and seeing a sardonic grin on

most of my companions" faces, I backed my little

grey as far as the road and fence would allow and

set him at it, hoping someone would be hung for

my murder.

At it my gallant little nag went without a

moment's hesitation ; in another second there was

a rattling of stones and I was over.

Sitting somewhat loose, for what I thought was

a certain fall, I was thrown well on to my horse's

E
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neck, showing a considerable amount of daylight

between a certain portion of my person and the

saddle.

I soon recovered my seat, and, delighted at

finding myself safely over, I playfully slapped the

portions I had exposed, and. amid a roar of

laughter, galloped off to the spinney. The fox

broke just where my host had said, and I got a

splendid start.

How those hounds did go ! It certainly would

have required a good many sheets to cover them;

but with a grand scent, over nearly all grass,

nothing could live long in front of them. After

twenty minutes' hammer and tongs, with but two

slight checks in wet ground, I caught a glimpse of

our fox crawling up, dead beat, a long grass field

on the other side of a big bank. I was then lead-

ing old Mike, the huntsman, by a few yards ; and,

proud of my forward position, I put my horse at

the lowest place in the bank I could see, where it

apparently had been recently repaired. My Uttle

grey did not appear to like my selection, and tried

to bear off to the left, where the bank was higher.

Unfortunately I kept him to my line, and knowing,
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poor little fellow, that the fresh earth would not

bear his weight, he tried to fly the lot, and, catch-

ing his foreleg on the bank, turned a complete

somersault. I travelled, and came with a fearful

bang flat on my back on the field, knocking every

particle of wind out of my body.

The hounds pulled down the fox a few yards in

front of me, and Mike was cutting off his brush

before I could recover my wind and pick myself

up.

Both my nag and I were rather shaken by our

fall, and, strongly suspecting it was my own igno-

rance that had caused it, I led him to the gate and

joined Sir A , whose rusty old hat I could see on

the top of the hill. How the old gentleman got

there I could not make out, he never rode a yard

of the run ; but his knowledge of the country and

roads enabled him generally to be there or there-

abouts at the finish.

'Ah, my dear Captain,' he said, 'never ride at

a mended place in a bank ; if you had let him take

his own line, Bobby (the name of my plucky little

mount) would have cleared it right enough.'

Confound the old boy ! he seemed to have seen
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every incident of the run. A few of our small

field now coming up with Mike and the hounds,

and the brush of our fox being kindly presented

to me by Sir A , he determined to make for

home, the rain beginning to fall in thoroughly Irish

fashion.

So, wet and stiff, but rejoicing, we jogged on our

way to the Court. A hot bath and a good dinner

soon set me to rights ; but oh, the next- morning,

when Mike called me, I could hardly move, so stiff

and sore was I, and our fishing trip to the lakes

had to be postponed to the following day.

' Confound it
!

' I hear my reader say, ' what

the deuce has all this to do with fishing ?

'

I apologise ; but could not resist giving a short

account of my first run with an Irish pack. Now

for our trip to Inchegeela Lake.

I joined C. M—— at his place two miles from

the Court, and drove on with him to the lakes, dis-

tant some eight miles.

It was a lovely morning, and mild as summer.

On our arrival at the little inn, we found two of

the gentlemen who had dined at the Court await-

ing us. The boat and man were in readiness on
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the lake near the inn, with some trout, and the

herrings from Cork, for bait.

We all got in, and Malloney, the boatman,

pulled us up the narrow part of the lake to more

open water. The scenery was lovely, and weather

perfect. On our way we saw several fine salmon

jump, but, it being close time for those fish, we

could only look and long.

C. M had brought some trimmers with him,

which, after landing two of our party (one being,

by-the-bye, our jovial father confessor) on one of

the islands in the lake, we set, baiting four or five

with small trout, and two with my big herrings

from Cork. We then proceeded to get our rods

ready, C. M baiting with trout, whilst I selected

a herring nearly 1 lb. weight for my bait. This I

towed after the boat from the stern, whilst C. M
cast right and left from the bows. For some time

we had no sport, but at last C. M had a run

and landed a pike of 5 lbs.

' Trout for ever
!

' he said ;
' hang your herrings !

they are no good.'

' Wait a bit,' said I.

C. M soon had another, of about the same
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weight, and I began to fear he was right, and that

my large bait would fail me.

It was now nearly lunch time, so we pulled

leisurely to the island where we had left our two

friends, and agreed to meet for that meal. The

boat had just grounded on the island, when I

heard my reel give a screech, and, thinking the bait

had caught in the bottom of the lake, I took up the

rod, when, to my delight, the line sailed off towards

the middle of the lake.

' In him,' I shouted, ' a whacker, by Jove
!

'

He felt something like my old friend, the gram-

pus, and was evidently a very heavy fish. Maloney

soon had the boat off and followed the fish, whilst

I got all the line in I could. After playing him for

some time, he turned suddenly towards the boat,

when a terrible thing happened.

C. M had lent me a reel with a handle which

shut inwards for convenience in carrying. The

spring, being weak, gave way, when I seized it to

wind up the line, and I had nothing to wind with,

and the fish getting slack line, the bait came away

and he was gone.

' Cuss all patent handles,' say I.
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On looking at my bait, I could see the marks of

the teeth of the pike across the shoulder and near

the tail, and, as the herring was fully ten inches

long, you can imagine what a size that pike must

have been.

' What price herrings now ? ' I said to C. M .

On landing again on the island, we found the

priest had got a fine pike of 11 lbs., casting from

the shore.

Getting the lunch out, we set to work with a

will. After a hearty meal and a drop of whisky

and water, out pipes, and story-telling was the order

of the day. The rev. father being singularly

funny in his selection, I must record one of them :

' An elderly lady, on arrival at her house after

a cold drive in a car, said to the driver

:

' " Pat, would you like a glass of whisky ?
"

' " I would so, mam," said Pat. Upon which

she brought a liqueur glass of the spirit, saying,

" It's very good, and fifteen years old."

' " Ah, by Gor !
" said Pat, " it's mighty good ;

but shure it's very small for its age, I'm thinking."
'

It was now time to see what sport the trimmers

we had set in the morning would give us, and all
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getting into the boat, we pulled off to look for

them.

Having dropped them to windward, they of

course drifted across the lake before the slight

breeze that blew.

We had not gone far from the island when

C. M , who was posted in the bows, said, ' I

see one
:

' but nothing had taken the bait, the

trimmer not having turned over; so, taking it

in, we pulled away on our search.

' Here's one,' said C. M . ' By Jove ! it's

red side up ; a fish for a monkey !

'

He hooked it towards him with the boat-hook,

took hold of the cork, and was drawing in the line

which had run off the trimmer, when he received

a violent hint, in the shape of a severe tug, to drop

that, which he wisely did, and we saw the cork

spinning along under water like the mischief. Up

it bobbed again some fifty yards off.

Got hold of it again, but had to drop it a

second time. Off it went, Maloney pulling after it

as fast as he could j)ropel the rather heavy boat.

AVe soon sighted it again. C. M got hold

of it, and managed to get in a few feet of line, when
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he saw the dim outline of an enormous pike, which,

on seeing the boat, darted off for a great clump of

reeds close by. The cork soon showed us his where-

abouts, and, getting hold of it again, C. M
pulled him by degrees towards the boat. The land-

ing net, large as it was, we could not get him into,

but I fortunately had brought my gaff, so inserted

it with a jerk into his great carcass, and with the

help of both hands pulled into the boat a splendid

fellow of twenty-seven pounds weight, in pink of

condition. When in the boat, we found his

stomach contained one of his own species of about

two pounds weight, and many parr (the young of

salmon) ; so the ravenous brute was far better out

of than in the water.

On examming the trimmer I found to my de-

light that it was one I had marked as being baited

with herring, which went far to proving my theory

of ' big bait, big fish.'

We had still several more to pick up, and not

much time to spare. The next trimmer was a

blank. The next was on his belly, red side show-

ing up.

This victim to our poaching method of killing
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fish did not give C. M and his boat-hook a

chance of getting near the trimmer, for on the

boat getting within some five yards of it, off it

sailed Uke Hghtning, and did not appear again for

several minutes, when up it bobbed 100 yards off.

These were not the usual tactics with pike, and

rather puzzled us.

After it again as hard as we could pull, and,

when within a few yards, off went the cork, but

had not gone far when, with a bound in the air

and heavy splash, appeared a large salmon, which

had taken a parr, possibly one of his own offspring,

with which C. M had baited one of the trim-

mers. Though out of season, we could not resist

trying to have a nearer view of him.

At last, getting hold of the cork, C. M
deftly fastened one of the rod lines on it, and, after

an exciting battle, safely deposited in the landing

net a salmon of fifteen pounds. He, or rather she,

was very red and far advanced in pregnane}' ; so,

having admired her as she lay in the bottom of

the boat, and carefully removed the hook, we

returned her to the lake, where I trust she did her

duty in propagating her valuable species. "We
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succeeded in picking up all the trimmers but one,

getting another pike of four pounds on the last.

Telling Mahoney to try and recover it next day,

we started for the inn, where, after duly drinking

the health of our twenty- seven pounder, we got into

the trap and drove to the Court, greatly pleased

with our day's fun.

After a month's stay at my pleasant quarters

at the Court, and with many a good run on Bobby,

I was returning from my last hunt with Sir A ,

when I told him what a delightful visit I had had,

and apologising for the length of it. ' Ah, my dear

boy,' he said, ' the last d d fellow that came to

stay with me stopped five years !

'

With this queer characteristic of my kind host's

nature, I will wind up this chapter.
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CHAPTEE Y

LARIJEL AKD RANGER FISHING

I MUST HOW trans[iort my reader to Giln'altar.

The south of Spain is a poor country for fish.

The rivers, though lovely in form, are invariably

thick in the colour of the water, and run almost

dry during- the heat of summer.

Should any of my readers he in the service

and happen to lie ipiartered in the old I'lOck,

they will find some sport amongst the rangers

in the sea and liarljel in the rivers which run

into the Mediterranean, lietweeii Giljrallar and

Malaga.

I found the best spot for a ranger was on the
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rocks under the wall of the fortress at Europa

point, the south end of the Eock.

A large drain from the barracks emptied itself

into the sea at this point, and I have no doubt its

unsavoury contents attracted the fish.

The most killing way of fishing for a ranger

entails some cruelty in the treatment of the bait,

which is a fish the size of a small dace and easily

procurable. I forget the name. Your equipment

must consist of a strong spinning rod, the longer

the better, the reel holding at least a hundred

yards of stout line and six feet of twisted gut.

This should be attached to a fair-sized triple hook.

A long-handled gaff will also be necessary.

To bait : take the triple hook, and pass one of

the hooks under the back fin of the "bait ; then

with your finger or knife remove one of the poor

little brute's eyes (this is the worst part of the

business) ; then, standing on the rocks as near the

water as possible, cast the bait into the broken

water caused by the breaking waves. The small

fish will then swim round and round on the sur-

face, or near it, in a helpless kind of way, very

attractive to any ranger in the neighbourhood,
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which will come with a rush at the bait, like a

salmon.

They will frequently, on feeling the hook, go

straight out to sea, and as they weigh frequently

fourteen or fifteen pounds, or even more, it is

advisable to have plenty of line.

This, no doubt, is the most killing way of bait-

ing for rangers, but, owing to its cruelty, I generally

preferred using a float consisting of a large cork,

and sinking the fish with a piece of lead, having

hooked him on as above described, letting him

swim about—mind, the bait must be aUve.

It was not a pleasant spot to fish, or to get at,

as it entailed the descent of a wobbling rope ladder,

and a scramble over some huge slippery rocks.

Being close to my quarters, it was better than

nothing, and, though the sport was very uncertain,

I contrived on several occasions to get hold of some

fine fellows.

I had not been long on the Eock before a brother-

officer, whom I will call G , and myself deter-

mined to see what the barbel fishing was like.

Mounting our nags early one morning in May,

and having what we requked in our saddle-bags,
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we started over the neutral ground and along the

Eastern beach on our way to a Venta (public-house)

some twelve miles from the Eock. The house was

situated near the river we were going to fish, and,

though affording miserable accommodation, it was

handy. We arrived about noon, and soon had our

rods and tackle ready ; we had brought for bait

some paste, composed of flour and cheese, with a

little cotton-wool worked up in it, to make it adhere

better to the hook. Worms, no doubt, would have

been a better bait, but they are at a heavy pre-

mium in the south of Spain during the summer

months.

Almost any kind of rod will do, so that it is not

too limp, forty or fifty yards of strong line, two or

three strands of salmon gut, with a small salmon

hook attached ; a bottle cork for a float, and a few

shot to sink the bait, is all that is necessary.

After a little refreshment we proceeded to the

river, and, throwing in our baits, soon succeeded,

between us, in getting a basketful of barbel; but

the largest did not exceed two pounds.

Now I knew there were much larger fish in the

river, and, having run out of paste, I returned to
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the Yenta in search of bait. All I could get were

the entrails of a fowl which had been killed for our

dinner. Knowing barbel were a coarse-feeding

fish, I thought perhaps it might do. An old

Spaniard, who seemed to know something about it,

told me of a pool near, which never dried up, and

held very large barbel ; so there we proceeded, and

with our unpleasant bait commenced to fish.

It was not long before my companion shouted

out, ' I'm into one, a regular buster.' And sure

enough it was ; for, after a stiffish battle, I fished up

in the landing net a huge brute of eight pounds.

Delighted with the prospect of some more of

such customers, I ran back to my rod, and looked

about for the cork which I had left peacefully float-

ing on the surface of the water. Nowhere to be

seen. I seized hold of the rod and found I was

fast in something heavy ; I struck to drive home

the hook, and away went, whatever it was, slowly

first up, and then down the stream. This tame

performance continued for several minutes, when,

getting tired of it, I put a heavy strain on the rod,

to see what was at the other end, and in a few

moments slowly lugged to the surface a huge fi'esh-
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water turtle, who looked at mp with a reproachful

glance, as much as to say, ' Where are you pulling

a fellow to ?
'

How the deuce to get him out ? The landing

net was far too small ; so, pulling him along the

surface of the water, I got him to a, shelving bank

where the cattle came to drink, and getting him as

near the edge as I could, G got behind him

and bodily carried him clear of the water.

No sooner on tcn-a Jirma than in went his head

under his shell, and with it the hook and six inches

of gut. Anxious to secure the hook, of which we

were short, we turned him head downwards, ham-

mered on his shell, shook him ; but nothing would

induce him to look out.

Happy thought ! Pulling out my knife, and

directing my companion to stand ready with his

and keep the gut tight, I gently inserted the blade

in the end opposite his head, upon which indignity

he poked oat his tuppenny to see what was up.

No sooner out than off, for with one stroke of his

huge knjfe G beheaded him, and we recovered

our tackle.

These turtle being no good for food, we left his
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mutilated remains on the bank, and, as evening was

closing in, we started for the Venta. With the

help of eggs and the fowl, whose inside we found so

useful as bait, and that best of sauces, hunger, we

made a fair dinner.

After a pipe and a glass of grog, we retired

to the other side of a large partition, which

divided the room, to inspect the beds provided

for us.

They were not inviting, but, seeming tolerably

clean, we turned in, on two narrow and curiously

hard beds, stuffed apparently with potatoes, which

the stuffer, confound him, had neglected to boil.

In those young days I could sleep on anything,

so was soon fast in the arms of Morpheus. I was

awoke early the next morning by the crowing of an

, old cock whom I found perched on my toes. During

the intervals of his infernal solo he appeared to be

busy in picking up something off the counterpane

of the bed. Getting hold of one of my boots, I

speedUy induced my friend, the cock, to move on.

Feeling something tickling my head, I put up my
hand and found, to my horror, that my hair and

whiskers were full of maggots, and in the dim light
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of the early morning discovered the bed was coyered

with them.

The fact was that a quantity of grain had been

stored in the loft above our heads, and the little

beasts had fallen through the interstices of the

floor. Jumping out and shouting to G , who

was in much the same pickle, to come out of that,

we both made tracks for the stream which ran near

the Venta, where we got rid of the nasty things,

and, shaking our flannel shirts, got dressed as

quickly as we could.

Determining that the fishing would not run to

it, after a hasty breakfast we mounted our steeds

and rode off to the Eock.

I must now give a short account of a sad acci-

dent, which, though little connected with fishing,

embittered with its painful memories many a day

of my sojourn at Gibraltar.

B , a brother officer of mine, an^I myself,

determined to have a dg,y's snipe shooting between

the two rivers which run into the bay betwpen the

village of Campo and the town of Algeciras.

The night before starting, the officers of a

French gun-boat were dining with us at mess, and
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on my saying that I was going shooting in Spain

the next day, one of them said, ' I hope you wUl

have bean temps ; I am rather doubtful of it.' On

my asking his reason he said they had a theory

in their navy, viz., that the weather, whether good

or bad, would repeat itself after a certain interval

of years (what that interval was, I a.m sorry to say

I forget). If this theory was correct, the next day

on that coast there would be a fearful storm of

wind and rain.

I rather ridiculed the idea, but it proved too

true. The next morning broke dull and grey with-

out a breath of wind, but raining heavily. Neither

B nor myself caring twopence about rain, we

started in a boat to cross the bay, a distance of

about two and a half miles.

"We ascended the second river a short distance

to a vUlage on its bank, and, getting out, told our

boatmen to await our return at the Yenta. We

had not been shooting long, with but httle sport,

when it began to blow as well as rain, and so bad

did the weather become that we had to knock off

and return to the vUlage.

On interviewing our boatmen as to the surf on
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the bar of the river, raised by the tempest which

was now blowing, they said it would not be bad

as the wind was off shore, and fair for the Eock.

B
, however, who said he could not swim, did

not like the idea of returning by water, and asked me
to walk home with him along the beach, a distance

of some eight or nine miles.

I gave in to his wishes, and started with him

for the first river, the one nearest the Eock and

not far from the village of Campo.

After a very rough and disagreeable walk we

arrived at the river, and after some difficulty, from

its flooded state, got across in a small boat, the

usual ferry being unable to ply.

On the other side, to our delight, we found an

outside car with two horses harnessed to it, tandem

fashion, a postillion on the leading horse, a driver

on the box.

They were waiting for two officers of another

regiment quartered at Gibraltar, who had been

shooting in the vicinity.

They soon appeared and kindly offered us a lift

;

this we gladly accepted, B and I mounting

on the side facing the sea, V and H
,
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the officers who had hired the car, on the

other.

There bemg no roads in that benighted country,

we proceeded along the sands close to the bay.

B and I were discussing the big drink of hot

grog we would get on reaching our quarters, and

blessing all French theories of storms, when bump

went the car into a stream that crossed the sands

and fell into the bay close to Campo.

This stream in summer was hardly \'isible as

it trickled over the sand, but with the heavy fall

of rain was now swollen to a torrent some forty

feet broad.

Lookmg round and seeing we were in for it, I

shouted to the driver on the box to head a little

down stream, and not straight across as he was

endeavouring to do. Down went the leading horse

with the boy, washed off his legs, and, the car

beginning to tilt over with the pressure of the

stream, B and I jumped off into the water,

which was nearly up to our middle. B was

only a few feet from the bank we had left. ' Give

and take a bit,' I said to him, my fishing experi-

ences in stemming a strong stream coming in use-
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ful, for when I last saw him he was up to his waist,

trying to stem the current direct. I remember

seeing the driver get off his box, and V and

H both jump off their side of the car.

Knowing the stream must be shallower on the

other side, I made for the opposite bank, my diffi-

culty being to avoid the horse in the shafts which

was on his back frantically struggling to free him-

self. I just managed to clear him as he swept past

me, but with so near a shave that one of his fore

feet knocked off my cap.

Thankful for this escape, I struggled on across

the stream, till I found to my delight I was out of

the current, and had nothing to contend with but

the surf which was breaking at the mouth. The

first wave I jumped as high as I could to avoid,

and it broke on my legs ; but the next one bowled

me over, and for the first time visions of being

drowned in this wretched ditch came across my

mind.

A Spaniard on the beach now waded in to my

assistance, and together we got safe on shore. I

looked about me expecting to see my companions

laughing at me from the opposite bank ; nothing
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eould I see but the driving-box of the car, sticking

out of the water some fifty yards out in the bay,

and the head of a white horse, our leader, swimming

for his hfe.

Horrified and bewildered, hardly knowing what

to think, I ran to the nearest boat pulled up on

the beach, and, with the help of some Spaniards

from the village, got it afloat, jumped in and pulled

off to the floating car, hoping that some of my

companions might be clinging to it.

There was nothing on the car.

We got hold of the swimming horse, made fast

his head to the boat and towed him ashore, to-

gether with the car, and the drowned horse in the

shafts.

Half frantic with grief and anxiety for the poor

fellows so lately my pleasant companions, I rushed

to the side of the stream, calling for a rope to tie

round my waist, that I might wade in, with the

hope that one of them might catch hold of me and

both be dragged out.

My knowledge of Spanish being very hmited, I

could not make the villagers understand what

I wanted, and, instead of helpmg me in any
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way, they began to drag me away from the

water.

Suddenly, a shout from the opposite bank an-

nounced some discovery, and, running to the

bridge only a few yards off, where we ought to

have crossed the stream, I speedily gained the

other side and saw something rolling about in the

surf. I rushed into the water, and, seizing the

object, dragged poor B 's body on to the

sand.

He had only been about ten minutes in the

water, so I had some hopes of restoring animation.

With the help of some Spaniards we carried him

to a hut near, where I did all I could to recover

him ; but with the miserable means at my disposal

and the absence of any artificial heat, I had but

little hope that my efforts would be successful. A

Spaniard running into the hut said there was

another body on the beach ; so, leaving instructions

with an intelligent Spaniard to continue my efforts

to restore respiration in poor B 's body, I made

all haste to the beach, and there found the body of

poor H , thrown up in the same place. He

had been in the water fully twenty-five minutes,
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and any hope of restoration in his case could not

be expected. I had his body brought to the hut

and laid beside poor B , and a lieutenant of

Carabiniroes (or Spanish Coast Guard) having ar-

rived, be placed one of his men on guard over the

bodies. 1 waited another half-hour, in the hope

that we might recover more of the poor fellows

who were lost, three being still missing. I then

started for the Eock on the grey horse which had

been our leader, and which we had saved from a

watery grave.

On arriving at the gates at the North Front, I

found they had been kept open, the news of some

terrible accident having by some mysterious way

reached the Eock, the gates being always closed at

sunset.

I proceeded with aU despatch to the Convent,

the residence of the Governor in the town, to

make my report, and then hastened to my own

house in the fear that some exaggerated account

might have reached my wife's ears, as I was now a

married man ; happily, she had heard nothing of

what had occurred. The next morning I started

with an ambulance waggon to bring in the bodies
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of my poor friends ; which, after an inquest at

St. Eoque, a Spanish town near, we did.

The bodies of the driver and postilKon were

found on the rocks near Campo two days after, but

nothing was seen of V 's body.

Some three weeks after the accident, I was

fishing in the hay with a friend of mine, when a

dark mass of something surged up in the water

close to the boat ; the boatman got hold of it with

the boat-hook, and, puUing it into the boat, we dis-

covered to our horror it was the mutilated remains

of a human being—a mere trunk—head, arms,

and legs being almost entirely gone.

I thought I recognised the torn remains of the

coat, and on examining one of the pockets found

a handkerchief with poor V 's name on it,

which clearly proved that this was his body. We

raised a subscription in the garrison, and erected

a handsome cross over the grave where the three

poor fellows were buried, which can now be seen in

the cemetery on the North Front.
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BACK A(";AIX

Having olitained my majoritj' I \Yas again quar-

tered in Ireland, where I ^Yas sent in command of

a ^Ying of the regiment to Queenstown Harbour,

my headquarters being Spike Island, from which

I had a good view of my old residence, Carlisle

Fort.

I bad not been long there when a lirotber

officer. Captain G , and I, received an invita-

tion to staj' at my pleasant old quarters, the Court.
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My dear old host, Sir A , had, alas ! joined the

majority, and his nephew reigned in his stead.

The wording of the invitation told me I must

expect a change of management ; it ran thus :

' The pleasure of Major Hopkins' company from

Monday to Thursday,'—no five years about this.

However, it was very kind of the present baronet

to think of us, so off G and I started with our

salmon rods, which we were requested to bring, it

being the height of the season for the spring fish-

ing, about the end of April.

On arrival at the gates of the drive up to the

Court, the first thing that struck me was that all

the fine laurels which grew on each side had been

cut down close to the ground, to remove (as I

found out afterwards) the shelter they would afford

for the numerous gentlemen who objected to land-

lords as a class, and took measures to remove them

by shooting them.

This was a sad change for the worse, to begin

with ; the fine old house was unaltered, and the

grounds about it in much better order than for-

merly.

But where, oh ! where was the smell of the fox
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in the hall? Where our kind old host with his

genial face and purple head ? Where old Mike

with his weather-beaten face and shabby get-

up ? Where his pack of hounds ? "VMiere old Pat

on the keys ? All gone ! and in their place a large

establishment, with English footmen, and a grand

lady presiding over it all. But I must do some

fishing or shall be voted an impostor.

C. M , I was happy to find, was staying

with his wife at the Court, and the next morning,

our host being engaged in business matters, C.

M , G , and I started off on a car for the

river, which ran about a mile and a half from

the house. The Court water was a capital stretch

of the river, some two miles in extent, and con-

tained some excellent salmon pools.

C. M was an old hand at salmon fish-

ing, but dealt largely in worms as a bait—a style

of fishing I never cared much for, though in good

hands it is very deadly. G—- was a beginner,

never having killed a salmon. My experiences did

not run to manj"^, but I had tasted the delights of

being ' in him ' on several occasions in Wales.

My views on tackle, rods, &c., in those days are
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not worth recording, everything of that description

being now so improved. Of these necessary ad-

juncts I will discourse later on.

We tossed up for pools, one called the Punch-

bowl, from its circular form, falling to my lot,

G going lower down, and C. M above,

with his worm.

The water was in fine order, and of a rich

porter colour, but inclined to the big side. The

best flies were, and I believe are still, sombre

brown-looking fellows ; the keeper, a good fisher-

man himself, choosing one from my large assort-

ment, and rejecting many a nicer-looking fly to

my fancy, fastened it on my trace, and I com-

menced business.

My first cast—anything but a good one—rose a

large fish ; surprised, I struck with a quick, nervous

jerk, which pricked the fish and broke the slight

hold the hook may have had ; away he went with

a flourish of his mighty tail.

'Ah, shure,' said Dick, 'you must be more

tinder with them, major.'

r fished the pool out, but could not get another

touch, and was just going to try it over again with
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a change of fly, when I heard a shrill whistle from

G at the pool below, the signal that he was

fast in a fish.

Seizing the gaff, Dick and I ran to his assist-

ance, when we found him holding on like grim death

to a large salmon, his rod being absolutely double.

' Give him line, for God's sake ! He will smash

you to bits.' 'Oh, certainly,' he replied, at the

same time reeling off some yards of line on the

bank with an ' anything-to-oblige ' kind of air.

Of course the salmon had a lot of slack line,

and went careering down the pool with a loop of

line on the water that was horrible to look at.

Strange to say, when, influenced by some very

earnest words from me and Dick, G—— had

wound up over him, he was still fast, and a springer

of 14 lbs. was soon on the bank, assisted thereon

by Dick and his gaif. G had killed his first

salmon, his delight was great, and the freedom

with which he pressed on us our host's excellent

whisky was beyond all praise.

G sat down and lit his pipe, to give his

pool a rest.

I went back to my Punch-bowl to try it down
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again. When near it I found, to my disgust, C.

M dancing up and down the bank, with his

infernal worms fast in the fish I had risen ; at

least, I believe it to have been the same, as he had

hooked it just where I had risen it.

I had to look as pleasant as I could under the

circumstances.

C. M 's tackle being very strong, he gave

him but little law, and in a few minutes had

a fine springer on the bank.

' Oh, that's the way you murder fish, is it, in

this country ? ' said I, with stern irony, wishing

most heartily that I had been the assassin myself.

' Devil a doubt,' was C. M 's curt reply.

We none of us had any success for some time,

with the exception of a huge kelt, which kept C.

M employed for upwards of half an hour,

boring up and down a long pool before he could

tail him, and thus be able to return him compara-

tively uninjured to the water.

No good sportsman should use a gaff to get a

kelt out, as the wound will generally kill the fish

and render his return to the river useless.

It was nearly time to return home, when, fish-

a
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ing over the last pool on the heat, I hooked a fresh

fish, ^vhich, after a lively battle, I brought to the

side ready for Dick and his gaff. He had taken

mine, a telescopic one, and, not pulling it full out,

the hook turned, when it touched the fish, and

three times did Dick miss him, much to his dis-

gust, which was not alleviated by the jeering re-

marks of a keeper on the other side of the river.

Guessing the cause of his failure, I told him to

pull the last joint of the gaff full out.

I then brought the fish up again, but the long

play and his frightened rushes had so loosened the

hold of the fly that, to my horror, I saw it fall

from his mouth on to the bank.

Dick had just got the gaff under him, and did

not see the fish was free. I said nothing, but in

fearful anxiety watched the result.

This time the gaff acted all right, and Dick

anded his fish.

His astonishment at being unable to see any

fly in his mouth was a picture.

Important.—Always gaff under, and not over, if

possible, holding the handle with the knuckles of

the hand up and not down ; it leaves the arm freer
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for lifting out of the water. Try it with a 10-lb.

weight on your gaff, and you will take my advice.

The following day we found, on reaching the

river, that, owing to rain in the night, it was very

big, though not much discoloured, so I determined

to try what I could do spinning, Dick having got

some loach from a small brook, a capital bait for

salmon.

I got ready the spinning rod.

The banks of the river were pretty clear of

bushes, so that casting from the bank was pleasant

work, and having some experience in spinning, I

was soon covering the best part of the pool with

my loach.

When in the water the only method then in use

was to loop the line in the left hand before casting,

when it frequently kinked and stopped the cast,

particularly when the line had got twisted with the

action of the bait. I then was frequently obliged

to run some thirty or forty yards of line off the

reel on the bank, and, with a piece of rag covered

with fat, rub the line downwards to the trace,

taking out the twist and slightly greasing it, which

made it run more freely.

2
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I only wish I had been acquainted with the

use of the fast or Nottingham reel in those

days—what murder I should have committed !

—

as it was difficult to cover much of the water

in many places by casting from the hand. Of

this blessing to spinners, 'the fast reel,' more

anon.

Before the day was out I had three lovely

springers to book, whilst G , with the usual luck

of beginners, had got two. C. M had only a

kelt to his credit, so we had the crow over the

old hand, and . chaffed him and his worms most

unmercifully.

Our short visit drawing to a close, we returned

to duty in the harbour. Having to inspect the

different detachments stationed in the forts and

islands of the harbour, one of which was my old

Fort Carlisle, I took the opportunity, after my work

was over, of walking out to see if my poor old

fi'iend the Squire was stiU residing at his place,

and actuated also by a faint hope of renewing my
acquaintance with Kathleen.

On arriving at the entrance to the grounds, I

found the gate hanging feebly by one hinge, the
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drive hardly discernible from the grass on each

side of it, and the pond, where I had had such good

sport, so choked with w^eeds and rushes that there

was hardly a clear spot of water to be seen. A

dilapidated board was fixed to one of the gate-posts,

stating that the house and property was for sale. I

strolled up to the house, and there saw a pictui'e

of ruin and decay that told most forcibly the sad

story of a lost and forsaken home. Getting no

response to my applications on the front door, the

bell having long ceased to ring, I worked my way

through a tangled shrubbery to the back of the

house, where I found an old man planting some

potatoes. I asked him what had become of the

Squire.

' Shure, your honour, he is dead,' he replied.

' I am sorry to hear it,' I said ;
' when did he

die?'

' Ah, y're honour, if he lived till to-morrow

he'd be dead a year.'

This conveyed to me in a queer way the exact

date of his demise. I then asked after Biddy, his

old housekeeper. She also had gone, not long

surviving her old master.
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'Did you ever know a girl called Kathleen, a

chance daughter of the old gentleman's ?

'

' Yes, shure,' he said, ' and a tine lass she was.'

' Do you know what has become of her ?
'

' Ah ! she married a corporal at the fort, and

went to foreign lands with him.'

' Lucky corporal,' thought I ; and after giving

him a trifle for his information, I left him shower-

ing blessings upon my head.

Leaving the old place with many regrets for

the happy hours I had spent in it, and for the

ruin and decay which surrounded it, Tennyson's

pathetic hues came into my head :

—

Oh ! for the touch of a vanished hand,

For the sound of a voice that is still

!

T\Tiether it was the ancient palm of the old

Squire, or the young one of sweet Kathleen, whose

touch I most regretted, I will leave my reader to

decide.

Having got over our annual inspection by the

General commanding the district, G and I

thought we would try ihe Inchegeela lakes and

the head of the Eiver Lee for salmon—not pike

this time. Owing to the expanse of water in these
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lakes casting from the banks covers so small a

portion of them as to be of little use ; and, hearing

that no boat was available, we invested in a two-

pound licence for a cross-line, and purchased from

Hackett, in Cork, one to carry eight flies.

A cross-line—and a good one is rather expen-

sive, 15s. I think ours cost us—consists of a main

line of strong but fine silk, from 35 to 40 feet long,

according to the number of flies used. To this

is attached the droppers carrying the flies ; at

intervals corresponding with the length of these

droppers, or rather slightly exceeding them, are

fixed two glass beads threaded on the main line,

and about half an inch separate one from the

other, the line between them being lapped with

thin wire ; working on this, and kept in its place by

the beads in question, is the top loop of a swivel,

to the bottom of which is fastened some four feet

of strong single salmon gut, and on the end of this

the fly. The interval between these droppers being

slightly in excess of their length prevents their

tangling one with the other. The droppers them-

selves should be slightly longer at the two ends of

the cross-line than in the centre, to allow for the
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droop of the line when in use. A small white

feather is fixed in the middle—in our case hetween

the fourth and fifth droppei', there being eight in

all. The object of this is that, if a fish takes a fly

on your side of the feather, you play the fish, and

your companion on the other side pays out line as

required, and rice versa. If any of my readers

should try to make a cross-line, don't forget the

beads and swivels for the droppers ; if you merely

make them fast to the main hue with a knot as I

did on my first attempt, when the strain comes on

the main line, every dropper will twist round it

and of course become useless. Your cross-line

should be wound on a frame with some cork on

one side for fixing your flies to, and made for the

purpose.

"UTien you arrive at the water you intend to

cross-fish, one goes on one side and one on the

other, each with a salmon rod and a hundred

yards of line. Taking a stone tied to one of the

rod lines, and having drawn sufficient from the

reel to cover the water, throw it across, when the

opposite sportsman (or, as some narrow-minded

people would call, ' poacher ') unties the stone, and
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makes the line fast to the cross-line, which is then

drawn over the water with its eight flies dancing

on the surface. A truly beautiful spectacle !

Lowering the points of the two rods over the

water till the flies trail along the surface, keeping

the main line tight, off you walk up-stream, the

action of walking giving a most fascinating motion

to the flies. It is a method of fishing which, wlien

necessary, I am very fond of, as the combination

of interest between your partner and self is so

pleasant.

On a lovely evening towards the end of May we

duly arrived at the little inn at Inchegeela, which

was much the same as it was when I last visited it

some years before—Mr. Murphy, the landlord, and

his wife being still to the fore.

Having ordered dinner, our first business was

to secure the services of a man to gaff our fish, if

any, a sine qua noii in cross-fishing; and engaged a

thirsty-looking chap called Pat Oolahan, whom our

landlord recommended ; Maloney, who accompanied

us on our pike-fishing expedition, having emigrated

some time before.

Getting our two salmon rods up, threaded with
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their lines, and choosing with the help of Pat and

our landlord a choice selection of salmon flies, we

fixed them to the droppers on the cross-Une in

readiness for an early start the next morning, viz.

four A.M. ; we then turned in.

I awoke just as day was breaking, and anxiously

went to the window to see what the weather was

like. It was fine, but blowing a fresh breeze from

the west, which would be right down the lake, and

just what we wanted.

I awoke G and we were both speedily

dressed. Going to our sitting-room downstairs, we

imbibed some rum-and-milk placed in readiness for

us over night. Capital thing to work on, rum-and-

mUk ! "Where was that beast Pat with his gafi" ?

Not a sign of him to be seen. So, after waiting a

quarter of an hour, we started without him. I

had fortunately my gafi' with me, G having

given his to Pat.

Proceeding to the bridge which crosses the Lee

at its outlet from the lake, we got our cross-line

over the stream, and, it being only some forty jards

across for about half a mUe above the bridge, was

admirably adapted for our purpose.
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There was a splendid ripple on the water and

matters looked promising, but where was that

villain Pat with the other gaff ? We could not wait

any longer, so blessing him freely we started. We
fished the narrows, as they were called, without a

rise.

On getting to the top of them the lake took a

turn to the left, increasing considerably in width,

and, seeing a large fish rise near my side, I shouted

to G to give me the flies over. He paid out

line whilst I wound up and drew them over where

the fish had risen.

Up he came, seizing a fly next to the feather on

G 's side, and consequently close to the centre

of the cross-line. My wigs ! what a battle then

commenced ; but the play of the two rods and long

line soon tired him, and he began to roll about on

the top of the water.

I called out to G to let me have the fish,

as I possessed the only gaff, so wound up with a

view of getting him close enough to gaff. I had

not got in much line when my winding was put a

final end to by finding I could not, of course, get

the first dropper through the rings of the rod.
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Here was a go ! With Pat at hand I could

have walked backwards, kept the droppers clear of

the ground, and brought the fish near enough to

gaff; as it was, all I could do was to fix the rod by

the spike upright in the peaty soil of the bank, and

handle the line—a most ticklish proceeding with a

fish that looked all thirty pounds weight. There

was nothing else for it ; so, assigning Pat to eternal

perdition, I laid hold of the line and began gently

to haul it in, G—— of course paying out.

I got the first dropper in all right, and laid it

behind me on the bank, ditto second, third, and

fourth. On the fifth the fish was fast. I got to

the top of it, took off the gaff from my shoulder

in readiness, and was carefully drawing his huge

carcass towards me when, seeing me, he gave a fear-

ful rush, and I was obliged to let go.

Then a dreadful thing happened. The line

with its droppers whizzed over the grass, and I was

in hopes that all would run clear, when—agony!

I received a terrible prick in my centre of gravity,

and found that a huge fly, called a ' butcher,' was

fast in, not only my trousers but then- contents,

and there was I playing this huge fish on this very
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unsatisfactory basis. Several nasty tugs ensued,

during which my bendings and bowings with my
back to the water, and clawing at the dropper to

ease the strain, must have been extremely funny

as viewed from the opposil;e side.

G called out

:

' What the devil are you up to ?

'

I faintly replied :

' The beggar has got me by the stern
!

'

With a final excruciating tug the dropper which

held the salmon broke; I was free, and for the

second time glad to get rid of a fish.

At this moment up came Pat with the gaff.

Exasperated with the loss of the fish and the

pain I was in, I seized the rod and gave him

one in the mid-riff, which nearly disembowelled

him.

' Arrah, ye murdering divil,' he cried, ' you've

kilt me intirely,' and, clapping his hand to his

stomach, subsided into a gorse bush.

I then begged G to run round by the

bridge as quickly as he could to help me to get the

fly out, for I was bleeding like a pig. G was

soon with me, and by cutting off the feathers and
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drawing the hook through, removed it from my

jperson, and left me feehng very sick.

A good tot of whisky comforted both myself

and Pat, who was only too glad to condone my

attack on him for a liberal quantity of that fluid.

Beyond boring a hole in his waistcoat, the blow

had not done him much harm.

Some little time elapsed before I felt inclined

for more cross-fishing, during which G set the

broken dropper to rights.

We did not get another fish, though rising

several, till towards evening, when something took

one of the flies on my side of the feather. After

playing him for some time, G called out

:

' It isn't a pike, is it ?
'

'Don't know,' I said. 'I don't like his play.

Lot us have a look at him.' So, putting a heavy

strain on the main line, up came the head of a

large pike.

We soon had the beggar out, and, disgusted

with his species, I gave him a kick on the head,

when he proceeded to eject numerous parr on which

he had been regaling himself. Out of condition

as he was, he turned the scale at sixteen pounds,
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and the brute had cut one of our best salmon

flies to ribbons. Mating a handsome present

of him to Pat, we reeled up and made for the

inn.

The next morning we tried it again, but the

day was still and bright, so we did nothing but

wear quite a path on each side of the lake, in our

solemn walks up and down its banks.

Eather tired of the game, we determined to try

the river for a fish the next day. Some rain in the

night had slightly coloured the water, so I put up

the spinning-rod, using a small parr as a bait—

a

favourite of mine.

At the first weir below the bridge I got a nice

fish of nine pounds, which gave me great diversion

in the rapid water, but, with Pat's help, landed

him all right. Lower down I got another of much

the same weight.

Q with the fly could do nothing.

Coming to the last pool of the beat, a beauty

with a rush of water at its head, I noticed a

ragged-looking fellow, bending over the stream,

rubbing his hands together.

I concealed myself behind a rock, and beckon-
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ing up Pat, asked Mm in a whisper what the chap

was doing.

'Ah! the blackguard,' said Pat, 'shure, he's

pisining the water.'

This was done by rubbing between the palms

of the hands a noxious weed growing here and

there on the bank, and throwing it into the water.

The effect of this was to turn the fish sick and

dizzy, when they would come to the surface in a

helpless way, and thus become an easy prey to the

poacher. Cocculus Indicus has the same effect.

G—— now coming up, we watched him for a

short time. G then quietly advanced over the

grass, his footsteps being unheard in the noise of

the falling water, and gave the gentleman one with

his heavy fishing-boots, which toppled him neck

and crop into the pool.

This party's language, on reappearing some

ten yards lower down, was not culled from the

Scriptures

!

Seeing the beggar could swim, we did not

.trouble ourselves about his safety, but left him to

scramble out as best he could, which he did at the

end of the pool, and made off as fast as he could go.
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We found a great bunch of the weed on the

grass where he had been at work, so do not think

he had time to throw much in ; but this was enough

to turn up three peel, several trout, and some coarse

fish, which we captured at the outlet of the pool.

An ill-wind that blows nobody any good !

We intended spending a week amongst our

pleasant surroundings, but the next morning I re-

ceived a telegram from Queenstown, saying the

General was coming, and that I must return ; so

our visit came to an abrupt termination.

H 2
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CHAPTEE All

ACHILL ISLAND

I SOON fonnd that the service was not the place for

a married man and family : so, with much regret,

I sent in my papers.

Another inducement to do so was the fact of

my having spent a good deal of money in the pur-

chase of my different steps, which, with the pro-

spect of purchase being abolished, might be lost
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As leave is always granted to an officer leaving

the service till his papers are accepted, I determined

to visit the Island of Achill, on the north-west coast

of Ireland, with a brother officer, whose father,

a clergyman, had been the saving of the poor

people on the island during the famine a few years

previously, by importing meal and potatoes. He was

recognised as the uncrowned king of the island.

There are several large lakes in this island, full

of trout, and in one a few peel got into it from the

sea.

Fully armed for slaughter, we started by train

from Dublin to Westport on a Saturday. We slept

at that town that night, and the next day, Sunday,

I'm sorry to say, started on a car for a forty-mile

drive to Achill. We reached the little inn at

' Doogort,' the principal village in the island, to-

wards evening, and found, rather to the dismay of

my brother officer N , his reverend father

standing at the door.

After being duly introduced by the son to his

grand old father—for he was a man, though ad-

vanced in years, of splendid physique—N
senior said in solemn tones, ' There are six days
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in the week : why trayel on the Lord's Day ? ' and,

retiring with his son to an inner chamber, shut

the door, and my poor friend had a nasty fifteen

miautes of it, I fancy.

Before giving an account of our fishing, I must

relate an occurrence that had taken place in the

island some few years before.

Mr. N senior visited the island with a

view of organising a relief fund for the starving

people during the terrible famine which devas-

tated Ireland on the failure of the potato crop.

It was then the hotbed of Eoman Cathohcism,

and the people were entirely in the hands of the

ignorant and bigoted priests.

As N senior told me himself, his life for

many months was not worth five minutes' pur-

chase ; but, as he described it, ' I was a chosen

vessel of the Lord, and was preserved to complete

the work He had set me to do.'

After being on the island some time, and gain-

ing some proselytes, he issued a challenge to the

Eoman Cathohc clergy to defend their views in a

pubhc disputation. This was accepted, and a

priest chosen to confute the heretic.
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Two rough pulpits were erected on the sloping

side of the mountain behind the village— one for

the Eoman Catholic priest, and one for the Pro-

testant N . Every man, woman, and child

who could manage it was there.

The priest opened the discussion, but was evi-

dently out of form ; and, either overcome by the

stern majesty of his opponent, the effect of the sun,

or some other cause, after a violent and ineffective

sermon, subsided into the bottom of his box.

Then, with stentorian voice and threatening

gesture, did the Eev. N pour forth the vials of

his wrath on his opponent's shaven crown; con-

signed him to any number of bottomless pits, and

innumerable worms ; burnt him to a cinder ; and

finally requested the Lord to root out what was left

of him !

Whether it was the effect of the sermon, or the

prospect of another ship-load of meal and potatoes,

daily expected, or a combination of the two, I

can't say, but the result was a large increase to the

Protestant community.

The Eev. N was too good a man to deny to

the Eoman Catholics a share of his benefits, but
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his flock certainly had first pick, and consequently

fared considerably the best of the two.

The Eev. N was a man of great eloquence

and a wonderful flow of language, and, but for the

excessive length of his orations and the narrow-

minded bigotry of his opinions, could be hstened

to with pleasure.

Walking with him one day, we met one of the

few priests left on the island, a pleasant, inoffensive

little man. He took off his broad-brimmed hat to

us, but the Eev. N^ cut him as dead as a stone.

On my expressing regret that he had done so, he

said, 'Young man, have nothing to do with the

stool of wickedness.

I often thought how surprised he would be

when he got to heaven at the company he would

meet there. The old gentleman has long since

gone there, and I trust his views are by this time

somewhat enlarged.

N junior and I started the next morning,

with the caretaker of the property (a kind of

general factotum), for the lake nearest the village.

It was a fine sheet of water, and only divided from

the sea by a narrow strip of land at one end, over
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which towered the grand cHffs of the coast. The

lake emptied itself into the sea by a narrow brook

perhaps a quarter of a mile long. This brook, if

deepened, would have let any number of salmon

into the lake, but in its shallow state peel alone

could get up it. A low bridge crossed it at its

outlet from the lake.

Finding the boat ready for us, we were soon

afloat, with Tim (the caretaker) pulling us quietly

along. The day was perfection, with a nice breeze

to ripple the water, and we were soon at work

pulling out the trout. We were rather disap-

pointed in their size, none exceeding | lb., but

there were plenty of them. As we were passing

some rushes, depicted on the right of my sketch, I

hooked a much better fish, and, as he jumped high

in the air, saw to my delight it was a peel of 1^ lb.

I saved him all right—a picture of condition he

was, evidently fresh from the sea. Tim said he

had seldom seen them in the lake so early

—

August 2. We did not succeed in getting any

more. On counting the spoil, our bag consisted of

twenty-three brace of trout and the peel. As

there had been no rain for some time, the brook
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from the lake must have been too low to let

many up.

The next day we determined to try it. We

started on the sea side of the bridge, and in the

first pool close to it I hooked, with a grey and

sUver fly, a nice peel, who bolted through one of

the arches of the bridge and cut me. N was

busy lower down, and had secured a fish of nearly

2 lbs. Pishing away with but little success, we

arrived at the last pool before reaching the sea.

1 had fished half-way down it, when a big swirl of

the water beneath my fly and a heavy tug told me

I had got a big one ; in a moment a fine salmon

darted out of the water and made straight for the

sea. I shouted to N to run and cut him off,

but my fish beat him easy, and soon disposed of

my trout cast and some ten yards of line in that

extensive pit, the Atlantic.

Eeturning to the lake, we saw somebody at one

end fishing from a canoe. Tim informed us it was

Captain Boycott, who resided about a mile off.

Pulling to him, we found him fishing with a grass-

hopper, and with good success, his trout averaging

larger than om-s.
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' I find I get the best trout with them,' he said.

This was our first introduction to one whose name,

as applied to a vile system of coercion, became so

notorious.

A few days afterwards we lunched with him

and Mrs. Boycott at his house, half-way up the

side of a huge mountain.

It seemed pleasant enough in the sunny bright

weather we had on our visit, and the view from it

was grand—a combination of rocks, mountains, sea

and lake one seldom sees ; but. Lord ! what a place

in winter, and for a lady ! I pitied her. Capt. B.

farmed several hundred acres of land, but from

what he said I fancy it did not pay, and it was

not long after our visit that he gave it up.

The next few days we spent in exploring the

island, which contained several beautiful lakes, one

of which, L. Anach, Tim informed us, contained

no fish of any description : a most extraordinary

fact, and which I am quite unable to account for.

I tasted the water and found it perfectly sweet, but

presume there must have been some ingredient

that fish did not like, as there was no sign of pisca-

. torial life on its smooth surface.
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Another lake, the name I forget, held fish that

had never been known to take the fly. A worm

they would take readily, and we killed some beau-

tiful trout in it with that bait and a minnow ; but

of our choice specimens of flies not one would they

look at.

One evening, an invitation arrived from the

Eev. Mr. N 's curate to breakfast with him at

the parsonage. I was much inclined to refuse it,

but N said we must go, as our refusal would

offend his father, who was asked to meet us.

With many misgivings on the duration of our

stay and the loss of the best part of a good fishing

morning, we duly appeared at 9 a.m. at the parson-

age, and to our relief, without delay, sat down to a

capital breakfast ; but, oh dear ! we were not out

of the wood yet. After we had finished, and I was

nudging N to get up and say good-bye, our

host laid on the table a huge Bible and book of

prayers in front of the Eev. Mr. N . Two ser-

vants then appeared, and with a groan of resigna-

tion N and I ranged ourselves along the wall

and awaited results. The Eev. Mr. N then

selected the last nine verses of the Epistle of St.
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Jude, read them, and closed the book. I was

rising to kneel down, when I received a hint from

N to sit fast, and, looking at the Eev. N ,

found him with hands clasped, gazing with a

wrapped expression at the ceiling. Then began a

long discourse which, eloquent as it was, I fear

was not much appreciated by either N or

myself.

It came to an end at last, and, with somewhat

hurried adieus to our host, we escaped.

N 's comment on his father's performance

made me laugh.

' Snakes ! that was a twister,' he said.

On reaching the lake, it was blowing fresh ; so,

discarding the boat, I waded in as far as I could,

and with a small peel fly had some capital sport,

including three peel and several brace of fine trout,

N doing nearly as well from the boat.

The weather now breaking up and becoming

wet and stormy, we determined to leave and return

to Dublin, when I bade farewell to my old corps,

and retired into private life.



THE TUNNEL

CHAPTEE VIII

SOUTH WALES

Beceiving an invitation to visit a friend at my old

quarters, Brecon, I started from Waterford to

Milford Haven.

I was not due at Brecon for a week, so deter-

mined to try the Cothi and Towy, near Carmarthen,

as well as a small river caUed the ' Taff,' near

Haverford West.

Making this town my headquarters, I took the
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Great Western Eailway for a small station a few

miles up the line.

The Taff flowed close by the station, and I was

soon hard at work trying for a salmon, which the

station-master said he had seen in a pit near.

It was a rough day, blowing harder than was

pleasant, and tough work it was getting my line

out with a bran new ' butcher ' at the end of it.

A most useful, general fly is that same ' butcher,'

and I had fished half-way down the pit when I

fancied I saw a fish rise and have a look at my fly.

A little large, perhaps, for the water, I thought

;

so, changing it for a smaller one of the same pattern,

I began the pit again.

At the spot where I had fancied a fish had

turned, I felt that delicious pull that tells its plea-

sant tale, and I was fast in a good fish, which

raced up and down the pit in grand style.

The banks were clear of bushes, and it was a

capital spot to play a fish ; but having nobody to

gaff for me, I had to play him longer than I liked,

before I could get him near enough to gaff him

myself.

I succeeded at last, and landed a nice fish of

I
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twelve pounds. He had been rather too long in

fresh water, and consequently not quite so bright

as I should have liked. I fished down to the Eail-

way Bridge with no success. Lighting my pipe, I

laid the fish on the parapet of the bridge, and was

admiring him, when I suddenly heard a whistle,

and, looking up, saw to my dismay an engine

racing along within thirty yards of me, the noise

of its approach being entirely lost in the wind.

What was I to do ? Stay where I was I dare

not, the space between the rail and parapet being

so narrow. No time to get round ; nothing for it

but jump on the top of the low wall of the bridge.

This I did, but with such vigour that, losing my

balance, I went head over heels into the river,

dragging the salmon after me. The bridge was

fortunately a low one, and the fall did not exceed

ten feet. The water being deep enough to prevent

my touching the bottom, nothing but a terrible

ducking was the result.

Scrambling through the arch after my fish,

which was floating down-stream, I got out on the

other side, feeling only too thankful for my near

escape.
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Emptying out my waders, and getting rid of as

much water as I could from my clothes, I started

off for the station with my salmon across my back.

My shortest way by a good bit was through a

short railway tunnel ; as there were no trains due,

so far as I knew, at this time of the day, I decided

to walk through it, in spite of a notice threatening

me with all kinds of penalties if I did so. I had

got to near the middle of it, when I found it curved

slightly to the left, shutting out the light from both

ends, and leaving me in darkness.

Goodness ! what's that ? a roaring noise striking

my ears, but from which, end of the tunnel it came

I could not make out. I knew at once it must be

an approaching train.

On which line of rails ? Good Lord, this was

worse than the bridge business !

The space between the wall and line of rails

seemed to me terribly narrow ; no time to look for

a man-hole if there was one ; so I thought the best

thing to do was to count two rails, and then lie

down flat between the up and down rails. This I

did. Oh, never shall I forget the few seconds thac

ensued as I lay there on my stomach, waiting for

I 2
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the train to pass, my most fearful thought being

that I had miscounted the rails, and in consequence

lay between one set and not in the centre, in which

case the cinder-box of the engine would cut me to

pieces.

Nearer and nearer came the hideous roar, and

as the train rushed past me I felt a drop of boiling

water on the back of my neck.

In a second it had passed on, and I was for the

second time saved from a fearful death. Picking

up the salmon beside me and my rod, I got out

of that tunnel as hard as I could go, and sat down

on the bank to recover my shaking nerves. A
good pull at my flask and a rest soon made me feel

better. I then discovered that I had only two

joints of my salmon rod left, the rest being clean

cut off by the wheels of the engine. The salmon

was all right. No more tunnels for me.

I had had enough of the Taff, so left for Car-

marthen to try the Towy, and a tributary, the

Cothi. Getting my rod repaired in the town, I

drove out to a small inn,, situated at the junction

nf the two rivers. I stayed there two days, but,

having poor sport, decided to go to a sweet Welsh
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village called ' Breckfa,' some six miles up the Cothi.

I started early, walking, and arrived about 9 a.m.

at a nice clean little inn in the village. I was

astonished at the way it was furnished, and the

refined look of all about it. I soon discovered it

was the frequent resort of married couples from

Carmarthen, who came to spend their honeymoon

there. Fortunately for me, no loving couples were

occupying it on my arrival, so I had the best

accommodation it afforded. After a most delight-

ful breakfast, for which my walk had given me a

capital appetite, I started rod in hand for the river,

where I was told there were some salmon and

plenty of peel, or, as they call them in Wales,

' sewin.'

Putting up a couple of sewin flies, I was fishing

my way down-stream, when I came across a man

sitting on the bank with his rod beside him, ap-

parently in great distress.

' What's the matter ?

'

' Oh,' he said, in tearful tones, ' I've just lost

such a whopper !

'

I speedUy found out that he was the landlord

of the little inn I was staying at, and, on his learn-
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ing that I was his guest, he volunteered to show

me the best spots in the river.

I accepted his offer with much pleasure, as it is

a great advantage to have somebody with you to

point out where the fish generally lie. This is

absolutely essential in fishing for salmon, for you

may otherwise spend many hours in fishing-water,

which, though looking likely, seldom holds fish.

At a certain pit a little lower down he told me he

had seen a salmon rise that morning. We pro-

ceeded at once to the spot. It was a charming

pool with a sharp turn at the end of it, where the

water swirled round in a fishy-looking eddy, a

sure hold for a salmon.

The weather was rather too bright for salmon

fishing, though the water was in good order.

The eddy in question was somewhat in shade

from the trees overhanging the bank on the oppo-

site side ; so, taking off my peel flies, and putting

on a ' silver doctor,' a most useful fly, from its

bright body, in sunny weather, I proceeded to cast

over the pool.

There was a considerable rush of water into the

head of it ; so, casting somewhat across, I allowed
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the fly to float down with the stream till it got into

the eddy at the bottom ; following its direction down

the water with the point of my rod, and moving it

gently up and down, I gave that motion to the fly

which is so attractive to salmon.

I had not done so more than once or twice,

when a heavy swirl in the water and a tight line

told me that I was ' in him.'

' You've got him !
' shouted my landlord.

' Yes, indeed,' I remarked. I had hooked him,

but in this strong water it was not quite so sure

that I had got him.

The fish, however, was not a heavy one, and

made but a feeble effort to leave the pit ; if he had

succeeded in doing so I must have lost him, as

there was a strong run at the bottom of it, and I

could not follow him an inch for the trees.

He showed me good sport for five or ten minutes,

when he gave it up as a bad job, and I drew him

to the bank, when my landlord quickly stuck the

gaff into him, and landed a 9 -lb. fresh-run fish.

Though not large, he was a picture of shape

and condition, with several of those small insects

called sea-lice adhering to him.
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We duly drank the health of the first fish I

had killed in the Cothi.

Drawing near the middle of the day, which I

have always considered the worst time for fishing,

we sat down in a lovely spot on the bank under

some overhanging trees, and partook of the excel-

lent lunch provided for me by my landlady. Not

wishing to disturb the next pool, which my land-

lord informed me was a first-rate one for both

salmon and sewin, I drew out my small sketch-

book and made a sketch of the pool where I had

kiUed the fish, including a not very flattering like-

ness of my host ; at least, he did not appear to

think it so.

We managed to while away a couple of hours,

dozing and talking, when we thought it was time to

resume fishing.

We walked down to the pool that he had men-

tioned, which was a long one, and well shaded from

a declining sun. Ah ! it was a lovely spot, with

enough gravelly bank on my side to enable me to

cast without annoyance from the trees, the water

being deep on the opposite side under a steep

bank.
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' That's where they he,' said my host, pointing

to a rock cropping up near the other side.

I began casting a few yards above it, and after

a few throws the fly passed close by the edge of the

rock.

It had hardly done so when with a rush came

a fish, and took the fly in a very business-like

manner. I soon found that it was not a big one,

though he showed grand sport for his size, jumping

out of the water in a way that made me shake in

my shoes. The hold of the hook was a firm one,

and after a short battle of a few minutes' duration,

I pulled up on the gravel bank a sewin of 2^ lbs.,

and a perfect picture in its silvery beauty.

After giving the pool a rest, the late ' Mr.

Sewin ' having considerably disturbed it, I began

at the top of it again, as my companion informed

me that there were plenty more there. ' Yes, in-

deed !

'

He was right, for I had not got more than a

few yards beyond the rock when up came another

fish, apparently of much the same size as the last.

He was not quite so lively in his motions, pre-

ferring his native element to the air. The battle
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was consequently somewhat longer in duration, but

ended in the same way as the last.

On looking him over as he lay on the gravel I

remarked a difference between the two fish, the

scales of this one being somewhat coarser and the

tail rather different in form to the first.

We laid the two side by side, and though they

were both as near as possible the same weight, the

difference was easily discernible.

On my pointing this out to my landlord, he

immediately said that the last was a salmon and

the first a sewin. This I could hardly believe, as

I had never heard of a salmon weighing so little as

2i lbs.

As is well known, the young of salmon go down

to the sea, weighing from ^ lb. to ^ lb., and seldom

so much as the latter weight, and in five or six

months they will return to the river as one-year-old

salmon, or grilse, weighing from 6 lbs. to 9 lbs.

This astonishing increase of weight ia so short

a time has been proved to be a fact by experiments

in, I think, the Brighton Aquarium, where the

' parr,' or young salmon, were placed in tanks, and

fed with shrimps, upon which diet, though con-
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fined in a tank, they increased, in four months'

time, 3 lbs. or 4 lbs. in weight.

How, then, could a fish fare so badly in its native

element, the sea, as to return to its river only

weighing 2^ lbs. ?

On my return to Carmarthen, anxious to de-

termine the question as to the difference of species

between the two fish, I consulted a gentleman who

was well versed in such matters, and he decided at

once that one was a salmon and the other a peel,

or sewin.

After spending a very pleasant three days at

Breckfa, the water getting low and fine, I deter-

mined to try the larger stream, the Towy, at

Llandovery.

Getting into the coach (no rail then) at Car-

marthen, after a lovely drive, I duly arrived at the

former town. I was joined there by a friend ; we

secured the services of a fisherman in the place,

who knew the river well, and who advised us to go

some twelve miles up the stream, where there was

a small inn which had the right of fishing for

some two miles of the river.

The road ran for some distance by the side of
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the water, and we had pot proceeded far when we

saw a fisherman fast on some large fish, and roar-

ing most lustily for help. Taking out one of the

gafifs, we ran down the bank to his assistance.

He had been fishing for trout with a minnow, and

a huge salmon had taken the bait. What I could

see of him told me he must be fully 40 lbs. weight.

The pool was a long one, and the bank fairly clear

of impediments, so up and down did that luckless

fisherman race. After staying with him half an

hour, the inonster sulked, and remained fast as a

rock in the bottom of the pool. Not wishing to

lose our day's fishing, we left him with good wishes

for his success in landing him. He was fishing

with a small trout rod and some 30 yards of line,

so his chance of grassing that fish was extremely

doubtful.

Having arrived at the inn, we soon had our

rods up, and were hard at work, S , my friend,

going down-stream, and myself up. The water,

though rather low, was a good colour. I fished

over several lovely pools with no sign ; so, after

trying all my old favourite flies with no effect, I

changed for one which had been given me as a
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killer in Welsh rivers. I used to call it ' The Fire

King ;
' what its real name was I never knew.

The fly was made—body, bright brown mohair,

ribbed with broad gold tinsel, flat ; tail, golden

pheasant topping, hackle red cock's wing, the

bronzed feathers of a peacock's tail, with a portion

of the eye included. With a small pattern of this

uninviting-looking fly, I tried the pool I had last

fished over again, and with my first cast was, to

my delight, fast in a fish, and a lively customer he

proved. His sole motive seemed to be the ascent

of a fall at the top of the pool, surrounded with

sharp-edged rocks. This, of course, could not be

allowed. After making several attempts,^he gave

in, and bolted down the pool to try the bottom end.

It also had a sharp fall, with the bank covered with

bushes. This proceeding I also objected to, but

had to put a heavy strain on him to induce him to

agree with me. ' The Fire King ' had fortunately

a good grip of him, and I had him shortly dead

beat at my feet, when I got the gaff to work, and,

unassisted, landed a fish of 11 lbs.—a bit brown in

colour, but, as I afterwards found, was one of the

best fish I ever ate, There was then a considerable
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quantity of mine water in the river, which may

perhaps account for his colour.

"With the same fly I soon after got a fine sewin

of 5 lbs. ; so, blessing the monarch, I made tracks

for the inn. S , not having any ' Fire Kings,'

had done nothing.

After taking off our waders, turning them in-

side out, and placing them to dry near the fire

(always attend to your waders yourself), and wind-

ing the wet parts of our line on the back of a

chair (never neglect this), we sat down to a very

nasty dinner, which even our good appetites could

not make palatable. We made the best of a bad

business, and with the help of some good whisky

we had brought with us, and our pipes, managed

to pass the evening.

S retired early, saying he feared he was in

for a go of asthma, from which he frequently suf-

fered. My aversion ia fleas. I can't sleep a wink

where the brutes are, and Welsh inns, from pain-

ful past experiences, I knew to be often infested

with them. I did not like the look of my bed ; it

had an /Jf appearance about it, and, on turn-

ing down the sheets, I discovered a whole army
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of the brutes issuing from a straw mattress at the

bottom. A packet of flea-powder somewhat dis-

concerted them. I emptied the remainder into

the bed, and, tired out, turned in, hoping for the

best. Whilst the candle lasted I got some rest,

but when that burnt out the brutes began their

little game, a juicy major being a tit-bit ! Poor

S with his asthma, and I with my fleas, had

a poor time of it, and greeted the daylight with

jo.y-

It had been raining heavily in the night, and

the river was the colour of pea-soup, so the ' Fire

King's ' reign was over. I consulted with our

fisherman as to what we should do, suggesting our

return to Llandovery.

' No,' he said, ' now is the time for sport.

Yes, indeed ;
' and, proceeding to the garden be-

hind the inn, he procured a lot of worms, which

he put into a tin with some moss, for use as bait.

My fly-book, nearly the size of a Gladstone

bag, had all sorts of tackle in it, and, I knew,

contained some worm-tackle. Stewart's useful

arrangement of hooks for that style of fishing

was then not known, but I had adopted my poach-
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ing friend M 's plan of fastening a pin on the

end of the shank to keep the worm in its place.

Picking out two or three strong traces, to which

were attached hooks so arranged, I started off with

our fisherman to a likely spot he knew of.

S declined to accompany us, being afraid

of the damp for his asthma. We soon reached a

comparatively still bit of back-water, where, bait-

ing with a lobworm, and fixing a few shot to sink

the bait, I commenced fishing as near the bottom

as I could without fouling it, and letting the worm

go gently down the little stream there was.

1 had not been at this game long when I

felt a good pull, and, sinking my point, gave the

fish time to swallow the bait. I then struck,

and found to my delight I had hold of a fine

sewin, which proved to be upwards of 4 lbs.

weight.

The spot for the fishing was happily selected,

for it seemed as if we had got into a large family

party of these fish. In half an hour I had four

sewin and two fine trout on the bank.

Not Uking to leave my companion longer alone,

I returned to the inn with my spoil, the sight of
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which made him bitterly regret his not being able

to accompany me.

As he was still feeling far from well, and the

accommodation of the dirty inn was so bad, we

decided to return to Llandovery, much to the dis-

appointment of our fisherman, who thought he

was in for a good thing in the shape of 5s. a day

and all found.

On arriving at Llandovery we inquired for our

friend with the trout-rod and the big salmon, and

was told that he was fast in that fish from the time

we had seen him, about eight a.m., till two p.m.,

when the salmon, declining to afford him any more

sport, rushed down the pit and out at the bottom,

walking off with Piscator's thirty yards of line and

two top joints of his rod ; it was a result which

could only be expected.

The size that salmon attained before the

end of the week was something marvellous. My

friend S here left me for home, and I

went on to visit my old friends and quarters at

Brecon.

The rain had been very partial, and the Usk

but little affected by it. It being now September,
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there was but little trout-fishing, and, the autumn

being a dry one, the sea fish had been unable to

get up so far. Giving up all idea of fishing, I spent

my time in visiting the numerous old friends in the

neighbourhood.



TACKLE FOK LIVE MINNOW

CHAPTEE IX

THE ITCHBN

On leaving Dublin my wife and family had gone on

a visit to stay with relatives in Hampshire, where I

rejoined them. The Itchen, that most prolific of

trout streams, ran close to the house, and my rela-

". -i-iMi.^.i I''. T'Pa.jiiii.iv D'svre me permission to

' ' - — there were in that

stream, to be sure ; and, late in the season as it was,

I contrived, principally I must admit with a

minnow, to get several splendid fellows.

Now I will give you a hint how to fish with a

minnow in clear water.

The ta,ckle consists of a strong fine trace of the

best gut you can procure ; it should have a couple

of swivels, one in the middle, and one close to the

top where the line is attached. Tie to this a small

triple hook, and half an inch above it a small

K 2
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single one. Taking a live silver-coloured minnow,

fix the small hook to the lips of the bait, leaving the

triple hook loose ; fastening one or two shot,

according to the strength of the stream, to the

trace, put the bait gently in the water, and let it

be carried down into any favourite lie of a fish,

slightly moving the rod horizontally to keep the

minnow with its head up-stream. The bait, in-

commoded by the hooks, will swim gaily about, and

thus form an irresistible attraction to any big trout

in the neighbourhood.

A capital spot for this game is under the arches

of low bridges that cross the stream, and where the

big trout seek shelter during the day ; the stream

will take the minnow well under the arches, and it

will not be many seconds there before being seized

by the biggest trout on the spot.

The trace, as I have already said, must be a

strong one, as fishing in this kind of place one

must hold on like grim death in order to prevent

the trout from rushing out at the far end of the

arch, which, if he should succeed in doing, would

probably cut the trace against the brickwork.

What tugs and battles I have had under the
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numerous arches which span the Itchen ! I was

fishing in this way under a favourite arch of mine,

when I felt a heavy pull at the bait, and, holding

on as usual, found that my trace was cut in some

unaccountable manner. On peering over the

parapet, I saw the head of a large pike projecting

sUghtly from under the arch. ' Oh ! my boy,' I

said, • you're the thief, are you ?
'

Eunning to a cottage close by, I borrowed a

spade, and, cautiously looking over the side of the

bridge, saw my friend was still there. It was a

very low one, not above five feet from the water
;

so, poising the spade with its blade downwards over

the pike's head, I sent it down with all my force,

and cut his ugly nob clean off ; the rest of him

went gaily down-stream through the arch.

Eunning down the stream, I secured his muti-

lated carcass from the first shallow, where it

had grounded. The body without the head

weighed five pounds, so that brute was well dis-

posed of.

These pike get into the Itchen from a lake at

the ' Grange,' Lord A 's place, and do much

mischief amongst thetrout.
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There was an old moat on one side of Colone

L 's house, supplied with water from the Itchen.

In this were some enormous trout, seven or eight

pounds in weight, and it was one of my amuse-

ments to feed these monsters with any spare

minnows I had, sometimes substituting a stickle-

back, which, on being seized by the trout, they

used immediately to eject, with a look at me of

the most comical expression, as much as to say,

' Don't make such a stupid mistake again
;

' the

stickleback, being a bony, prickly little beast, was a

poor substitute for the soft and succulent minnow

—

at least, so the trout seemed to think.

While staying with Colonel L , I met the

celebrated Sir E—— T at dinner; he sat

immediately under the portrait of his supposed

mother, whom he certainly strongly resembled, as

far as a great fat man could be Uke a handsome

woman.

I was at this time a firm believer in him from

various circumstances, especially from what the

farm bailiff had told me. I asked him what his

opinion was ; he said, ' Are you certain that you

are Major Hopkins ? ' I replied, ' Oh, yes.' ' TheR
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I'm as sure that he is Sir E T .' Know-

ing him from a boy as he did, that evidence

satisfied me ; and I backed the beast to be the

right man for certain moneys, which, of course, I

eventually lost. The extraordinary difference of

opinion with regard to him in the county, and

even in families, was one of the most curious

features of the case. I have still a sneaking

belief that he is the man ; but, whether the right

or the wrong man, he is no loss to the aristocracy.

It was now high time to settle down some-

where ; so, selecting the sweet county of Devon, I

took a house near B , where there was a good

school for the boys, fishing in two rivers, as well

as the harbour at A , and golf on one of the

finest links in the world, though at this time I was

sadly ignorant of that first-class game.

How well I remember disgusting my friend

Colonel H , when on a visit to Westward Ho !

by saying, on seeing two elderly gentlemen with

clubs under their arms going to golf, 'Why,

bless me, those two old fools are going to play

hockey !

'

Joining an association that then existed on the
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rivers Taw and Mole, I secured quarters at a small

inn near S M station, some fifteen miles

up the line from B .

The F Arms did not certainly come under

the head of a first-class hotel, but the beds were

scrupulously clean, and the cooking fair, the great

objection being the beery, bad baccy smell, which

from the contiguity of the tap-room pervaded the

house.

The Mole joined the Taw not far from the inn,

and formed a grand pool called the Junction Pit,

of which I shall have much to tell later on.

The association gave its members several miles

on both rivers, so there was plenty of water to fish.

The season for salmon fishing opened at that time

in February, and I took up my quarters at the inn

early in the month, for a week's stay.

Bitter cold work it was fishing so early in the

year ; but it was worth trying, more for the know-

ledge it would give me of the water than for any

sport I was likely to get.

I commenced business in the Mole below K
bridge, and putting up a fly which was thoroughly

impressed on my memory as at any rate a good
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holding fly (vide cross-fishing at Inchegeela lakes),

the ' butcher,' I was soon hard at work.

To my delight the river seemed full of salmon

;

they were rising all over it. I had not made many

casts, when I was fast in a large fish which pro-

ceeded to stroll along the bottom in a slow and

determined way, which was not exciting. I did

not like his style of proceedings ; so, lugging him

down the stream to the shallow end of the pool, I

soon caught sight of a fish, bright in colour, but

rather long and lanky.

After several more * constitutionals,' my boy

slipped a large landing-net under him, and, with

difficulty from his weight, lifted out a fish of 21 lbs.

By the rules of the association the use of the gaff

was not allowed till May.

Not being so cognisant at that time of what

constituted a ' kelt,' and his colour being so bright

and silvery, I thought to myself, ' Hang it, it's my

first fish in the Mole, I will send it to the inn,' and

a passing cart took it there.

Not long after I was accosted by the water-

bailiff, who asked me to be careful not to kill any

back fish or kelts, ' Oh, certainly not,' said I

;
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with a smile he replied, ' I didn't much like the

look of the fish you sent to the inn, 'e bean't quite

the thing, surely.' This view of the subject I

found quite correct, on trying to eat some of him

at dinner the next night.

I continued my fishing down the Mole, and

before evening had six more great beasts of all

shapes and colours ; no mistake could be made as

to what they were, so back they went into the

water.

In returning a fish to the river, exhausted as

he must be with the treatment he has received,

the best plan is to clasp him gently with both

hands round the centre of the body, and, turning

his head up-stream, keep him in that position till

he shows some signs of returning vigour ; then,

with a gentle push into deeper water, let him go.

Seeing nothing of any fresh fish, and hooking

only kelt, I determined to return home, and renew

my visit later in the spring.

The inn I found also very dull at night, the

usual fishermen not having made their appearance

so soon. A long continuation of wet weather and

constant floods obliged me to defer my second visit
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to the end of March. I was then accompanied by

a relative, who had written to me to know whether

I could get him some trout fishing in the neigh-

bourhood.

The association of which I was a member issued

day tickets for trout and salmon, so I wrote and

told him that he could get some in this way.

He had little experience, I knew, in trout fishing,

his principal sport being with pike and barbel in

the Thames. I started him with his trout rod

and a cast of flies I had given him, in the Mole,

fishing behind him for salmon. After some time,

having no sport myself, I strolled down to see how

he was getting on, and, to my surprise, saw him

very busy in pulling out something.

Going up to him, I said, ' What sport, C ?

'

' Oh, capital !
' he said, ' but they run rather

small.'

On looking into his basket, I found to my horror

that it was half full of parr.

At this moment, unfortunately, up comes the

water-bailiff, who, I suspect, had been viewing his

proceedings from a neighbouring hill with some

curiosity.
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' Good sport, sir,' he said to C ;
' I should

like to 'ave a look at 'em
;

' upon which C

proudly opened his basket and showed its contents.

' Dear, dear,' said the bailiff, ' I bean't much

of a scholar ; 'ow much do 'ee think they'd come to

at half-a-crown apiece ? '—the fine exacted for kill-

ing parr.

' Half-a-crown apiece !
' said C ,

perfectly

mystified ;
' what for ?

'

' Why, sir,' said the baiUff, ' they be all parr

you've got, and you bean't allowed to kill 'em.'

' Aren't these trout ?
' asked C .

' No,' I said, ' I'm afraid not ; I don't think

there is one amongst them.'

Emptying out his basket on the grass, we found

he had got between thirty and forty parr, and not

a single trout.

Eeturning to the water those that were alive,

the keeper coUared the rest, saying he was much

afeard he must report it to the Board, and left us

with poor C 's spoils in his handkerchief.

Being fortunately myself a member of the Board,

I pleaded my relative's entire ignorance of what he

was doing, and he escaped without penalty.
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C 's disgust at such ridiculous laws induced

him to walk off to the inn, and shortly return to

his pike and barbel.

On this visit to the F Arms, I made the

acquaintance of several fishermen, two of whom

were staying at the inn, S and M : the

former somewhat past his work, but still devoted

to the sport ; the latter quite first-class with the

fly. I also met a Captain P , who lived near,

and with whom I had afterwards many a jolly day.

The sport was not good, very few fresh fish

being yet up. There were a few killed, but not by

our party. I, however, enjoyed my stay—the

pleasant society, the talks over old fishing days,

past victories, and fearful defeats made the even-

ings pass off very pleasantly. One day Captain

P kindly asked M and myself to dine with

him that night. There being a lady in the ques-

tion, his wife, I was desirous of making as decent

an appearance as possible, my rough shooting suit

being ill-adapted for a dinner party, so borrowed a

suit of black which our landlord, H , had pur-

chased to wear at the funeral of a relative. H
was long and thin, I was short and thick, and my
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appearance when fully arrayed must have been

funny in the extreme. The coUar of the coat half-

way up the back of my head, its swallow-tails

nearly on the ground, its sleeves turned up some

six inches at the wrist, and the trousers with the

knee bulge over my ankles turned up, showing

some twelve inches of lining. Thus equipped,

M and I arrived at the hospitable mansion of

our friend. On being introduced to Mrs. P , I

assured her that though outside I was H , the

landlord, itiside I was Major Hopkins.

We had a very pleasant evening, and the port

was excellent.

On getting outside to return to the inn we

found the night very dark, the lantern we had

brought with us blew out, and we were left to grope

our way down a very tortuous path to the high

road. Arm-in-arm we had just cleared the garden

gate, when down we both tumbled into something,

which, though soft enough, was not pleasant to the

olfactory nerves.

' Where be 'ee ?
' said I. ' Can't say to a parish

or two,' cried M . ' Anyhow, it's not the Taw,

thank God.'
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We had tumbled into a large manure pit, having

missed the path which ran near it. Picking our-

selves out, and getting a fresh light from the

house, we safely reached the high road and the

inn. H 's face on interviewing his best suit

the next morning was a caution.

It was some months before I did any more

fishing, being much occupied in superintending the

building of a house near B . Towards the end

of August, however, hearing that the peel were up

in considerable numbers, I could not resist the temp-

tation of having a try for them.

The peel in both rivers. Taw and Torridge,

begin to run in August, and, if sufficient water,

somewhat earlier. Finding to my disgust that

there was no room for me at the F Arms, I

put up at a small pub. some three miles from it

down the line. The accommodation there was not

nice, but now I believe greatly improved, and my

old enemies, the fleas, had a rare treat. I made it

do, however, for the night, as I was to get a room

at my old quarters next day.

Arriving at the station, which was close to the

inn and the water, by the early train, I walked up
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the stream to see what it was like, as I did not

know that part of the river. I had not got far

before I saw an elderly gentleman fishing a pool

for salmon.

' Any sport, sir ? ' said I.

' No, sir,' he replied in stern tones.

' Nice outing ? ' said I.

' Yes,' was the curt reply.

The next morning I met him again.

' Any sport, sir ?

'

' Sport ! I don't think there's a fish in this

infernal river,' he said.

' Well, it's a nice outing,' I said ;- on which he

gave a grunt.

A few mornings after I again met him.

' I hope you've had better sport to-day, sir.'

'I've been flogging this beastly ditch for a

week, and have not touched a fish,' he replied.

' The fishing is bad, I fear, but it's a pleasant

outing,' I said.

' D your outing, sir,' he roared out ; then,

smiling grimly, apologised for his language and bad

temper.

This was my first introduction to one who is
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now an old friend, and who afterwards came to

reside in my neighbourhood. But I must return

to my iishing.

Finding I could do nothing with the fly, I sent

my boy back to the pub. for my spinning rod, and,

putting up a 1^-inch Devon minnow, I soon got a

couple of nice peel, and a little lower down got

broke in a salmon, the trace giving way. I was

always fond of fishing as fine as possible, which

requires great care in the selection of the gut

forming the trace ; this, when put together, should

be tested with a five-pounds weight for peel, and

up to seven pounds when expecting heavier fish.

Do not use a trace a second time without testing it

again. The Devon minnow, when taken by the

fish, is violently ejected up it, thus frequently fray-

ing the gut. Goodness me ! how many fish have

I lost by neglecting to test

!

The next day I thankfully left my quarters at

the pub. and went to the F Arms, where I

found my two friends, S and M
,

just

starting to fish as I arrived.

Leaving S his favourite spot, called the

Flat, which was easy to fish, and where he used to

L
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stand day after day casting away with but little

result (his bag for the year in question being only

one sahnon), and M to fish lower down, I

went higher up the Mole, crossing at K—— bridge

to go to the weir some quarter of a mile above it,

having a ticket for the other side of the stream,

which was far the best.

I began with a minnow at the weir, some rain

having fallen during the night and colouring the

water : just right for the minnow. In the weir

pool itself I ran a small salmon, but missed him,

and he would not come again.

I must have then got into a school of peel, for

between the weir and the bridge, a distance of a

few hundred yards, I got thirteen peel, averaging

nearly 2 lbs. apiece, besides being broke three

times in others.

These breakages were all caused by my neglect-

ing or being too lazy to test my tackle in the way

I have previously described. The water clearing a

little, I put up the fly-rod.

I then selected for a fly one called a ' bloody

butcher ' ; but I must describe what that is. The

fly differs from the ' butcher ' proper in having a
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bright crimson hackle at the head, instead of the

guinea-fowl feather, but in other respects is the

same. With this more showy fly I proceeded to

fish below K bridge.

I had got to the wood at the opposite side and

within a quarter of a mile of the Junction Pit,

when, fishing rather carelessly in water that I

thought was hardly deep enough to hold a salmon,

something took the fly and darted up-stream like

lightning. I ran after him, giving him line, when

he suddenly turned and came as fast down-stream.

Not being able to wind up quick enough to keep a

tight line on him, I ran backwards into the field,

and went head over heels into a furze bush. ' Oh

Lord !
' thought I ;

' all's up now.' I had fortu-

nately kept my rod up in the fall, and, getting up

as quickly as I could, found to my delight the fish

was still fast, and going down-stream like the

deuce. I ran down the bank till stopped by some

trees which I could not pass. I then tried to

check him, but not a bit of it ; and, my line getting

very low in the reel, there was nothing for it but

to take to the water.

The stream was very strong just there, though

L 2
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not much deeper than my knees. In I went, when

I was at once washed off my legs, and down I

came on my back, the reel still screeching away,

with the fish some fifty yards off. I bumped along

on the stones, sometimes on, but generally off, my
legs, and gained the shallow water on the other

side ; my waders, of course, were full of water,

blown out like huge sausages and terribly heavy.

The fish had by this time reached a small pit

which preceded a long run into the Junction Pool,

where he, fortunately for me, sulked a bit. Hust-

ling along as fast as I could, I wound up over him.

No rest for the wicked ; off he went again like a

shot.

The wading here was very bad, over sharp and

uneven rocks ; the bank also was high and covered

with bushes, so getting out was impossible.

I followed the fish as fast as I could, till, near-

ing the huge dark pit at the end of the run, I

had to put as heavy a strain as my tackle would

bear to stop him getting into it. I succeeded in

bringing him up some twenty yards above the run

into the pit. I could not raise my rod on account

of the overhanging trees, and my only chance of
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securing him was to cross the stream. At this

moment the keeper appeared on the other side. I

asked him whether I could cross. 'Don't think

you can, major,' he said ; ' too deep, and the

stream too strong.'

' Can't lose this beauty,' I thought ; so, direct-

ing him to cut a long stick to help me in getting

out, I started.

I got near the middle all right, when—horrors !

I felt one leg go, and then the other. ' Into the

Junction Pit, for a monkey,' I thought, the beast

of a fish doing his best to get me there.

Throwing myself forward, I made a frantic

dash for the stick which the keeper held out to me

as far as he could. I got hold of the end, when it

broke short off, and back I went into the stream.

In my desperate kicks to regain my footing, I for-

tunately struck a rock, which at low water showed

itself above the surface. This gave me a purchase

in the right direction, and, again seizing the stick,

the keeper succeeded in dragging me to the bank.

The fish had by this time reached the pit, and

was resting after his labours in the deep water ; so,

giving the keeper the rod, I emptied out some of
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the contents of my waders, crawled up the bank,

and, taking it again, wound up over the fish. He

was pretty well done by this time ; so, giving the

keeper my gaff, he speedily landed a fish of 22^ lbs.,

and such a picture too !

' Well,' said the keeper, ' I'm blowed if there's

another gent as would 'ave done that.' I didn't

think there was.

It was a nasty risk to run, and I would not do

it now : that is very certain. Never have I before

or since had such a battle as that. It was fully

half an hour before I got that fish out. The

' butcher ' had still further estabHshed his cha-

racter as a good holding fly, the hook being on

this occasion firmly fixed in the tongue of the

salmon.

Wet to the skin, I took off my clothes, and

with nothing more than my flannel shirt over my

back, and hat, ran up and down on the grass,

whilst the rest of my garments were hanging to

dry on the notice post of the Hon. M E .

By Jove, here's the train coming ! The line

crossed the river just above the pit, and I was in

full view of the occupants of the carriages ; so,
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wishing the post of the notice board was a Httle

thicker, I made myself as small as I could behind

it. I must have been seen, however, for a fellow

from a window called out :
' Washing day, gov'nor ?

'

The peel being well up, we all had fair sport

with that game fish.

I found that the minnow beat the fly all to

sticks ; in the evening, however, when not too tired

to go out, I got a- few with a fly. They will rise

freely when nearly quite dark, but the fishing is

rather different at that time.

Throw rather up-stream with only one fly, and

pull down and across rather quickly, making a

slight ripple on the water ; this apparently attracts

the fish, and they will rush at it eagerly. The

best fly for this purpose was a large-sized trout-fly

of a dusky-brown colour, made ' buzz ' (that is,

without wings) ; or a dark grey, with a little silver

twist round the body.

The tail of the Junction Pit was an excellent place

for them; still, rather shallow, water being best.

I think it was on this visit that I killed with a

minnow a fish that looked like a beautiful brown

trout, but being nearly five pounds weight; and
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never having heard of a trout in the Taw of any-

thing like that size, I was dubious. I showed it to

several fishermen, who thought it was a bull-trout.

From its flavour when cooked, which was ex-

excellent, it must have been a sea-fish, and my

opinion is that it was a cross between a brown

trout and a peel. Several, I believe, were killed ia

the river of much heavier weight.

The next year the association came to an end,

being unpopular with the farmers, and the water

was taken by different gentlemen, a Mr. C—

—

having the best of it. His beat included a weir on

the Mole, called ' the Brush,' and, as a narrow pass

for fish was on his side, it was a good place for a

salmon if they would take.

I never think myself a weir, inviting as it looks,

is worth spending much time over, except perhaps

when the water is low, and the fish unable to get

over the obstacle ; usually, they are too busy to

feed.

C was an excellent hand with the minnow,

though, oddly enough, he never learnt the use of

the fast reel, and till the day of his death, which to

the regret of many old friends occurred some years
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ago, went on hauling and coiling. The Mole, being

a small stream, a long cast was seldom required, so

his style did well enough.

Towards the end of one season I was at the

F Arms, and C was frequently bringing

to the inn, to go by train, salmon, sometimes three

at a time. It puzzled me how in the world he got

them, as the water was thick, and beyond a few peel,

not in the best condition, I had not touched a fish.

I must try and solve this mystery; so next

morning, leaving my rod behind, and with my

sketch-book in my pocket, I started for the

' Brush ' weir, where I fancied he must have got

the fish.

Ensconcing myself in the wood on the high bank

over it, I peered out. There I saw C and a

friend below, hard at work.

I observed that they did not throw their min-

nows any distance from the bank, but across the

mouth of the side pass, close to which they were

standing ; when letting the bait sink a bit, it jerked

violently towards their feet.

'A touch of snatching about this,' thinks I.

Presently the friend called out, ' I've got him !

'
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and, holding on like grim death, nearly pulled the

fish clean out ; but the hold gave way, and I saw on

the tail hook of his minnow several large scales,

which certainly did not come from the salmon's

mouth.

The next minute C was in one, and, after a

short but desperate fight, actually hauled in, tail

first, a fish of some eight or nine pounds weight.

One of the triple hooks I could see was fast in the

small leathery fin near the tail.

' Oh,' I said, advancing, ' I see !

'

' What the deuce are you doing here ?
' said

C .

' Sketching,' says I.

' Don't like being sketched,' said C

' I dare say not, at this work,' I replied.

The mystery was solved !

Now, poaching I define as not giving a fish an

option. In this case the minnow, as representing the

option, was there, but it was like saying to the fish

:

' Here's a minnow, you had better take it kindly,

you are bound to have it somewhere !

'

Being a man of liberal views, I gave the subject

the benefit of the doubt, and tried it afterwards
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myself with some success, but should think it my

duty to report any fellow I caught at it.

At the foot of that narrow fish-pass, the salmon

were as thick as peas, and it was most amusing to

watch them trying to get up, the side walls being

covered with scales which had been knocked off in

their failures.

A poor fellow had lost his life there some years

previously, being, it was said, knocked into the

water by a salmon jumping across his feet, which

were hanging over the side of the wall. This was

quite possible.

During the few years I fished the Taw, the

largest fish I got was near U , lower down the

river. I caught her (she was a female fish) with a

minnow, and she weighed twenty-nine-and-a-half

pounds. I shall not forget in a hurry the run I had

to catch the train with that monster on my back.

My friend Captain P , who being on the

spot fished much more frequently than I did, suc-

ceeded in killing, with a fly, one of thirty-one

pounds.



CHAPTER X

THE TOEKIDGE

It being difficult to get fishing in the Taw, and the

F Arms water sadlj' reduced in quantity,

besides being heavily fished, I determmed to see

what I could do on the Torridge.

An old friend kindly gave me the right to fish

some three miles of water near Hatherleigh, a little

over twenty miles from my house.

It was an awkward place to get at, the rail only

taking me to T , and leaving a thirteen miles"

drive.

On my first visit I lodged with a retired police-

sergeant and his wife, who was a capital cook and

manager in every respect. I was sitting after

dinner on the evening of my arrival, when I heard

two sharp knocks on the door.
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' Come in,' I said. The door was opened an

inch or so, and a voice, apparently from the floor,

said ' Holloa ! what are you up to ? ' Jumping up

to see where it came from, I found it proceeded

from a parrot, a great pet of my landlady's, and

certainly one of the cleverest birds I ever heard.

Only a few days previously he had started an

omnibus standing at the door, by imitating from

his favourite perch, on a tree in the garden, the

voice of the boy behind, ' Eight away !
' and the gruff

' Come hup !
' of the driver.

It had been raining hard all the day of my

arrival, and I feared that we should find the river

in heavy flood.

The next morning the sergeant and myself

started off to have a look at the Torridge, a mile and a

quarter from my lodgings. On getting to the top of

the hill, near the river, we found a sea of water, and

could hardly tell where the river ran. My companion

then suggested trying the Looe, a small tributary

of the Torridge. The water in it was not so high,

but far too thick for fishing, so we returned, and I

spent the day in calling on a gentleman who

resided near the town, and who owned the best
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part of the Looe, a lovely little trout stream, and

who kindly gave me permission to fish during my

stay.

I then inspected the fine old church and quaint

old inn in the town, where I afterwards spent

many a pleasant day.

The river I knew could not fish for at least a

couple of days, during which interval I amused

myself by sketching some of the many lovely views

of the Dartmoor hills.

S , a friend, having joined me, we started

with the sergeant and our rods for the river, which,

though very big, was fishable ; so, putting on a min-

now, I began business at the Turn Pool below the

bridge, which appeared a likely spot.

In my second cast I hooked either a small

salmon or large peel, but lost him. ' Never mind,'

I said, ' there are fish up,' the month being August.

I do not think we did much beyond a few trout

which S caught, but discovered it was a lovely

bit of water, and delightful to fish.

The next day being Sunday, I walked to Meeth

to attend Divine Service there, and deliver a letter

of introduction I had to the clergyman of the vil-.
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lage, the Eev. L , who was noted as a celebrated

fisherman in the Torridge.

After leaving my letter at his house, I entered

the small, shabby-looking church, the congregation

in which did not exceed fourteen or fifteen persons.

The Eev. L shortly entered by a side door,

accompanied by Mary, his housekeeper. He was

an old man of some eighty-three or eighty-four

years, and should have retired some time before.

There being no vestry, he took off his black

wideawake, and dexterously pitched it on to the

altar. Mary then helped him off with his overcoat,

which she deposited on the altar-rail, and, putting

on a skull-cap and his surplice, took him by the

arm and hoisted him into the reading-desk, and

the poor old fellow began' to mumble out the ser-

vice, half sitting, half standing.

It was a terrible performance, and I could not

wonder at the smallness of the congregation.

After church I went back to lunch with him,

and a kindly, genial old gentleman I found him,

quite delighted to get anybody with whom he could

talk fishing, in which he was now too old to take

an active part. He showed me his- fly-book, in

M
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which were many flies marked with the date of

their different captures ; also his diary, which was

spread over a period of sixty years, during which

time he had killed nearly two thousand fish, not

including kelts, which he always scrupulously put

back again. These were all taken with a fly, he

never using a minnow.

I was sketching him after lunch in his old fish-

ing things, which he readily donned, when he

remarked, ' Hope the Bishop won't look in.'

Amongst the flies he gave me was one he called

the ' Prima Donna,' the best fly, he said, he ever

used.

This fly I unfortunately lost in a fish before

having it copied, and all I could remember of it

was that it was a very yellow fly.

I never saw the poor old gentleman again^ as

he died before my next Aisit.

A year or so after this, Sergeant T dying,

and his wife leaving the town, I lost my pleasant

lodgings, and adjourned to the ' George ' Hotel,

where I was very comfortable in its quaint old

apartments.

The landlord, G E , was a capital fellow,
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and a first-rate fisherman and sportsman all round.

His wife was, as I often told him, miles too good

for him ; the only fault one could find with him

was that, grant him a day's fishing, the day in

(question had generally forty-eight hours in it ; he

frequently accompanied me in my fishing excur-

sions, and a more unselfish, genial companion you

could not wish for.

The morning after my arrival, having secured

a boy to carry my spare rod and basket, off I

started for a cottage near H Bridge, which

crosses the Torridge, and our nearest point.

At this cottage I kept my waders and boots,

where they were always carefully dried, and boots

greased by Mrs. E , a prolific wife of a hard-

workmg man : the brown old-fashioned cradle

never being empty.

Putting on my things and getting the rods

ready, I walked "up the river, half a mile from the

cottage to the junction of the Looe and the Tor-

ridge.

The run below this was always a favourite spot

of mine, and, with the water the right height, gene-

rally held fish.
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• I worked it over with a fly first; no results.

Eeturning to the top, I took the minnow rod,

and put up a two-inch Devon.

I had got near the bottom of the run, and as

far as I could wade, when up came a fine salmon,

paused a second, during which I applied the

check to my fast reel, which I now always use, and

away he went down-stream at a fearful pace. I

could not follow him, the water being too deep, or

mount the bank for the trees, so had nothing for

it but to let him go. Out went forty yards of line,

followed by another forty of my backing. This

nearly all disappeared, and I began to see the

barrel of my reel (fearful sight !) before I could

stop him. I could see him a long way down the

stream, rolling over and over, with a portion of

my line across a nasty bank of stones which jutted

out from the opposite side.

' I shall never save him, I fear.'

The fish, however, not being able to bear the

heavy strain I put on him, came slowly back, and,

winding up, I got on terms with him again.

Not half done yet, for in a few seconds he was

off again nearly as far down the stream, and my
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arms ached so with the strain to keep the rod up

that I could hardly do so.

Back again, thank God, he came at last, and

this time pretty well beat; he tried one feeble

effort up-stream, then turned over on his side ; I

pulled him towards Billy, my boy, who had gaffed

one or two fish for me before, and was a handy

little chap.

He was standing on the trunk of a half sub-

merged tree which had fallen from the bank, ex-

pectorating on his hands, and saying, ' I'll stick 'un

into 'un !
' I warned him to be careful not to slip,

as he was a heavy fish, and the water pretty deep.

Bound came the fish. ' Now, then, Billy,' I

said. In went the gaff right enough, and so did

Billy, and the next thmg that represented him to

my view was the soles of his boots. Dropping my

rod, I had just time to grab his left leg, and pulled

out Billy, gaff, and fish, on to the stones, for that

plucky little beggar had never let go. I presented

him with half-a-crown on the spot. The fish was

a beauty of 19 lbs., and fresh run. The fish in the

Torridge, though fewer in number, are, I think,

better in the spring than the autumn.
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Having put matters to rights—testing tackle,

&c.—Billy, with the fish over his back, walked off

to deposit it at the cottage, telling everybody he

met, ' I killed 'un,' ignoring my share in the cap-

ture altogether.

Whilst Mrs. E—— , at the cottage, was drying

the boy's things, I went down to the Bridge to try

a hole near one of the parapets, which occasionally

held a fish. It did so on this occasion, for I had

hardly got my minnow in before at it he came, and

I was into another one. Though pretty lively in

his motions, he was not a patch on the first one,

and, after playing him for five or six minutes, I

was preparing to land him myself, when I heard

the voice of Billy shouting out, ' Shall I coom to

'ee, maister ?

'

' Yes,' I said, ' but mind the stream under the

bank,' which, though shallow, was running pretty

sharp, I being at the time on a bank of stones

which here cropped up for some little distance

down the river.

The bank on which Billy was standing was

high and steep. Whilst busy with the fish, I

heard a crash, and, looking round, found poor Billy
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had descended the bank with greater velocity than

he intended, and, landing in the stream, was

washed off his legs,

' 'Elp, 'elp, I'm drownin' !
' he roared.

Knowing the stream he was in shallowed to a

few inches lower down, I gave more attention to

getting the fish out than Billy.

He soon picked himself out, and came running

up, wet through again, of course. I gave him the

gaff, and he soon had the fish on the stones. He

weighed 14 lbs., and looked fairly, well, but on

examining the gills I found them full of maggots,

and partially eaten away. The nasty things must

have killed the fish before long, so I saved them

the trouble, and presented him to a farmer, who

told me afterwards it was ' beeautiful, surely.' I

should have been sorry to have eaten him.

I had no further sport for some time, and see-

ing the trout rising freely to the 'March brown,'

which were coming down in large numbers, I sent

Billy back to the cottage for my trout rod.

Putting up a March brown and a blue upright,

I began at the trout. I did not do much on the

surface, and, fancying that they must be taking the
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fly beneath the water, which they frequently will

do in the spring, I took off the dropper and allowed

the March brown to smk. This method proved

successful, and in a short time I had four brace of

nice trout.

The artificial flies I use are made by Eaton &

Deller, of London, and are wonderful imitations of

the real thing, having detached bodies—that is,

the body of the fly only extends half-way down the

hook and then curves upwards, leaving the hook

bare beneath. For dry-fly fishing they are first-

rate.

Working my way down-stream, I got to a spot

where, the year before, I had hooked and lost a

fine trout. Hoping he might be there still, and

somewhat grown, I fished carefully over his old

haunt, when whizz went my little trout reel.

' Good Lord,' I thought to myself, ' he has grown,'

for in one rush he nearly emptied the reel. To

my dismay I found I was fast in a large kelt, who,

after a few seconds, gave a ' Take that
!

' kind of

a slap with his huge tail, and removed my March

brown and the best part of a fine cast.

' Kot him !
' said I, and left for the cottage.
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On my way back along the side of the river I

was carelessly trailing my flies on the water as I

walked along, when a deuce of a splash behind

informed me that a salmon had taken a look at

them. Fortunately he had missed them, and had

not been pricked.

Calling up Billy, I got out a small Devon min-

now, put it on to a salmon trace, and worked it

over the spot. He took it directly, and a lively

time ensued ; for, though a small fish, he was

terribly men'y, and my poor little trout rod was

cruelly treated. Being able to follow him about, I

did not much fear the result, and, after some ten

minutes' play, Billy, with his usual skill, pulled

out a fish of 7 lbs., fresh run. This was a capital

wind-up to one of the best days' sport I ever had

on the Torridge.

Billy's triumphant entry into Hatherleigh with

the two fish which he persisted in carrying, though

a passing cart would have taken them, was most

amusing. He was surrounded by a crowd of

admiring boys and girls, and a little fellow, well

known in the town for his breakdown perform-

ances, was dancing in front of him in humble
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imitation of David before the Ark. The next day,

though apparently a good one, I never got a fin,

so gave up salmon fishing and took to the trout.

Billy, though a brilliant gaffer, was not an

equally good scholar, so his attendance at .school

was particularly requested, and I was obliged to

engage another boy. This young gentleman

—

James by name—had the courage of his opinions,

and expressed them somewhat freely.

On one occasion, when out with me, after we

had got over a stiff bank and fence, which I had

negotiated with some difficulty, we sat down for a

rest on the other side.

' James,' I said, ' how old are you ?
'

' I be fourteen,' he said.

' How old do you think I am ?
'

After looking me carefully over, he said with

gi-eat firmness, ' You be zeventy.'

' Oh, you young rascal, I'm not so much as

that, though I am a bit stiff in getting over these

banks.'

' So I be thinkin',' he said; 'I don't think

you'll be gettin' over many more on 'em.'

Xasty boy, that

!
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Having brought back the trout rod from the

cottage to the inn, I started next morning down

the Looe, which ran within a quarter of a mile of

the town, and, with James in attendance, began

with a March brown and a bkie upright.

I knew directly I was in for a good day, my

first cast rising two fish and getting one of them.

The weather was perfect, and the light and

shade on the distant hills of Dartmoor exquisite

in their lovely changes. With the bright green of

the spring grass and the. sparkling Looe for a fore-

ground, it made up a picture which it was a

delight to gaze on.

At the end of that charming day's sport I had

nineteen brace of beautiful trout, the largest about

three-quarters of a pound in weight, the fish not

running large in the Looe, and, but for the parr

constantly taking the flies, I should have had

many more. On my way back I called at the

house of my kind friend, the owner of the fishing,

and left him as many trout as he required.

Later on in my stay I was fishing at the junc-

tion of the Okement and Torridge, where the two

rivers formed a fine pit, which always held fish.
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and rose, but did not hook a fish with the fly, my

old friend ' the butcher.' I put on a Devon min-

now, and had him directly.

The bank on my side went sheer down some

eight feet to the water, and getting him out seemed to

be impossible. A friend of mine, Mr. S ,

was fishing on the other side with a fly, so I asked

him to throw his fly over my line and pull the fish

out on his side, which was a nice sloping bank.

He dexterously did this, and his fly held fast at

the knot of my main line.

' Pull away,' I said, paying out ; and pull away

he did with such a will that the fly drew, and he

all but fell on his back in the water.

Laughing heartily at the accident, and not

much caring whether we got the fish out or not,

bemg doubtful of his quality, I wound up the slack

line and found the fish still fast. S

soon had another fly on, and again hitching it on

to my line, after a most amusing battle, pulled the

fish out on his side. He was bright enough, the

kelts mending in the Torridge in a wonderful way

;

but having to cut the minnow flight out of him,

kelt or not, it was no use putting him back ; so he
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also left for a farmhouse, where he was more

appreciated than I fancy he deserved.

The autumn of the foUowmg year, which was

a very wet one, found me again at the ' George.'

I asked where Billy was, and found that he had

scraped through his last standard, and had gone

'prentice to a tailor ; so I engaged a boy I used to

call ' the Weasel ' from his strong resemblance to

that animal.

The Torridge, G K told me, was bank

high and very thick, the Looe as bad ; what were

we to do ?

' How about the Okement ?
' I said, a beautiful

stream which rises in Dartmoor, and joins the

Torridge about three miles from Hatherleigh.

• ' Might do,' said G E ; so, ordering

the dog-cart, we both started for the stream.

For a mile or so we had a good road over the

moor, but then had to turn off to get into the

valley, down— a road you can't call it, but- a muddy

swamp, filled with huge blocks of stone and ruts a

foot deep.

The Weasel, who was behind, was soon disposed

of, being shot clean out. Telling him to run on,
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we bumped and banged along that infernal track,

till I thought all my back teeth were coming

out.

We got to the farm at the bottom near the

river at last, and saw the farmer, Mr. P , a

civil, obliging little man, who told us the Okement

was terribly big ' surely,' but not very thick, he

thought.

Putting up the trap, which was not improved

by its rough journey and made G E—— look

rather sorrowful, we walked on to the river, a

quarter of a mile off.

On coming in sight of it, it was big, sure

enough, but not hopelessly thick ; so I determined

to try it.

There was only half a mile of water I had a

right to fish before it joined the Torridge, which

was quite unfishable. "Where we hit it off there

was a long pit with grassy, low banks on our side,

the pictui'e of a place to kill a fish in. A minnow

in such water was my only chance ; so, selecting a

bright 2^-inch Devon, I set to work. I had got

about half-way down the pit, when I was fast

in a fish. I had just time to put on the check
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when away went the Hne. All at once the reel

stopped running, and, looking to see what was the

matter, I found the line was crossed and in a

tangle ; I ran after the fish to prevent a break,

and, taking off the strain, the fish quietly returned

to his holt.

Then several anxious moments ensued, pulling

at the line and unwinding on the grass as G

E and I cleared it, till, getting some fifty j^ards

clear, I deemed it enough and wound up over

him.

If that fish had only known the fix I was in,

one rush would have settled matters.

' Now, then, my friend, blaze away,' I said, as I

stood over him with a tight line on the bank.

Blaze away he did, darting to the other side and

nearly stranding himself on the stones ; back again

under the bank ; down-stream with a rush ; then

up. Oh ! it was great diversion.

G E ,
gaff in hand, followed his motions

with a most devoted attention.

' Hang it, G ,' I said ;
' we'll have a look at

him.' And, giving to the pressure, up came a

beauty.
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G E was soon flat on the bank
;

stretching over, he stuck the gaff into him, and

pulled out a picture of 19^ lbs.

Delighted— ' Hundred to one it's the only fish

killed in the county to-day,' I cried. ' Out with

the flask, and let us drink to his immortal

memory.' We did so.

On examining my reel, I found it must have

been carelessly wound up, after drying the line,

and I suspect Mrs. E at the cottage was the

delinquent. The old adage :
' If you want a thing

well done, do it yourself.'

G E—— and I soon got it clear, and I

fished down the water, but did not get another

run.

It beginning to rain again, we started on our

rough journey home.

On our arrival at the inn G E said,

looking over his dog-cart, ' Never no more ; I will

borrow Mr. P 's spring butt next journey.'

The fish I sent to my friend on the Looe, who

kindly asked me to come up and help to eat it,

which I did, and found it fii'st-rate.

As only a small quantity of rain had fallen
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during the night, and the weather looked Hke

mending, I started the next morning to try

the Okement again, in Mr. P 's cart this

time.

The Weasel was in attendance, G E
not being able to come, it being market-day and

business to be attended to.

We survived the journey and duly arrived on

the bank of the stream ; it had fallen a little and

was rather clearer, but still too thick for a fly.

I got out the spinning rod, and, using the

same minnow as before, fished the long pool-

blank.

At the end, round the corner of the meadow,

was a not very likely spot for a fish, but not caring

to leave it without a trial, I cast in, and to my

delight was fast in a salmon.

It was a nasty place to kill a fish in, as I could

not follow for the trees on the bank.

Away the beggar went, down-stream, under

those confounded bushes. I could not see the fish,

but could hear him floundering about some sixty

yards off. I hardly expected to be able to drag

him against the heavy stream, but his own incli-

N
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nation to return to his old quarters helped me,

and I did get him back, though it was a tough job,

and brought him up to the expectant Weasel.

Then did he equal the prowess of the redoubt-

able Billy, and getting the gaff well in, with my

help, pulled out an eighteen-pounder.

I had taken some trouble to teach him how to

gaff, and a very good plan of doing so is to throw

in pieces of newspaper, about the size of a hat,

and telling him as it floats by to stick the gaff

through it ; offering but slight resistance, it re-

quires a sharp, clean stroke to transfix the paper.

Full of hope, I came to the last run before reach-

ing the Torridge. It was, perhaps, a hundred and

fifty yards long, and the banks clear of trees.

I had never fished it before for salmon, it being

in the usual state of the water, too shallow to hold

fish.

Being the last bit of water fishable, of course I

tried it, and after a few casts I was fast in another

fish, apparently of fourteen or fifteen pomids

weight.

After some brilliant play, I brought him to the

side for the Weasel to operate on.
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He missed him, lost his head, and began dig-

ging and striking at the fish with the gaff, eventu-

ally pullmg the bait by the trace clean out of his

mouth.

His distress was so evident, I could not say

much, though I thought a good deal.

Changing the trace, which had been frayed in

the operation, I began again, and fished to the

junction without success. I was thinking of giving

it up as a bad job, when I saw a fish turn, close

to where I had lost the other ; I fished down over

him, and, great Scott ! I had him.

This time I determined to gaff him myself, but,

just as I was about doing so, the fish made a last

rush for freedom, and was some twenty yards off

down-stream, turning over and over close to the

side of the bank.

I had dropped the gaff to mind the reel.

The keen Weasel seized it, and ran down the

stream to gaff the fish and retrieve his lost charac-

ter. I wound up to get over him, but a gorse bush

prevented my seeing the salmon.

The line slackened :
' Have you got him ?

'

' No, sir,' with a sob, said the wretched Weasel.

N 2
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He had missed him again, and the minnow had

come away. This was too much ; for a second or

so the Weasel's life was in peril. From what I

could see of the fish he was much the same size as

•the last, about fourteen pounds.

Damnation

!
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CHAPTEE XI

BASS FISHING

In sea fishing, thank goodness, there

are no notice boards, no keepers, no

tickets, and no leave or license re-

quired.

I was several years in North Devon

before I knew anything about it; when

one day my friend Captain P
,

whom I had met on the Taw, and who

had come to reside at Instow, close

to the harbour, said to me :

' Have you ever tried any bass

fishing ?

'

' No, never,' said I.

' Would you like to come out

one day ?

'

TioKLE-ioBY ^^ ' I should, very much.'

' All right ; meet me at

the Custom-house, A , to-morrow, at seven a.m.
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sharp, and I'll have a boat ready ; bring your

spinning rod, salmon reel and line ; I'll find the

rest.'

The bass fishing begins the end of May or the

beginning of June, so comes in handy, as the rivers,

from ^\'ant of water, are generally unfishable.

I was there to the minute. It was a charming

morning in June, with a light breeze from the

north, which would enable us under sail to stem

the ebbing tide ; the fish usually sporting, as they

call it, on the ebb for perhaps two or three hours.

The boat for the purpose was a strong, roomy

one, with a sprit-sail and small mizen, and was

the property of an old salt and fisherman, called

Captain F . We started ; Captain P then

handed me as a bait a revolving piece of bright

metal, shaped like a big V, with a swivel at the

point and a large triple hook at the other end ; the

corners of the V being slightly turned reverse ways,

made it revolve very rapidly ; this I attached to my

salmon trace.

P ,
giving me the seat of honour (he was

the most unselfish fisherman I ever met, and I

wish there M'ere more of them), that being the
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thwart nearest the stern, and himself taking the

one nearest the mast, away we sailed, tacking up

to our position near the lighthouse.

We had not been there long before Captain

F said, ' There they are !
' and looking in the

direction he was pointing, I saw a number of gulls,

darting and plunging into the water, some two

hundred yards off. These are attracted by a small

fish called britt, which are driven by the pursuit

of the bass to the surface, and between the two,

one from above and the other below, must have a

lively time of it. Off we went, and were soon

amongst them, the gulls in hundreds flying around

us, picking up the bright, silvery britt, and the

great circles in the calm water showing the rises

of the bass.

"We had not gone far before P shouted,

' Tally ho ! I've got one,' and after a short battle,

pulled alongside a bass of some three pounds, which

Captain F got into the boat with a large land-

ing net.

Whilst gazing at the first bass I had ever seen,

I felt a heavy pull at my line ;
' Tally-ho !

' I said,

fancying it the right thing, ' I've got one ;
' and
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after a wondrous fight from so small a fish,

another, of nearly the same weight, was soon on

board.

The fun was fast and fm"ious for a bit, when

fish and gulls suddenly disappeared. In about a

quarter of an hour we saw -them again, rather

further down the harbour, the fish having appa-

rently gone out with the tide. We followed, and

were soon at work again. This was a school of

rather larger fish, P getting a fish of nearly

five pounds, and shortly afterwards I had one still

larger, which gave me as much play as a salmon,

though for rather a shorter time.

The boat is brought up to the wind when a fish

is hooked to stop her way through the water, and

if the fish is a good one the other rod had better

wind up to prevent the lines fouling.

I forget how many we got, fourteen or fifteen,

I thuik, the largest being five-and-a-half pounds.

A little before half ebb, the fish sank or ceased

to play, and the fun was over for that tide.

Taking greatly to the sport, I engaged an old

fisherman at A called James ScUly, who had

a strong serviceable boat, which he kept beautifully
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clean, and in this my friend P and I had some

capital sport.

One day later in the summer we were fishing

at low water near the bar of the harbour, which in

those days frequently afforded good sport.

We were sailing backwards and forwards, when

a curious accident happened. James was steer-

ing, P sitting on the stern-thwart, and I near

the mast, when there was a terrible crash and

bang in the bows, which sent us all flying into the

bottom of the boat ; James on his stoma.ch, P

and I on our backs, and our legs in the air. ' Good

Lord ! what's that ? ' said P , thinking we had

run into something. Looking round, I saw a

wretch of a boy in another boat, which the sail had

hidden from our view, and who in trying to cross

our bows had run into us.

James was very indignant, and seizing one of

the paddles gave him a good slap on the head with

the blade.

The collision had knocked a hole in our bows,

but fortunately above water line, so no great harm

wa,s done.

Thinking matters over, I fancied some improve-
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ments might be made in the bait, and my idea was

to duplicate the spinners, placing one behind the

other, so that I should have- two instead of one,

and a more showy bait.

Having let my house for a month, I put up at

a little inn at A to be handy for the bass,

James's boat being moored beneath my windows,

which had a charming view of the harbour.

The best time for fishing was usually very

early in the morning, for, as James used to say,

' they're more savager'er then
;

' so it was very con-

venient being so close.

The weather being settled and very fine, James

called me one morning in August before hght, as

we were to go the Bar, a distance of two miles,

and were anxious to get there at daybreak.

We pulled out on the last of the ebb, and

brought up at the Bar buoy, and as soon as it was

light enough, saw the gulls at work close to us.

A light breeze springing up, we set sail, as

sailing is in some respects better than pulling, not

disturbing the water so much. My rod was soon

over the side, with thirty yards of line out, and my

double spinners working away.
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These proved a great success, and I soon had ten

or eleven nice bass in the boat, one weighing about

seven pounds, the largest I had as yet caught.

After an hour and a half's capital sport, the tide

then flowing strong, we left for A and some

breakfast.

About two o'clock we started again for the high-

water fishing under the lighthouse. A son of

James's then accompanied us with a hand line,

and a natural eel, v/hich the fishermen always

use.

' There they am,' said James, and sure enough

the gulls were plunging and screaming like mad

;

we were soon amongst them, and it was murder, I

can assure you.

James and I had a bet, a quart of beer, as to

which would kill the most, the eel or the spinners,

he backing the former.

I was two fish ahead when I got broke in a big

one, and during the time I took to repair damages,

young Scilly caught two on the eel, making the

score all even. When the fish sank and it was all

over, I was one to the good, so won my quart,

which James drank.
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On weighing the fish when we got in, we found

we had killed, with the morning's take, eighty-seven

pounds weight of bass, the best day I ever had,

though I have since killed larger fish.

Soon after I discarded the spinners, and used

the india-rubber sand-eels, white, black, and red,

such as I have previously described in pollock

fishing. With these I had capital sport.

The summer succeeding the above, though

there were plenty of bass in the harbour, as shown

bj' the numbers caught in the salmon nets, they

would not sport, and, with the exception of a few, I

could do nothing.

' James,' I said one day, when talking over

this unsatisfactory state of things, 'the beggars

are there, and I suspect harbour in the rocks and

seaweed.'

I had just read in the Field of how a cele-

brated salmon fisher used first to attract his fish

with a large and gaudy fly ; then, having done so,

gave him the real thing, and frequently captured

him.

I determined to try to attract the bass from the

bottom by a more startling bait than was generally
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used. I got two india-rubber eels, one black and

one red, and fastened one behind the other, thus

creating the immortal ' Tickle-Toby !

'

James, when he saw it, said with a shrug of his

shoulders, ' Bean't a might 'o use. Major.'

' We'll try it, anyhow,' I replied.

Waiting till nearly half ebb tide, we started for.

the rocks, when there was from four to eight feet

of water over them, and began slowly sailing across,

' Tickle-Toby' and some thirty yards of line astern.

We had crossed once, when, turning my head to

see if it was time to wear round, with the rod over

my shoulder, I got a dig in the jaw from the butt

that was singularly nastj'. Bottom, I feared. But

what is that astern splashing about ?

' A fish, by jove !

'

But I had hardly got the words out of my

mouth when he got off.

' Tickle-Toby ' on examination was all right,

and with much better heart we wore round and

sailed across again. Not far had we gone when

' Got one !
' was my joyous cry. ' He's a buster,

James. Bring her up.'

Then a rare fight ensued, James eventually
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slipping the landing-net under a seven-pound

bass.

I must here explain that a landing-net is much

better than a gaff, as the skin of the bass is

tough, and it is difficult to get one into them.

' There's biggerer ones than 'e,' said James,

, with a murderous grin.

Off again, and I was soon fast in another of five

pounds. Well, before the water got too low to

cover the rocks we had two of five pounds, one six

pounds and a half, one of seven pounds ; and just

as we were leaving, taking a last turn round a rock

which was nearly showing, my line received a

terrible pull. Fast in the rock, I thought ; but no,

whatever it was, it was moving. A fish, by Heavens

!

' Grandpapa ' (as James used to call the big Ones)

this time.

He was a whacker, and soon had some fifty

yards of line out ; then he stopped and came into

boat quite quietly, till I began to think he could not

be so big after all.

James had got up on his seat to have a look at

him.

' Oh, Lord,' he said, ' 'e's as big as a 'ouse !

'
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The fish had, I presume, caught sight of the

boat or James, for he then gave me a taste of his

power, plunging and rushing in a frantic manner.

' Mind you zave 'un,' James kept saying.

He gave in at last, and the landing-net laid in

the bottom of the boat a bass of eleven pounds,

the largest I had, or have since, caught.

' Tickle-Toby ' was the invention of the century,

and myself the creator.

As James and I were carrying the fish up to

the inn, I heard one of the fishermen standing on

the quay remark with envious admiration :

' I say. Bill, how does the bald-headed old

beggar catch 'em ?
'

At it again next day, but did not do quite so

well, though we wound up with another whacker of

nine pounds.

What sport I have had with that bait ! Often

and often killing fish when not another was taken,

though several boats were out.

' Tickle-Toby ' was not so good for the smaller

fish ; too much for their nerves, I suppose; but if a

big one was about, he was sure to have him.

The bass fishing has fallen off sadly these last
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two or three years, owing, I believe, to cutting the

weed in the harbour for manure, thus destroying

the refuge of innumerable small fish. I tried some

years ago to get it stopped, but failed. My best

day last summer, 1892, was only seventeen fish,

and the largest of these did not exceed four pounds,

but it was pretty fishing.

This occurred on an exquisite morning in

August, quite calm, and about 6.30 a.m. The tide

flowing strong, I told James to anchor, which he

did in the middle of the rising fish ; then, standing

in the stern, I spun right and left with ' Tickle ' only,

and fine but strong gut. Up they would come

just like salmon.

The boat being stationary, the fish would rise

close to it ; and if the water had not been so clear,

I should, I think, have doubled the number.

Anchoring as close as possible to the rocks

during the ebbing tide at low water, and spin-

ning with ' Tickle-Toby,' I got some very fine fish,

averaging between seven and eight pounds each,

but they were not nearly so numerous as they

used to be.

Now I must say a few words of caution as to
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the harbour and its dangers. The tides run very

strong, especially the spring ones, and when at

three-quarters ebb become a boiling torrent over

the rocks. A boatman thoroughly versed in its

navigation, and a rather heavy, steady boat are

essentials.

My old boatman, James, was thoroughly reli-

able, and his management of his boat under sail,

perfection. His conversational power was limited,

but he was a good smoker of very bad ' baccy,' and

a glass of whisky he did not despise. His love of

cleanliness and affection for his old boat was

carried rather to excess, as the following incident

will show.

I was accompanied by a young lady staying

with us on one of my fishing excursions, and

James with his boat was waiting for us at the

Custom House ; but not being able to get the boat

close enough for us to step in, he removed his

socks and boots, and, taking the young lady in his

arms, carried her through the water, and was

about to deposit her on board when he caught

sight of some mud on a pair of pretty boots she

had on ; so, stooping, he dipped both her feet up to

o 2
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the ankles in the sea, paddling them backwards

and forwards to remove it ; the owner meanwhile

banging his old head, and calling him all the names

she could think of. His only remark was, as he

put her in the boat, 'Bless yer, miss, salt water

won't give yer the snuffles,' meaning a cold.

My guest. Miss C , was very fortunate in her

day, for we had a charming morning's sport, prin-

cipally among the small fish in the pool, where the

two rivers Taw and Torridge meet. She was fish-

ing with a small ' tickle,' and fish of a pound and

upwards were taking it readily.

A gull seeing this nice little sand-eel spinning

along took a fancy to it, and pouncing down seized

it in his bill, taking eel and line high into the air

;

discovering his mistake, he speedily dropped it, and

with a shake of his head expressed his opinion that

it was the worst sand-eel he had ever tasted. It

was excessively funny.

Getting tired of the sport in the harbour at

Appledore, I determined to try the rocks about

Lundy Island, some fourteen miles off in the

Bristol Channel.

Embarking in the mail boat, a smart fishing-
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cutter which sailed weekly, I arrived, after a tedious

passage of four hours—the wind being against us

—under the lee of the island, where several

weather-bound ships were anchored.

Though there is no harbour in the island, it

affords secure shelter when the wind is in the north-

west, the cliffs being several hundred feet high.

On landing, which we did in the dingy, I went

to pay my respects, and leave my card on the

proprietor of the island, who resides in a charm-

ingly situated house half-way up the ascent to the

plateau on the top.

I then proceeded to some lodgings which I had

secured in one of the old cottages formerly used by

the workmen in the granite quarries, but which

have not been worked for many years.

They were clean, but not luxurious, and in wet

weather the roof might have been improved upon,

an umbrella being then a necessary addition to the

bedclothes.

The solitary armchair in the sitting-room was

also a trap for the unwary, evincing a somewhat

' piquant ' objection to being sat on, by suddenly

projecting the sharp point of a broken spring from
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the seat—anything but conducive to comfort and

repose.

The difficulty at the time of my visit was getting

a boat and man, there being none for hire on the

island; however, as long as the ships were anchored

for shelter, there was little difficulty in obtaining

both from them.

On rising the next morning after my arrival I

found the north-west wind still blowing ; so, pro-

ceeding to the beach with my rod and tackle for

pollock, I hailed a schooner, and soon had a man

and boat at my service.

There were large schools of mackerel about a

mile from the island, but these I had to give up, as

the sea was too rough when out of the lee of it.

I then directed my boatman to pull slowly

along the rocks near the shore, which I hoped

would be the home of numerous big pollock, but

was sadly disappointed in their size. Tickle-Toby

failing to bring anything over three pounds to

book.

Keturning to the landing-place, I saw a Clovelly

boat had come over with a boatman and gentleman

on board ; so, hailing them, I ran alongside, and the
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latter told me he had come for some conger-fishing,

which he said was very good.

I told him I had not done much with the pol-

lock, and he then asked me to accompany him that

evening, saying he thought we should have some

rare sport.

This invitation I gladly accepted, and, after

dinner at iny lodgings, we started about 7 p.m. on

a warm August evening for our fishing ground.

We had a capital supply of bait, principally her-

rings, and gear which implied heavy fish. The

boatman, Bob, took the paddles and slowly pulled

the heavy boat, a two-masted lugger, to a likely

spot ; anchored, and down into the black green

depths went two large hooks, with the best part of

a herring on each, heavy leads, . and some seven

fathoms of line.

Lighting our pipes, we awaited results. ' I have

got one,' said my new friend, M , and hauling

away as hard as he could, up came a great conger

of some seven pounds' weight.

Bob stuck a huge gaff into him, had him in the

boat, and by making free use of a heavy stretcher

soon killed him.
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' That's nothing,' said M . ' He's a baby

to some of them.'

A Uttle time elapsed before getting another bite,

when my line received a violent jerk. ' By George,

I've got something,' said I. ' Feels d d like the

sea serpent. Give me a hand—I can't hold the

beggar.' The thick line spinning through my

fingers too fast to be pleasant. ' Blazes
!

' says

M ; ' he's a stunner ! The tackle will hold,

so haul away.' Easier said than done, most of the

said hauling being done by the fish.

With plenty of slack, we beat him at last, and,

oh Lord ! looking over the side, I saw a great bar

of silver nearly as thick as a man's body, fifteen or

sixteen feet long, wriggling about in the clear

phosphoric water. 'What are we to do with the

brute now we've got him ? ' I thought. This was

speedUy settled for me by Bob cleverly inserting

the gaff in its huge belly, and with M 's help

pulling half his long body into the boat, the rest

following.

Horrors ! his great ugly head and gaping jaws

are within a foot of my legs.

A moment's respite whilst the brute disposed of
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the gaff stick by seizing it in his mouth and break-

ing it off like a carrot. Ah ! that sight settled

me, and, apparently M too, for, as I dis-

appeared over the stern, he did ditto over the

bows.

Hanging on vyith our hands to the sides of the

boat, we earnestly urged Bob, who was dancing

about on the thwarts, hammering away with the

stretcher, to do for the beggar.

As the conger wriggled towards the stern in one

direction, up would come M 's head— ' Go it,

Bob ; give it him !
' Bound the fish would come

towards the bows, when down would go M 's

tuppenny, and up mine would come, with a similar

request to Bob to give him snuff !

One well-directed blow at last partially stunned

the fish, and M and I scrambled on board,

and by the aid of a large clasp knife succeeded in

settling the monster's career. Sitting down in

the boat, we roared with laughing ; but Bob did

not see much to laugh at, being seriously grateful

for the existence of his legs below the knees.

The brute weighed 72 lbs.

Of course his capture ended our night's fishing,
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as, wet through, we were glad to get back to my

lodgings and into dry things.

Bob made a good thing of it after all. On our

return to the boat in the morning, we found he had

rigged up an awning in the boat, stretched the

conger over the thwarts, and, in large letters on a

piece of paper, informed the public that the Sea

Serpent was on view inside, entrance one penny.

An excursion steamer from Clovelly coming in,

he did a big trade.
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CHAPTEE XII

THE FAST REEL

To minnow fishermen this invention of modern

years is an immense boon, and I venture to give, as

well as I can, some instruction as to its use, and

the best method of learning the art.

Having the assistance of W. T. Hadden, Esq.,

one of the best performers with it I know, I trust

they may be of some value.

As I cannot have the pleasure of my reader's

company on my grass-plot, where by practical

demonstration I could teach them more in five

minutes than I can by pages of writing, I must

e'en do my best.

We will take the rod first. It should be ten to

twelve feet long, and greenheart is as good a

material as any. To get this wood good you must

go to a reliable man, for a great deal of acacia

which resembles it in appearance is passed off for
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it, and is very brittle, and perfectly unsuited for the

purpose.

Two joints are sufficient, and the butt or

bottom joint should be as thin as safety will allow,

thus procuring a spring from close to the hand

;

the top joint considerably stouter than that used in

the fly rod. This make will give you a curve when

easting, describing a segment of a circle, much

larger than a rod made with a light top and stout

butt : for it is manifest there will be much less

friction for the line in passing through rings

on a large curve than on a smaller or sharper

one.

The rod should not be stiff, but fairly pliable,

as in good hands it is left to do most of the work.

The rings should have revolving steel centres, to

resist the constant friction of the line, stand-

ing or fixed. Eeel fittings as usual, and at the end

of the butt an india-rubber pad, which all spinners

will find a great comfort.

Messrs. Jeffery and Son, George Street, Ply-

mouth, make these rods very well, and call them the

Hadden rod, though, I believe, without authority.

The reel—this is a very difficult article to get
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good—should be made of light wood, tough and

well-seasoned, four inches in diameter, and one

disc revolving on a spindle with a hardened steel

point. The barrel should be thick, to wind up

quickly, and as being easier to start. A check

should be attached, which is useful in stopping the

reel over-running when fast in a fish.

The best reel is not one that when started re-

volves any number of times before it stops, but one

that is easiest started. ^ Here is the advantage of

light wood and big barrels. Vulcanite, of which

these reels are frequently made, is useless from its

weight. With any reel it is easy enough to cast

with an ounce minnow, but it is a different story

when you come to use one weighing less than half,

which, except in thick water, is far the most

killing.

The Taw and Torridge being comparatively

small rivers, I use a Streeter's improved Notting-

ham reel, which has bars like the ordinary one.

I cannot throw quite so far with it, but quite far

enough—some thirty yards ; and by putting on

the check it at once becomes a common reel, and

better .adapted for hand casting.

p
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Line.—The best I have had I procured from

Eaton and Deller, of Crooked Lane, London. It

is of moderate thickness, made of silk, and well

dressed with linseed oil. It runs smoothly and

wears well. In spinning, the friction is so great

that before commencing you should always test

the last twenty yards of your line, for constantly

have I been broke by the line giving to a pressure

which it ought easily to have borne, it being par-

tially cut or frayed by the .rings. Forty yards is

sufficient, with a backing of some cheaper but

strong line of another forty yards in length. For

large rivers this must be increased.

The minnow.—The Devon I find the best, as

being the heaviest of their size. Jeffery and Son

make them very well, but to my fancy they are too

short and thick. The object of this is, no doubt, to

bring the hooks, which should consist of only two

sets of triple hooks, as near the head as possible.

In a long, thin minnow, which I much prefer, the

first triple hook at the tail would be some distance

from the head, and as the fish generally go for

that part of the bait, they might be missed. To

obviate this, I have had three slits made half-way
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up the minnow, which allows the first triple hook
to come well up, and, being partially concealed, it

can be of a larger size, the tail hooks being close

to the end. This arrangement I have found very

successful.

The size of the minnow must depend on the

water. For general purposes one weighing half an
ounce, if you can cast it, is the most deadly, but I

have done good work with one that weighed three-

quarters of an ounce.

Do not vary the size much. A bright minnow
for thick water, and a dull one for clearer, is the

best rule to go by. If you arm the minnow your-

self, or get them armed, see that the ring of the

swivel only is showing outside the head ; if further,

the fish can get a leverage on the swivel that will

sometimes snap it short off.

Now comes the difiicult part of my task—

namely, to convey in writing how to cast. I was

a week trying it, thinking it easy enough, and a

nice mess I made of it. Till I got a friend to

show me, I could not succeed. The easiest plan

first : Take your rod in the left hand some twelve

inches above the reel, the right hand grasping the

p 2
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rod immediately behind it, the minnow hanging

some four feet from the top, not more. Now face

the river ; then take a full turn to the left, bring-

ing the rod back horizontally with the ground till

it points directly to the rear ; this must be done

quietly. Then swing it towards the river with a

sweep-like mowing, putting most force into it when

the rod is parallel with the stream ; then follow

the flight of the minnow with the point of the rod,

slightly raising it.

Whilst you are carrying the minnow back for

the cast, keep the forefinger of the right hand on

the bottom of the revolving plate of the reel to

prevent its turning. At the commencement of the

cast remove it, and, as the line runs out, slightly

touch the reel with the same finger to prevent it

over-running. As the minnow reaches the water,

stop it entirely by a harder pressure. Seize the

handle, and be ready to wind up.

Mr. Hadden applies the necessary pressure on

the reel by placing two or three fingers on the out-

side of the plate, but I prefer my plan, as it avoids

all possibility of a severe crack on the fingers from

the revolving handles. If a good cast, there should
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be no loose coils of Ime showing on the reel when

the minnow reaches the water.

To get the minnow to fall lightly without

plunging, and to find a tight line on the reel

ready for winding up, is the acme of the art, and

deuced difficult a beginner will find it.

As one is frequently in a position when casting

from the left is impossible, it is advisable to learn

the cast from the right.

In this the right hand is above the reel and the

left below ; it is the same process, but \yith reversed

hands, and the objection to using it without neces-

sity is, that when the minnow touches the water,

after stopping the reel with the finger of the left

hand, you must change places, that the right hand

may be available for winding-up. The butt rests

on the inside of the hip during winding, and this is

where the india-rubber pad comes in pleasantly.

But I have forgotten the trace. This should

consist of four feet, not more, of strong single gut,

or, for heavy water, twisted gut, with one swivel in

the centre, and one near the top where the main

line is fastened to it.

It should not exceed four feet, as in that case
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the length of the line from the top of the rod when

drawn in to cast would be too great.

Do not spare expense in gut, as the dearest is

the cheapest in the end.

Most beginners wind too quickly; the deeper

you fish for salmon and keep clear of the bottom

the better.

In a stream, hardly any winding at aU is neces-

sary, till the minnow comes over to your side,

when it should be slowly wound in.

Cast your minnow across and rather down

stream. Fish the water nearest you well first

before making long casts to the other side, for

often have I caught a fish close to my side, which

a fine caster has missed in his desire to make a

brilliant throw beyond him ; a long line dragged

over a fish is not conducive to a rise.

I heard a queer argument once when remark-

ing on the excessive thickness of the tackle a

gentleman was using when minnow-fishing for

salmon

:

' Oh, yes,' he said, * the fish think the beggar is

fast and can't get away, so take advantage of it.'

I left him.
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One more caution I must give. Last year my
line was continually breaking ; not, fortunately, in

fish, but on very slight provocation. Every day I

had to break off some five or six yards of it.

I examined the rings, but, being of steel, they

showed no signs of wear ; then I thought it must

be a bad line, but, trying the unused part of it, I

could not break it, and was fairly puzzled.

On cleaning and oiling my reel (one of

Streeter's, with bars) previous to laying it by for

the winter, I observed that one of these bars was

ribbed with cuts from the friction of the line in

winding up, the edges of these cuts being quite

sharp.

Here was, no doubt, the cause of the mischief,

and I have had a steel one substituted, which I

trust will save me next season many yards of Hne.

I will now presume that my reader has prac-

tised on his lawn till he can throw, say thirty

yards of line, in a direction he wishes, and without

an over-run in the reel, and is anxious to try his

skill in the water.

Arrived on the banks of the river, a salmon

shows on the far side. 'Oh, I can cover that,
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thanks to this blessed invention,' he thinks, and

proceeds to try the distance higher up for fear of

disturbing the fish.

He makes a good cast, but finds to his surprise

it is very short, and, winding up, puts more powder

into the next. The result is not satisfactory ; the

reel over-runs with the extra swing, and, being

stopped too late, in goes the minnow with a fearful

dive, and there are a dozen coils of loose line

round the reel.

The best thing then to be done is to haul in the

line by hand as quickly as possible, not winding it

up, lay it on the bank, and having cleared the reel,

then wind it afresh. Should a fish take you, by ill

luck, as you are hauling in, the Lord have mercy

on you, the fish won't

!

Should the tangle be very bad, it is more

easily cleared by taking off one side of the reel,

which in all good reels can be done by pressing a

spring near the handles which relieves the spindle.

After practising another cast with more success,

proceed to try for your fish.

Cast some six or seven yards above the fish

and rather beyond him ; then, with a couple of
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turns of the handles to give life to the minnow, let

it spin down over the fish, and, if stream enough,

no winding will be required.

Ah ! a dead stop, and a job as if fast in a

rock ; on with the cheek, raise the rod slightly, and

feel what it is. If a fish, it won't be long before

there will be plenty of movement, then look out for

squalls.

After the surprise which salmon mostly show

on finding that what they took for a juicy minnow

is nothing but metal, with hook sauce, there is a

fearful rush.

Don't trust to the check alone, but place the

forefinger on the reel plate, as in casting, and help

the check by a slight pressure, for an over-run,

particularly with the ordinary fast reel which has

no bars, is generally fatal, the line getting outside

it, and, should the fish continue his antics, a pain-

ful parting must ensue.

Should you be able to take off the strain, as I

did with the fish in the Okement, you may get

time to set your reel to rights, but they are

seldom so obliging.

Keep well over your fish if possible, and, if all
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goes well, you will soon have something to show for

your skUl.

I have frequently heard minnow fishing much

abused, but have remarked that the abuse gener-

ally proceeded from men who were either too old,

too lazy, or unable to practise it.

I must say I prefer fly fishing myself, but I

also prefer getting a fish to going without, which

in these Southern rivers will be often the case if

you are, what I call, a one-horse fisherman, i.e.,

unable to use anything but the fly.
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CHAPTER XIII

FISHERY BOAEDS

Foe many years I have been a member of one of

these Boards of Conservators, and, as at present

constituted, consider they do more harm than

good.

In the first place, several of these have too

many members. The Acts of Parliament constitu-

ting these Boards do not specify any particular

number, and the rule, which apparently the In-

spectors of Fisheries act on, is that of precedent,

viz., that the number composing the Board when

first formed should be adhered to in subsequent

elections.

These numbers have been largely increased, for,

in the case of the one to which I belong, fifteen is

the number of the original formation, thirty is now

the number of elected members, not including five

representatives of the net fishermen, and several

ex-officio members, as riparian owners.
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Since the County Councils have had the power

to elect members, politics have seriously influenced

the selection, and thus a considerable majority

exists which is composed of men who know

nothing of fish or fishing, and whose principal ob-

ject is to procure, indulgences for the net fisher-

men, screen the poacher, and neglect, in toto, the

interests of the upper proprietors ; forgetting, in

their short-sighted poUcy, that these last are, by

their preservation of the rivers during the close

time, the principal promoters of the salmon species.

The Board are in many cases unable, or unwilling,

to give proper protection to the rivers, in the shape

of sufiSicient watchers, rewards for information

leading to convictions, or to take proceedings

against poachers when reported.

Fortunately, the Board of Trade has a veto on

all resolutions sent to them for approval, and thus

negative many that would be injurious to the in-

crease of the fish ; and I think it would be very bene-

ficial if a member of that Board could be present

at one or two of the Conservators' quarterly meet-

ings during each year ; when from their knowledge

of the working of the difi'erent fisheries, and the
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statistics connected with the whole system, they

might help to give a better tone to the meetings,

and much useful information.

The great cry is : if the fish are not good for

the net fisherman to catch after a certain fixed date,

they cannot be good for the rod fisherman after the

same date.

This sounds feasible and right, but on examina-

tion such limitation to the rod fishing would be

manifestly unfair.

The rod fisherman pays, in this county of Devon,

one guinea for his license to fish for salmon ; this

does not give an inch of water to fish in, but

merely the right of doing so if he can get the water.

Again, the rod fishermen would get no fishing at

all, or but very little, if their close time began at

the same time as the nets, owing to want of water,

the only exception being an unusually wet year.

Many rivers have also to contend with numerous

fishing weirs, needles, &c., which are not removed

till the net fishing is closed.

The weekly close time of forty-two to forty-eight

hours is quite insufficient to supply fish for the

river, prior to the annual close -time, as in nine
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years out of ten there is not sufficient water for

them to get up, and before anything Hke good sport

for the rods can be obtained, a large number of fish

must be in the rivers, spread as they are over many

miles of water.

Now the riparian owner, with all his expenses,

and the rod fisher, with his license, must have, in

mere justice, something to show for their money.

The rod fisher also can, in most cases, be relied

on to put back an unclean fish. A net fisher, pro-

vided he can get even a penny a pound, will keep

him.

The rivers in the South of England are late,

i.e. the principal run of fish is in the autumn, so that

the month of April the rod fisher has in advance of

the nets is not of much service to him. I must

say that the hardship, if any, falls more on the

rod than on the net fisherman.

The latter, certainly, works for his livelihood,

and supplies the market ; the former, for his own

amusement, being debarred by law from selling

anything he catches after the commencement of

the close time for the nets, if he wished to do so ;

but this motive for the fishing does not affect the
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justice of the question, and one cannot but re-

member that in one good haul of a net, more sal-

mon will be taken than a rod will get in a month.

As to reasoning or talking to the net fishermen,

it is positively useless. They have no thought for

the morrow, but would kill fish all the year round

if allowed.

They must be compelled, in their oivn interests,

to obey the laws ; but with the members composing

the Fishery Boards, as now elected by the County

Councils, this course it is almost impossible to

carry out.

The remedy for this unpleasant state of affairs,

I think may be found, to a certain extent, in

necessitating all members of District Fishery

Boards to possess certain quahfications, viz., ripa-

rian owners, a certain frontage of a river, say one

mile, or more ; rod fishers, the possession of a

salmon license for two years previous to election

;

net fishers, as at present, one member for every

50L (or part of 501.) of license duty collectively

paid by them.

The members composing the different Boards

should not exceed fifteen elected members, exclusive
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of the representatives of the net fishermen and

riparian owners. Experience has shown that

Boards with members in excess of that number are

cumbersome, and time is wasted in useless discus-

sion and argument.

Personallj', I should much prefer taking the

election out of the hands of the County Councils

entirely, and that each interest, riparian, rod

fisher, and net fisherman, should elect their own

representatives to serve as members of the Dis-

trict Boards, as is done at present in the case of

the net fishermen.

There is also another radical error in the

action of the Fishery Boards : they endeavour to

stop the serious poaching of the net fishermen by

trying to convict the catcher, and not the purchaser,

of the fish.

With a magistracy known to be culpably lenient

in these cases, the fishermen, in consequence, per-

sist in catching fish, and openly offer them for sale

at a few pence a pound three months after the

close time has begun.

Now, if there was a difficulty in disposing of

the fish, and considerable risk to the purchaser.
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the inducement to poach would be greatly reduced,

and the penalty would fall on those who richly

deserve it, and not on the fishermen, who from

poverty might be induced to transgress the law.

Where there are large estuaries, the expense

entailed on the Board in keeping a staff of water-

bailiffs to watch them, obliges them to leave the

rivers comparatively unwatched, and numerous

outlays for gratings, weirs, &c., unexpended.

I trust I may be spared to see a more kindly

feeling existing between all classes of fishermen,

and that in community of interest they will shake

hands over theix difference, and cordially wish

each other

Good Sport.
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AND HOW TO PLAY THEM. Being the Gaines of the Ancient Egyp-
tians, the Hiera Gramme of the Greeks, the Ludus Latnmculorum of the
Romans, and the Oriental Games of Chess, Draughts, Backgammon, and
Magic Squares. With numerous Photographs, Dia^prams, &c. 8vo. 2U.

FAIIN:EIjIi (G. S.).-greek lyric poetry. 8vo. i&.

PAKIIAE (F."W".).—LANGUAGEAND LANGUAGES. Crown 8vo. di.

DARKNESS AND DAWN ; or. Scenes in the Days of Nero. An
Historic Tale. Crown 8vo. 7J. 6rf.

PITZPATEICK(W. J.).—SECRETSERVICE UNDER PITT. 8vo. 14J.

FITZWTGEAM (Major-General Sir P.).—HORSESAND STABLES.
With 19 pages of Illustrations. 8vo. 5J.

FORD (Horace).—THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARCHERY.
New Edition, thoroughly Revised and Re-written by W. Butt. 8vo. 14s.

FOUARD (Abbe Constant).—THECHRISTTHESON OF GOD. With
Introduction by Cardinal Manning. 2 vols. Crown 8vo, 14J.

ST. PETER AND THE FIRST YEARS OF CHRISTIANITY.
Translated from the Second Edition, with the Author's sanction, by GEORGE
F. X. Griffith. With an Introduction by Cardinal Gibbons. Cr. 8vo. 9s.

FOX (C. J.).^THE EARLY HISTORY OF CHARLES JAMES FOX. By
the Right Hon. Sir. G. O. Tkevelyan, Bart.

Library Edition. 8vo. i8j.
|

Cabinet Edition. Crown 8vo. 61.

FBABTCIS (Francis).—A BOOK ON ANGLING : including fiiU Illustrated

Lists of Salmon Flies. Post 8vo. 15s.

FKEEMAJS" (E. A.).—THE HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF EUROPE.
With 65 Maps. 2 vols. 8yo. 31J. td.

^

FROUDE (James A.).—THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND, from the FaU of
Wolsey to the Defeat of the Spanish Armada. 12 vols. Crown 8vo. £2 ar.

THE DIVORCE OF CATHERINE OF ARAGON : The Story as told
by the Imperial Ambassadors resident at the Court of Henry VIII. In Usum
Laicorum. Crown 8vo. 6r.

THE ENGLISH IN IRELAND IN THE EIGHTEENTH CEN-
TURY. 3 vols. Crown 8vo. i8J.

SHORT STUDIES ON GREAT SUBJECTS.
Cabinet Edition. 4 vols. Cr. 8vo. 241. | . Cheap Edit 4 vols. Cr. 8va 3J. 6rf. ea.

THE SPANISH STORY OF THE ARMADA, and other Essays,
Historical and Descriptive. Crown 8vo. d;. [Cohtinutd.
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FEOXIDE (*ames A.)^(ConHnued).

CjESAR : a Sketch. Crown 8vo. 3J. 6d.

-— OCEANA
;
OR, ENGLAND AND HER COLONIES. With o Illus-trations. Crown 8vo. zs. boards, 25. 6rf. cloth.

'

^h"^?,? ?'^.°"^"^™ ™'^ Wl^'^T 1^'DIES; or, the Bow of Ulysses.With 9 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. ai. boards, 2s. 6d. cloth.

THE TWO CHIEFS OF DUNBOY; an Irish Romance of the Last
Century. Crown 8vo. y. &f.

THOMAS CARLYLE, a History of his Life. lygs to i8s5 2 vols
Crown Bvo. ys. 1834 to 1881. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. 7s.

GAIiljWEY(SirllalphPayne-).—LETTERS TO YOUNGSHOOTERS
First Senes. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d. Second Series. Crown 8vo. 12s. 6d.

GARDHfER (Samuel Rawson).—HISTORY OF ENGLAND, 1603-
1642. 10 vols. Crown 8vo. price 6s. each.

A HISTORY OF THE GREAT CIVIL WAR, 1642-1649. (3 vols.)
Vol. I. 1642-1644. With 24 Maps. Zyo. (out offrinf). Vol. 11. 1644- 1647.
With 21 Maps. 8vo. 24r. Vol. III. 1647-1649. With 8 Maps. aSs.

THE STUDENT'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND. Vol. I. u.c. ss-A.D.
1509, with 173 Illustrations, Crown 8vo. 4s. Vol. II. 1509-1689, with 96
Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 4s. Vol. III. 1689-1885, with 109 illustrations.
Crown 8vo. 41. Complete in i vol. With 378 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. I2r.

- A SCHOOL ATLAS OF ENGLISH HISTORY. A Companion Atlas
to ' Student's History of England '. 66 Maps and 22 Plans. Fcap. 410. $s.

GOETHE.—FAUST. A New Translation chiefly in Blank Verse ; with Intro-
duction and Notes. By James Adey Birds. Crown 8vo. 6s.

FAUST. The Second Part. A New Translation in Verse. By James
Adey Birds. Crown 8vo. 6s.

GEEETf (T. H.)—THE WORKS OF THOMAS HILL GREEN. (3 Vols.)

Vols. I. and II. 8vo. i6j. each. Vol. III. 8vo. 21J.

, THE WITNESS OF GOD AND FAITH ; Two Lay Sermons. Fcp.

8vo. 2J.

GEEVIIiIiE (C. C. F.)—A JOURNAL OF THE REIGNS OF KING
GEORGE IV. , KINGWILLIAM IV. , AND QUEEN VICTORIA. Edited

by H. Reeve. 8 vols. Crown 8vo. 6s. each.

GWIIiT (Joseph).—AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ARCHITECTURE.
With more than 1700 Engravings on Wood. 8vo. 52J. 6d.

EAGGAED (H. Rider).—SHE. With 32 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. y. 6d.

ALLAN QUATERMAIN. With 31 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.

MAIWA'S REVENGE. Crown 8vo. li. boards, is. 6d. cloth.

COLONEL QUARITCH, V.C. Crown 8vo. y. 6d.

CLEOPATRA: With 29 Illustrations, Crown 8vo. y. 6d.

BEATRICE. Crown 8vo. y. 6d:

ERIC BRIGHTEYES. With 51 Illustrations. Ci'own 8vo. 6s.

NADA THE LILY. With 23 Illustrations by C. H. M. Kerr. Cr.

'8vo. 6s.
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HAGOAED (H. Kider) and LAITO (Andrew).—THE WORLD'S
DESIRE. Crown 8vo. dr.

HAIiIirWELIi-PHIIiIiIPPS (J. O.)—A CALENDAROFTHEHALLl-
WELL-PHILLIPPSCOLLECTION OFSHAKESPEAREAN RARITIES.
Second Edition. Enlarged by Ernest E. Baker. 8vo. loj. bd.

OUTLINES OF THE LIFE OF SHAKESPEARE. With numerous

Illustrations and Facsimiles, a vols. Royal Svo. 2U.

HAREISOIT (Jane B.).—MYTHS OF THE ODYSSEY IN ART AND
LITERATURE. Illustrated with Outline Drawings. Svo. iSj.

HAKRISON (Mary).—COOKERY FOR BUSY LIVES AND SMALL
INCOMES. Fcp. Svo. u.

HAETE (Bret).—IN THE CARQUINEZ WOODS. Fcp. Svo. if. bds.,

ij. 6if. cloth.

BY SHORE AND SEDGE. i6mo. K.

ON THE FRONTIER. i6mo. u.

*,* Complete in one Volume. Crown Svo. jr. dd.

HAKTWIG (Dr.).—THE SEA AND ITS LIVING WONDERS. With 12

Plates and 303 Woodcuts. Svo. js.net,

THE TROPICAL WORLD. With 8 Plates and 172 Woodcuts. Svo. js. net.

THE POLAR WORLD. With 3 Maps, 8 Plates and 85 Woodcuts. Svo. ^s. net.

THESUBTERRANEANWORLD. With 3 MapsandSo Woodcuts. Z10.7s.net.

THE AERIAL WORLD. With Map, 8 Plates and 60 Woodcuts. _ Svo. js. net.

HAVlBIiOCK.—MEMOIRS OF SIR HENRY HAVELOCK, K.C-B. By
John Clakk Marshman. Crown Svo. 31. 6d.

HEARW CW. Edward).—THE GOVERNMENT OF ENGLAND: iu
Structure and its Development. Svo. i6f.

THE ARYAN HOUSEHOLD : its Structure and ts Development.

An Introduction to Comparative Jurisprudence. Svo. 161.

HISTORIC TOWTS"S. Edited by E. A. Fkeeman and Rev. William Hunt.
With Maps and Plans. Crown Svo 31. 6d. each.

Bristol. By Rev. W. Hunt.
Carlisle. By Dr. Mandell Creighton.

Ginqae Ports. By Montagu Burrows.
Colchester. By Rev. E. L. Cutts.

Exeter. By E. A. Freeman.
London. By Rev. W. J. Loftie.

Oxford. By Rev. C. W. Boase.
Winchester. By Rev. G. W. Kitchin.

New Tork. By Theodore Roosevelt.
Boston (U.S.). By Henry Cabot

Lodge.
York. By Rev. James Raine.

HODGSOIT (Shadworth H.).—TIME AND SPACE: a Metaphysical
Essay. Svo. idr.

THE THEORY OF PRACTICE : an Ethical Enquiry. 2 vols. Svo. 241.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF REFLECTION. 2 vols. Svo. 2ir.

OUTCAST ESSAYS AND VERSE TRANSLATIONS. Crown Svo.

Sj. 6d.

HOOPER (Greorge).—ABRAHAM FABERT: Governor of Sedan, Marshall
of France. His Life and Times, 1599-1662. With a Portrait. Svo. lOj. dd,

HOWTTT (WilUam).—VISITS TO REMARKABLE PLACES. 80 lUus-
trations. Crown Svo. y. 6d.
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HXIIjLAH (John),—course OF LECTURES ON THE HISTORY OF
MODERN MUSIC. 8vo. 8s. 6d.

COURSE OF LECTURES ON THE TRANSITION PERIOi) OF
MUSICAL HISTORY. 8vo. los. 6d.

HITME.—THE PHILOSOPHICAL WORKS OF DAVID HUME. Edited

by T. H. Greek and T. H. Grose. 4 vols. 8.vo. 561.

HUTH (Alfred H.)-—THE MARRIAGE OF NEAR KIN, considered with

respect to the Law of Nations, the Result of Experience, and the Teachings

of Biology. Royal Svo. zis.

IN&EIiO'W (Jean).—POETICAL WORKS. 2 vols. Fcp. Svo. izs.

LYRICAL AND OTHER POEMS. Selected from the Writings of

Jean Ingelow. Fcp. Svo. zs. 6d. cloth plain, -y. cloth gilt.

VERY YOUNG and QUITE ANOTHER STORY : Two Stories.

Crown Svo. 6s.

INGRAM (T. Dunbar).—ENGLAND AND ROME : a History of the

Relations between the Papacy and the English State and Church from the

Norman Conquest to the Revolution of 16S8. Svo. 141.

JAMESOW (Mrs.).—SACRED AND LEGENDARY ART. With 19 Etch-

ings and 187 Woodcuts. 2 vols. Svo. 20J. net.

LEGENDS OF THE MADONNA, the Virgin Mary as represented in

Sacred and Legendary Art. With 27 Etchings and 165 Woodcuts. Svo. lar. net.

,_ LEGENDS OF THE MONASTIC ORDERS. With 11 Etchings and

88 Woodcuts. Svo. loj. net.

HISTORY OF OUR LORD. His Tvpes and Precursors. Completedby
' Lady Eastlake. With 31 Etchings and iSi Woodcuts. 2 vols. Svo. 20J. Krf.

JEPPEBIES (Bicliard).-riELD AND HEDGEROW. Last Essays.

Crown Svo. y. 6d.

XHE STORY OF MY HEART : My Autobiography. Crown Svo. 3J. Otf.

'. RED DEER. With 17 Illustrations by J.
Charlton and H. Tunaly.

Crown Svo. 3.1. 6d.

,

. .. r

THE TOILERS OF THE FIELD. With autotype reproduction of

bust of Richard Jefferies in Salisbury Cathedral. Crown Svo. 6s. .

JEinflNGS (Bev. A. C.).-ECCLESIA ANGLICANA. A History of the

Church of Clirist in England. Crown Svo. 7s. 6d.

JliWSBnBY.-ASELECTgNFROMTHELET^^^^^^^^

JOHHSOK (J. & J. H.).-THE PATENTEE'S MANUAL; a Treatise on

•^°afLaw and Practice of Letters Patent. Svo. 10.. 6d.

jOBDAN(WimamLeigMon).-THESTANDARDOFVALUE.8vo.6..
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KAWT (Immamiel).—CRITIQUE OF PRACTICAL REASON, AND
OTHER WORKS ON THE THEOJiY OF ETHICa 8vo. izj. 6d.

^— INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC. Translated by T. K. Abbott Notes
by S. T. Coleridge. 8vo. 6s.

KEITH DERAMORE. A Novel. By the Author of Miss Molly '. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

XUiIiICE: (Eev. A. H.).—HANDBOOK TO MILL'S SYSTEM OF
LOGIC. Crown 8vo. 35. 6d.

KMIGHT (E. F.).—THE CRUISEOF THE 'ALERTE' ; the Narrative of
a Search for Treasure on the Desert Island of Trinidad. With 2 Maps and
23 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.

; WHERE THREE EMPIRES MEET. A Narrative of Recent Travel
in Kashmir, Western Tibet, Gilgit, and the adjacent coimtries. 8vo.

LADD (George T.).—ELEMENTS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHO-
LOGY. 8V0. 2XS.

' OUTLINES OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY. A Text-Book
of Mental Science for Academies and Colleges. 8vo. i2J.

LANG (Andrew).—CUSTOM AND MYTH : Studies of Early Usage and
Belief. With 15 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. js. 6d.

HOMER AND THE EPIC. Crown 8vo. 91. net.

BOOKS AND BOOKMEN. With 2 Coloured Plates and 17 lUustia-
tions. Fcp. 8vo. zs. 6d. net.

LETTERS TO DEAD AUTHORS. Fcp. 8vo. 2J. 6d. net.

OLD FRIENDS. Fcp. 8vo. zs. 6d. net.

LETTERS ON LITERATURE. Fcp. 8vo. 2J. &/. net.

GRASS OF PARNASSUS. Fcp. 8vo. zj. bd. net.

BALLADS OF BOOKS. Edited by Andrew Lang. Fcp. Svo. Sj.

THE BLUE FAIRY BOOK. Edited by Andrew Lang. With 8
Plates and 130 Illustrations in the Text. Crown Svo. dr.

THE RED FAIRY BOOK. Edited by ANDREW Lang. With 4 Plates
and 96 Illustrations in the Text. Crown Svo. dr.

- THE BLUE POETRY BOOK. With 12 Plates and 88 Illustrations in
the Text. Crown 8vo. 6^.

THE BLUE POETRY BOOK. School Edition, without Illustrations.

Fcp. Svo. zs. f>d.

THE GREEN FAIRY BOOK. Edited by Andrew Lang. With
13 Elates and 88 Illustrations in the Text by H. J. Ford. Crown Svo. Sf.

. ANGLING SKETCHES. With lUustrations by W. G. BuRN-
MURDOCH. Crown Svo. ^s. 6d.

JLiAVISSE (Ernest).—GENERAL VIEW OF THE POLITICAL HIS-
TORY OF EUROPE. Crown Svo. 51.

IiECKT fW. E. H.).—HISTORY OF ENGLAND IN THE EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY. Library Edition, Svo. Vols. I. and II. 1700-1760. 361.
Vols. III. and IV. 1760-1784. 361. Vols. V. and VI. 1784-1793. 365.
Vols. VII. and VIII. 1793-1800. yis. Cabinet Edition, 12 vols. Crown
Svo. 6s. each.

THE HISTORY OF EUROPEAN MORALS FROM AUGUSTUS
TO CHARLEMAGNE. 2 vols. Crown Svo. idr.

HISTORY OF THE RISE ASD INFLUENCE OF THE SPIRIT
OF RATIONALISM IN EUROPE. 2 vols. Crown Svo. i6j.

POEMS. Fcap. Svo. Jr.
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LEES (J. A.) and CLTITTERBUCB: (W. J.).—B.C. 1887, A RAMBLE
IN BRITISH COLUMBIA. With Map and 75 Illusts. Cr. Bvo. 3J. 6d.

IiE'WES (George Henry).—THE HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY, from
Thales to Comte. a vo s. 8vo. 32J.

IiEYTON (Frank).—THE SHADOWS OF THE LAKE, and other Poems.
Crown 8vo. js. 6d. Cheap Edition. Crown 8vo. 31. 6d.

•IiIiOYD (F. J.).—THE SCIENCE OF AGRICULTURE. 8vo. I2J.

LONGMAIf (Frederick W.).—CHESS OPENINGS. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

FREDERICK THE GREAT AND THE SEVEN YEARS' WAR.
Fcp. 8vo. 28. 6d.

IiONGMOEE (Sir T.).—RICHARD WISEMAN, Surgeon and Sergeant-

Surgeon to Charles II. A Biographical Study. With Portrait. 8vo. loi. 6d.

LOTTDOlf (J. C.).—ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF GARDENING. With 1000

Woodcuts. 8vo. 21J.

ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF AGRICULTURE ; the Laying-out, Improve-

ment, and Management of Landed Property. With iioo Woodcuts. 8vo. 21J.

ENCYCLOP.<EDIA OF PLANTS ; the Specific Character, &c., of all

Plants found in Great Britain. With 12,000 Woodcuts. 8vo. 42J.

IiTTBBOCK (Sir J.).—THE ORIGIN OF CIVILISATION and the Primitive

Condition of Man. With 5 Plates and 20 Illustrations in the Text. 8vo. i8j.

TjVAT.T. (Edna).—THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A SLANDER. Fcp. 8vo.

IS. sewed. ^ „
Presentation Edition, with 20 Illustrations by L. Speed. Crown 8vo. sj.

LYDEKKEE cr., B.A.).-PHASES of animal LIFE, PAST AND
PRESENT. With 82 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 6s.

LYDE (Lionel W.).-AN INTRODUCTION TO ANCIENT HISTORY.

With 3 Coloured Maps. Crown 8vo. 3J.

LTOK-S (Eev. Daniel).-CHRISTIANITY AND INFALLIBILITY-

Both or Neither. Crown 8vo. $s.

LYTTOTT (Earl of).—MARAH.—By Owen Meredith (the late Earl of

Lytton). Fcp. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

. KING POPPY; a Fantasia. Crown 8vo. lor. 6d.

MACAULAY (Lord).-COMPLETE WORKS OF LORD MACAULAY.

Ubr^ Edmon. 8 vols. 8vo. ^S 5^- |
Cabine^^ Edition, 16 vols, post 8vo.

HISTORY OF ENGLAND FROM THE ACCESSION OF JAMES

THE SECOND.
. » ,/:,

!!1 CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL ESSAYS, WITH LAYS OF

ANCIENT ROME, in i volume.
, ^.^^^^ ^.^^^ , ^^.^.^^ ^j^^ Por-

trait and Illustrations to the ' Lays '.Popular Edition, Crown 8vo. zs. 6d.

Authorised Edition, Crown 8vo. zs.

6d., or 3J. 6d. gilt edges. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.

CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL EBAYS

[Coniinued.
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TVrACATTIiAY (Lord)—(Co«ft«»?rf).

ESSAYS whichmay be hadseparatdy, price 6<i eachsewed, ij.eachcloth.

Addison and Walpole. Sanke and Gladstone.
Frederic the Great. Hilton and HacliiaTeUl.
Groker's Bo3well*s Johnson. Lord Bacon.
Hallam's Constltntional History. Iiord Cliye.
Warren Hastin^(3i;.sewed,6i/. cloth). Lord Byron, and the Comic Drama-
The Earl of Chatham (Two Essays). tists of the Bestoration.

The Essay on Warren Hastings, anno- I The Essay on Lord Clive, annotated by
tated by S. HrIcs. Fcp. 8vo. ij. 6rf.

|
H.CourthopeBowen. Fcp.8vo.2j.6/if.

SPEECHES. People's Edition, Crown 8vo. 31. 6rf.

LAYS OF ANCIENT ROME, &c. Illustrated by G. Scharf. Library
Edition. Fcp. 410. 105. ^d.

Bijou Edition, i8mn. 21. dd. gilt top. I Popular Edition, Fcp. 4to. dd sewed,

I
ij. cloth.

Illustrated by J. R-Weguelin. Crown
8vo. 35. dd. gilt edges.

Annotated Edition, Fcp. 8vo. 1 1. sewed.

Cabinet Edition, Post 8vo. 31. dd.
\

is. dd. cloth.

MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS.
People's Edition. Crown 8vo. 4r. dd. | Library Edition, 2 vols. Bvo. zis.

MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS AND SPEECHES.
Popular Edition. Crown 8vo. as. dd. I Cabinet Edition, Post 8vo. 24^.

Student's Edition. Crown 8vo. ds.
|

, SELECTIONS FROM THE WRITINGS OF LORD MACAULAY.
Edited, with Notes, by the Right Hon. Sir G. O. Trevelyan. Crown 8vo. 6j.

THE LIFEAND LETTERS OF LORD MACAULAY. By the Right
Hon. Sir G. O. Tkevelyan.

Popular Edition. Crown. 8vo. 2S. dd. I Cabinet Edition, 2 vols. Post 8vo. 121.

Student's Edition. Crown 8vo. ds. I Library Edition, 2 vols. 8vo. 361.

MACDOITAIiD (George).—UNSPOKEN SERMONS. Three Series.

Crown 8vo. y. dd. each.

THE MIRACLES OF OUR LORD. Crown 8vo. 3s. dd.

A BOOK OF STRIFE, IN THE FORM OF THE DIARY OF AN
OLD SOUL : Poems. i2mo. 61,

BIACFARRElf (Sir G. A.).—LECTURES ON HARMONY. 8vo. izs.

MACKAHi (J. W.).—SELECT EPIGRAMS FROM THE GREEK AN-
THOLOGY. With a Revised Tea, Introduction, Translation, &c; 8vo. ids.

MACLEOD (Henry D.).—THE ELEMENTS OF BANKING. Crown
8vo. 3J. dd.

THE THEORY AND PRACTICEOF BANKING. VoL I. 8vo. izs.
,

Vol. II. I4r.

THE THEORY OF CREDIT. 8vo. Vol. I. [New Edi/im in tie Press];
Vol. II. Part I. 4J. dd. ; Vol. II. Part II. los. dd.

MAlOfEErCfG (G. E.).—WITH AXE AND ROPE IN THE NEW
ZEALAND ALPS. lUustrated. 8vo. I2j.,6rf.
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MAKUALS OF CATHOLIC PHILOSOPHY (Stonyhurst Series).

Logic. By Richard F. Clarke. Crown
8vo. ss.

First Principles of Knowledge. By
John Rickaby. Crown 8vo. sj.

Moral Philosopliy (Ethics and Katural
Law). By Joseph Rickaby. Crown
8vo. ss.

General Metaphysics. By John Ricka-
by. Crown Syo. ^s.

Psychology. By Michael Maher.
Crown 8vo. 6s. 6d.

Natural Theology. By Bernard
Boedder. Crown 8vo. 6s. 6d.

A Manual of Political Economy. By C.

S. Devas. 6s. 6d.

MAKBOT (Baron de).~THE MEMOIRS OF. Translated from the

French. Crown Svo. 7J. 6d.

MARTIIfEAU (James).—HOURS OF THOUGHT ON SACRED
THINGS. Two Volumes of Sermons. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. -js. 6d. each.

ENDEAVOURS AFTER THE CHRISTIAN LIFE. Discourses.

Crown 8vo. 7J. 6d.

HOME PRAYERS. Crown 8vo. y. 6d.

THE SEAT OF AUTHORITY IN RELIGION. 8vo. 14?.

ESSAYS, REVIEWS, AND ADDRESSES. 4 vols. Crown 8vo. ^s. 6d.

each.

I. Personal : Political. I HI. Tlieologica! : Philosophical.

II. Ecclesiastical: HistoricaL |
IV. Academical: Religious.

MATTHEWS (Brander).—A FAMILY TREE, and other Stories. Crown

8vo. 6s.

PEN AND INK—Selected Papers. Crown 8vo. Ji.

WITH MY FRIENDS : Tales told in Partnership. Crown 8vo. 6s.

mAUITDEIl'S TRBASUKIES. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. each volume

Biographical Treasury.
_

The Treasury of Bible Knowledge. By

Treastiry of Natural History. With
goo Woodcuts.

Treasury of Geography. With 7 Maps
and 16 Plates.

Scientific and Literary TreasiOT

the Rev. J. Ayre. With s Maps,

IS Plates, and 300 Woodcuts. Fcp.

8vo. ,6j.

The Treasury of Botany. Edited by

J. LiNDLEY and T. Moore. With.

Historical Treasury. I 274 Woodcuts and 20 Steel Plates.

Treasury of Knowledge. I
2 vols.

MAX MULLEE (P.).-SELECTED ESSAYS ON LANGUAGE,
MYTHOLOGY, AND RELIGION. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. i6i.

THREE LECTURES ON THE SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE. Cr.

:

'_ THE SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE, founded on Lectures delivered at

the Royal Institution in 1861 and 1863. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. 2ii.

HIBBERT LECTURES ON THE ORIGIN AND GROWTH OF

RELIGION, as illustrated by the Religions of India. Crown 8vo. 7J. 60..

INTRODUCTION TO THE SCIENCE OF RELIGION
;

Four

Lectures delivered at the Royal Institution. Crown 8vo. is. 6d.

NATURAL RELIGION. The Gifford Lectures, delivered before the

University of Glasgow in 1888. Crown 8vo. loi. 6rf.

PHVRTrAT. RELIGION. The Gifford Lectures, delivered before thePHYSICAL RELIGION.
University of Glasgow in 1890. Crown 8vo. ioj. 6i.

ANTHROPOLOGICAL RELIGION : The Gifford Lectures dehvered-

before the University of Glasgow in 1891. Crown 8vo. 10.. 6d.

^^^^^^^^^_
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MAX MtJIiLER (F.)—{Continued).
THEOSOPHY OR PSYCHOLOGICAL RELIGION : the Gifford

Lectures delivered before the University of Glasgow in 1892. Crown 8vo.
" THE SCIENCE OF THOUGHT. Bvo. 21s.

THREE INTRODUCTORY LECTURES ON THE SCIENCE OF
THOUGHT. 8vo. as. 6d.

BIOGRAPHIES OF WORDS, AND THE HOME OF THE ARYAS.
Crown Bvo. 7J. 6d.

— INDIA, WHAT CAN IT TEACH US? Crown 8vo. jr. 6d.

A SANSKRIT GRAMMAR FOR BEGINNERS. New and-Abridged
Edition. By A. A. MacDonell. Crown Bvo. 6f.

MAY (Sir Thomas Erskine).—THE CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY
OF ENGLAND since the Accession of George III. 3 vols. Crown 8vo. i&.

MEADE (Ii. T.).—DADDY'S BOY. With Illustrations. Crown Svo. y. 6d.

DEB AND THE DUCHESS. lUust. byM. E. Edwards. Cr. Bvo. y. 6d.

THE BERESFORD PRIZE. lllustratedbyM.E. Edwards. Cr. Bvo. y.

MEATH (The Barl of).—SOCIAL ARROWS: Reprinted Articles on
various Social Subjects. Crown Bvo. jj.

PROSPERITY OR PAUPERISM ? Physical, Industrial, and Technical
Training. Edited by the EARL OF Meath. Svo. 5s.

MEIiVIIiIiE (G. J. Wiyte).—Novels by. Crown Bvo. u. each, boards ;

LS. 6d. each, cloth.

The Gladiators.
The Interpreter.

Good for Nothing.

The Queen's Haries.
Holmby House.
Kate Coirentry.

Dlgby Grand.
General Bounce.

MENDEIiSSOHW.—THE LETTERS OF FELIX MENDELSSOHN.
Translated by Lady Wallace. 2 vols. Crown Bvo. lOi.

MERIVAIjE (Eev. Chas.).—HISTORY OF THE ROMANS UNDER
THE EMPIRE. Cabinet EdiUon, 8 vols. Crown Svo. 4SJ. Popular Edition,
8 vols. Crown Bvo. y. 6d. each.

THE FALL OF THE ROMAN REPUBLIC : a Short History of the
Last Century of the Commonwealth. i2mo. "js. 6d.

GENERAL HISTORY OF ROME FROM B.C. 753 TO A.D. 476.
Cr. Bvo. 7s. 6d.

THE ROMAN TRIUMVIRATES. With Maps' Fcp. Bvo. zs. 6d.

MILIi (James).—ANALYSIS OFTHE PHENOMENA OF THE HUMAN
MIND. 2 vols. Svo. 28s.

MHiIi (Jolin Stuart).—PRINCIPLES OF POLITICAL ECONOMY.
Library Edition, 2 vols. Bvo. 305-.

]
People's Edition, i vol.Crown Svo. 3J.6rf.

-^ A SYSTEM OF LOGIC. Crown Bvo. 3s. 6d.

ON LIBERTY. Crown Bvo. is. /[d.

ON REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT. Crown Svo. zs.

UTILITARIANISM. Bvo. y.
EXAMINATION OF SIR WILLIAM HAMILTON'S PHILO-

SOPHY. Bvo. i6r.

NATURE, THE UTILITY OF RELIGION AND THEISM. Three
Essays, Bvo. s^.
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MILWEK (George).—COUNTRY PLEASURES ; the Chronicle of a Year
chiefly in a Garden, Crown 8vo. y. 6d.

MOLESWORTH (Mrs.).—SILVERTHORNS. With Illustrations by F.
Noel Paton. Cr. 8vo. y.

THE PALACE IN THE GARDEN. With Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. Jj.

THE THIRD MISS ST. QUENTIN. Crown Svo. ts.

NEIGHBOURS. With Illustrations by M. Ellen Edwards. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THESTORY OFASPRINGMORNING. With Illustrations. Cr.8vo.ss.

STORIES OF THE SAINTS FOR CHILDREN : the Black Letter

Saints. With Illustrations. Royal i6mo. 5^.

MOORE (Edward).—DANTE AND HIS EARLY BIOGRAPHERS.
Crown Svo.. 4f. 6d.

MXJLHAIiL (Michael G.).—HISTORY OF PRICES SINCE THE YEAR
1850. Crown Svo, 6s.

IfAUSEN (Dr. Pridtjof).—THE FIRST CROSSING OF GREENLAND.
With numerous Illustrations and a Map. Crown Svo. -js. 6d.

NAPIER.-THE LIFE OF SIR JOSEPH NAPIER, BART., EX-LORD
CHANCELLOR OF IRELAND. By ALEX. Charles Ewald. Svo. 15^.

THE LECTURES, ESSAYS, AND LETTERS OF THE RIGHT
HON. SIR JOSEPH NAPIER, BART. Svo. 12J. 6d.

ITESBIT (E.).—LEAVES OF LIFE : Verses. Crown Svo. sj.

LAYS AND LEGENDS. FIRST Series. Crown Svo. 31. 6d. SECOND

Series. With Portrait. Crown Svo. 5^.

NEWMAIf (Cardinal).—Works
DlscouTses to Mixed Congregations.

Cabinet Edition, Crown Svo. dr.

Cheap Edition, jr. 6d.

Sermons on Various Occasions. Ca-

binet Edition, Cr. Svo. 6s. Cheap

Edition, ji. 6d.

The Idea ot a University defined ana

Illustrated. Cabinet Edition, Cr. Svo.

js. Cheap Edition, Cr. Svo. 3^. 6d.

Historical Slietohes. Cabinet Edition,

3 vols. Crown Svo. 6s. each. Cheap

Edition, 3 vols. Cr. Svo. 31. 6d. each.

The Arians of the Fourth Century.

Cabinet Edition, Crown Svo. 6j.

Cheap Edition, Crown Svo. 3J. 6d.

Select Treatises of St. Athanasius in

Controversy iKlth the Arians. Freely

Translated. 2 vols. Crown Svo.

DisrassionsandArgumentsonYarious

Subjects. Cabinet Edition, Crown

Svo. 6s. Cheap Edition, Crown

ipotogiaPro Yita Sua. Cabinet Ed.,

Crown Svo. 6s. Cheap Ed.
3f.

6<;.

Development of Christian Doctrine.

Cabinet Edition, Crown Svo. 6s.

Cheap Edition, Cr. Svo. V- o«-

by
Certain Difficulties felt by Anglicans

in Catholic Teaching Considered.

Cabinet Edition. Vol. I. Crown Svo.

JS. 6d. ; Vol. II. Crown Svo. 5^. 6d.

Cheap Edition, 2 vols. Crown Svo.

3J. 6d. each.

The Via Hedla of the Anglican Church,

Illustrated in Lectures, &c. Cabinet

Edition, 2 vols. Cr. Svo. 6s. each.

Cheap Edition, 2 vols. Crown Svo.

31. 6d. each.

Essays, Criticaland Historical. Cabi-

net Edition, 2 vols. Crown Svo. I2J.

Cheap Edition, 2 vols. Cr. Svo. ^s.

Biblical and Boclesiastical Miracles.

Cabinet Edition, Crown Svo. 6s.

Cheap Edition, Crown Svo. 3^. 6d.

Present Position of Catholics Ip Eng-

land. Cabinet Edition, Crown Svo.

7i. 6d. Cheap Edition, Crown Svo.

3J. 6d.

Tracts, i. Dissertatiunculse. 2. On
the Text of the Seven Epistles of St.

Ignatius. 3. Doctrinal Causes of

Arianism. 4. ApoUinarianism. S-

St. Cyril's Formula. 6. Ordo de

Tempore. 7. Douay Version of

Scripture. Crown Svo. 8j.

[Continued.
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ITEWMAM" (Cardinal).—"Works by -.—(conHnued).

Loss and Gain: a Tale. Cabinet

Edition, Crown 8vo. 6s. Cheap
Edition, Crown 8vo. y- ^•

The Dream of Gerontias. i6mo. 6d.

An Essay in Jiid ot a Grammar of
Assent. Cabinet Edition, Crown
8vo. 7s. 6d. Cheap Edition, Crown
8vo. 3^: 6d. t

Callista: a Tale of the Third Century.
Cabinet Edition, Crown 8vo. 6j.

Cheap Edition, Crown 8vo. js. 6d.

sewed, u. cloth.

VersesonYarlonsOccaslons. Cabinet
Edition, Crown 8vo. 6s. Cheap
Edition, Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.

•,' For Cardinal Newman's other Works see Messrs. Longmans &• Co.'s

Catalogue of Theological Works.

irOKTOIT (Charles Ii.).—A HANDBOOK OF FLORIDA 49 Maps and
Plans. Fcp. Svo. ijr.

O'BBIEir (Wmiam).—WHEN WE WERE BOYS : A Novel. Cr. Svo.

2;. 6d.

OLrPHAlfT (Mrs.).—MADAM. Crown 8vo. is. boards ; \s. 6d. cloth.

IN TRUST. Crown Svo. \s. boards ; li. 6d. cloth.

OMAK (C. W. C.).—A HISTORY OF GREECE FROM THE EARLIEST
TIMESTO THE MACEDONIAN CONQUEST. With Maps. Crown Svo.

45. 6d.

FARKES (Sir Henry).— FIFTY YEARS IN THE MAKING OF
AUSTRALIAN HISTORY. With Portraits. 2 vols. Svo. 321.

PATTIi (Hermann).—PRINCIPLES OFTHE HISTORYOFLANGUAGE.
Translated by H. A. Strong. Svo. vas. 6d.

PAYW (James).—THE LUCK OF THE DARRELLS. Cr. Svo. u. bds.

;

\s. 6d. cL

THICKER THAN WATER. Crown Svo. is. boards: is. 6d. cloth.

PEKKHTG (Sir PhiUp).—HARD KNOTS IN SHAKESPEARE. Svo.

75. 6d.

THE WORKS AND DAYS ' OF MOSES. Crown Svo. y. 6d.

PHILLIPPS-WOIiIjEY (C.).—SNAP : a Legend of the Lone Mountain.
With 13 Illustrations by H. G. WiUink. Crown Svo. jr. 6d.

POLE fW.).—THE THEORY OF THE MODERN SCIENTIFIC GAME
OF WHIST. Fcp. Svo. zs. 6d.

POOIiE CW". H. and Mrs.).—COOKERY FOR THE DIABETIC. Fcp.
Svo. 2f. 6d.

PBAEGBR (P.).—WAGNER AS I KNEW HIM. Crown Svo. 71. 6d.

FS.ATT (A. E., P.E.G.S.).—TO THE SNOWS OF TIBET THROUGH
CHINA. With 33 Illustrations and a Map. Svo. i&t.

PBEJiTDBKGAST (JohnP.).—IRELAND, FROMTHERESTORATION
TO THE REVOLUTION, 1660-1690. Svo. ss.
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PBOCTOR (R.A.).—Works by :—
Ola and New Astronomy, 410. 36J.
The Orbs Around Us. Crown 8vo. sj.
Other Worlds than Ours. With 14

Illustrations. Crown Svo.'SJ. Cheap
Edition, 3J. 6rf.

The Moon. Crown 8vo. SJ.

Universe of Stars. 8vo. ioj. 6d.

Larger Star Atlas for the Library, in

12 Circular Maps, with Introduction
and 2 Index Pages. Folio, 13J. or
Maps only, I2J. 6d.

The Student's Atlas. In 12 Circular
Maps. Svo. 5^.

Hew Star Atlas. In 12 Circular Maps.
Crown Bvo. 5J.

Light Science for Leisure Hours.

3 vols. Crown Svo. 5J. each.

Chance and Luck. Crown Svo. 2s.

boards ; 2J. 6rf. cloth.

Pleasant Ways in Science. Cr. Bvo. 5.;.

Cheap Edition, 3J. 6d,

How to Play Whist : with the Laws and
Etiquette ofWhist. Crown Svo. y.6d.

Home Whist : an Easy Guide to

Correct Play. i6mo. js.

The Stars In their Season. 12 Maps.
Royal Svo. 55.

Star Primer. Showing the Starry Sky
Week by Week, in 24 Hourly Maps.
Crown 4to. 2j. 6d.

The Seasons Pictured in 48 Sun-Views
of the Earth, and H Zodiacal Maps,
&c. Demy 4to. $s.

Strength and Happiness. With 9
Illustrations. Crown Svo. 5J.

Strength: How to get Strong and
keep Strong. Crown Svo. 2J.

Rough Ways Made Smooth. Essays on
Scientific Subjects. Crown Svo. 5J.

Cheap Edition, 3J. 6d.

OurPlaceamonglnflnities. Cr. Svo. 5J.

The Expanse of Heaven. Cr. Svo. y.
The Great Pyramid. Crown Svo. 5J.

Myths and Marvels of Astronomy
Crown Svo. 5J.

Nature Studies. By Grant Allen, A.
Wilson, T. Foster, E. Clodd, and
R. A. I^octor. Crown Svo. 5J.

Leisure Readings. By E. Clodd, A.
Wilson, T. Foster, A. C. Ranyard,
and R. A. Proctor. Crown Svo. SJ.

BAITSOME {Cyril).—THE RISE OF CONSTITUTIONAL GOVERN-
MENT IN ENGLAND : being a Series of Twenty Lectures. Crown Svo. 6s.

BEADSB (Emily E.).—VOICES FROM FLOWER-LAND : a Birthday

Book and Language of Flowers. Illustrated by ADA Beooke. Royal i6mo.

Cloth, 2i. 6d. ; vegetable vellum, 3i. 6d.

REPLY (A) TO DR. LIGHTFOOT'S ESSAYS. By the Author of ' Super-

natural Religion '. Svo. 6s.

RIBOT (Th.).—THE PSYCHOLOGY OF ATTENTION. Crown Svo. 3s.

BICH (A.).—A DICTIONARY OF ROMAN AND GREEK ANTIQUITIES.
With 2000 Woodcuts. Crown Svo. js. 6d.

BICHABDSOnsr (Dr. B. 'VP".).—NATIONAL HEALTH. A Review of

the Works of Sir Edwin Chadwick, K.C.B. Crown 41. 6d.

RIVEBS (T and T. F.).—THE MINIATURE FRUIT GARDEN
;

or,

The Culture of Pyramidal and Bush Fruit Trees. With 32 Illustrations.

Crown Bvo. 4f.

RIVEBS (T.).—THE ROSE AMATEUR'S GUIDE. Fcp. Svo. 4J. 6d.

BOBEBTSON (A.).—THE KIDNAPPED SQUATTER, and other Aus-

tralian Tales. Crown Svo. 6s.

BOGET (John Lewis).-A HISTORY OF THE 'OLD WATER
COLOUR ' SOCIETY. 2 vols. Royal Bvo. 42J.

BOGET (Peter M.).—TkESAURUS OF ENGLISH WORDS AND
PHRASES. Crown Svo. ioj. 6d.
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-ROSLAIS^B (George John, M.A., IiIiJ}., F.II.S.).—DARWIN, AND
AFTER DARWIN : an Exposition of the- Darwinian Theory and a Discus-

sion of Post-Darwinian Questions. Part I.—^The Darwinian Theory. With a

Portrait of Darwin and 125 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. loj. 6d.

BOITAUJS (Alfred).—THE FLY-FISHER'S ETYMOLOGY. With 20

Coloured Plates. 8vo. i+r.

BOSSETTI (Maria Praneesca).—A SHADOW OF DANTE : being an
Essay towards studying Himself, his World, and his Pilgrimage. Cr.Svo. ioj.6rf.

EOTJHT) (J. H., M.A.).—GEOFFREY DE MANDEVILLE: a Study of

the Anarchy. 8vo. i6r.

EUSSEIiIi.—A LIFE OF LORD JOHN RUSSELL. By SPENCER Walpole.
2 vols. 8vo. 36J. Cabinet Edition, 2 vols. Cro\yn 8vo. I2J.

SEEBOHM (Frederick).—THE OXFORD REFORMERS—JOHN
COLET, ERASMUS, AND THOMAS MORE. 8vo. i+i.

THE ENGLISH VILLAGE COMMUNITY Examined in its Re-

lations to the Manorial and Tribal Systems, &c. 13 Maps and Plates. 8vo. 161.

THE ERA OF THE PROTESTANT REVOLUTION. With Map.
Fop. 8vo. 2S. 6d.

SEWEIiIi (Elizabeth M.).—STORIES AND TALES,
each, cloth plain ; 2J. 6d. each, cloth extra, gilt edges :

Crown 8vo. zs. 6d.

Amy Herbert.
The Earl's Danghter.
The Bxperience of Life.

A Glimpse of the World.
Cleve Hall.

Katharine Ashton. <

Margaret Fercival.

Laneton Parsonage.
Ursula.

Gertrude.
Ivors.
Home Life.

After Life.

SHAKESPEAEE.—BOV^mLER'S FAMILY SHAKESPEARE, i vol. 8vo.

With 36 Woodcuts, 14s. , or in 6 vols. Fcp. 8vo. zis.

OUTLINES OF THE LIFE OF SHAKESPEARE. By J. O.

Halliwell-Phillipps. With Illustrations. 2 vols. Royal 8vo. £1 is.

SHAKESPEARE'S TRUE LIFE. By James Walter. With 500
Illustrations. Imp. 8vo. 21J.

THE SHAKESPEARE BIRTHDAY BOOK. By Mary F. DiraBAR.

32mo. IS. td. cloth. With Photographs, 32mo. 51. Drawing Room Edition,

with Photographs, Fcp. 8vo. las. 6d.

SHEEBBOOKE (Viscount).—LIFE AND LETTERS OF THE RIGHT
HON. ROBERT LOWE, VISCOUNT SHERBROOKE, G.C.B. By A.

Patchett Martin. With 5 Copper-plate Portraits, &c. 2 vols. Bvo.

SHIEEES (L. P.).—AN ANALYSIS OF THE IDEAS OF ECONOMICS.
Crown 8vo. 6s.

SIDaWTiCK (Alfred).—DISTINCTION : and the Criticism of Beliefs.

Bvo. 6s.

Cr.

SHiVEE LIBEAET, The.—Crown
BAKER'S (Sir S. W.) Eight Tears in

Ceylon. With 6 Illustrations.

— Eifle and Hound in Ceylon.
With 6 Illustrations.

BABIRG-GOULD'S (S.) Curious Myths
of the Middle Ages.

Origin and Development of
Religious Belief. 2 vols.

BBASSEY'S (Lady) A Voyage In the
' Snnbesun '. With 66 Illustrations.

8vo. price 3s. 6d. each volume.

CLODD'S (E.) Story of Creation : a
Plain Account of Evolution. With
77 Illustrations.

CONTBEARE (Bev. W. J.) and HOW-
SON'S (Very Re¥. J. S.) Life and
Epistles of St. Paul. 46 Illustra-

tions.

DonGALL'S (L.) Beggars All ; a Novel
DOTLE'S (A. Conan) Bticah Clarke : a
Tale of Monmouth's Rebellion.

[Ctmiznved,
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SILTEB LIBRARY, li^e—(Continued).

DOYLE'S (A. Conan) The Captain of

the Polestar, and other Tales.

FROUDE'S (J. A.) Short Studies on
Great Subjects. 4 vols.

The History of England,
from thp Fall of Wolsey to the

Defeat of the Spanish Armada. la

vols,
^^ Caesar : a Sketch.

' Thomas Carlyle : a History
of his Life. 1795-1835. 2 vols.

1834-188T. 2 vols.

The Two Chiefs of Dunboy

:

an Irish Romance of the Last
Century.

GLEIG'S (Bev. G. R.) Life of the Duke
of Wellington. With Portrait.

HAGGARD'S (H. R.) She : A History of

Adventure. 32 Illustrations.

Allan Quatermain. With
20 Illustrations.

- Colonel Quaritch, Y.C. : a
Tale of Country Life.

- Cleopatra. With 29 Full-

page Illustrations.

Beatrice.

HARTE'S (Bret) In the Carqulnez
Woods, and other Stories.

HELMHOLTZ'S (Professor) Popular
Lectures on ScientiSc Subjects.

With 68 Woodcuts. 2 vols.

HOWITT'S (W.) Visits to Kemarliable

Places. 80 Illustrations.

JEFFERIES' (R.) The Story of My
Heart. With Portrait.

Field and Hedgerow. Last

Essays of. With Portrait.

Red Deer. With 17 Illust.

KNIGHT'S (B. P.) Cruise of the

'Alerte,' a Search for Treasure.

With 2 Maps and 23 Illustrations.

LEES (J. A.) and GLUTTERBUOR'3
(W. J.) B.C. 1887. British Columbia.

75 Illustrations.

MACAULAY'S (Lord) Essays—Lays of

Ancient Rome. In i vol. With Por-

trait and Illustrations to the ' Lays '.

MACLEOD'S (H. D.) The Elements of

Banking.
MARSHMAN'S (J. C.) Memoirs of Sir

Henry Havelock.

MAX MULLER'S (F.) India, What can

it teach us 7

Introduction to the Science

of Religion.

MERIYALE'8 (Dean) History of the
Romans under the Empire. 8 vols.

MILL'S (J. S.) Principles of Political

Economy.
System of Logic.

MILNER'S (G.) Country Pleasures.

NEWMAN'S (Cardinal) Historical
Sketches. 3 vols.

: Fifteen Sermons Preached
before the University of Oxford.

Apologia Pro Yita Sua.
Callista : a Tale of the Third

Century. \

Loss and Gain : a Tale.

Essays, Critical and His-
torical. 2 vols.

Sermons on Various Occa-
sions.

Lectures on the Doctrine of

Justification.

Fifteen Sermons Preached
before the University of Oxford.

- An Essay on the Develop-
ment of Christian Doctrine.

The Arians of the Fourth
Century.

Verses on Various Occa-

Difficulties felt by Anglicans

in Catholic Teaching Considered.

2 vols.

The Idea of a University

defined and Illustrated.

Biblical and Ecclesiastical

Miracles.
Discussions and Arguments

on Various Subjects.

Grammar of Assent.

The Via Media of the An-
glican Church. 2 vols.

Parochial and Plain Ser-

mons. 8 vols.

Selection f*om 'Parochial

and Plain Sermons'.
DiscourEes Addressed to

Mixed Congregations.
Present Position of Ca-

tholics in England.
Sermons bearing upon Sub-

jects of the Day.

PHILLIPPS-WOLLEY'S (C.) Snap : a

Legend of the Lone Mountains. 13

Illustrations.

PROCTOR'S (R. A.) Other Worlds than
Ours.

\Contint£ed.
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SILVER LIBKAEY, 1!}ie.—{Caniinued.)
PROCTOR'S (R. A.) Rough Ways made

Smooth.
Pleasant Ways in Science.

STANLEY'S (Bishop) Familiar History
of Birds. With i6o Illustrations.

STEVENSON (Robert Lonis) and OS-
BOURNE'S (Lloyd) The Wrong
Box.

WETHAH'S (Stanley J.) The House of

the Wolf : a Romance.
WOOD'S (BeT. J. G.) Petland Re-

visited. With 33 Illustrations.

Strange Dwellings. With
60 Illustrations.—

—

Out of Doors. With 11 Illus-

trations.

SMITH ,(R.Boswortli).—CARTHAGE AND THE CARTHAGINIANS.
Maps,' Plans, &c. Crown 8vo. 6s.

STABTLEY (E.).—A FAMILIAR HISTORY OF BIRDS. With 160 Wood-
cuts. Crown 8vo. 35.- 6d.

STEPHEW (Sir James).— ESSAYS IN ECCLESIASTICAL BIO-
GRAPHY. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

STEPHENS (H. Morse).—A HISTORY OF THE FRENCH REVOLU-
TION. 3V0IS. Bvo. Vol. L iSi. VoL IL iBj. {Vol. IU. in the press.

STEVENSOW (Robt. Louis).—A CHILD'S GARDEN OF VERSES.
Small Fcp. Bvo. 5J.

A CHILD'S GARLAND OF SONGS, Gathered from ' A Child's
Garden of Verses '. Set to Music by C. ViLLiERS Stanford, Mus. Doc.
4to. 2J. sewed, 3J. 6rf. cloth gilt.

THE DYNAMITER. Fcp. Bvo. is. sewed, u. Sd. cloth.

STRANGE CASE OF DR. JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE. Fcp. Bvo.

ij. sewed,
^
xs. 6d. cloth.

STEVENSON" (Robert Louis) and OSBOURNE (Lloyd).—THE
WRONG BOX. Crown Bvo. 31. 6d.

STOCK (St. George).—DEDUCTIVE LOGIC. Fcp. Bvo. 3s. 6rf.

STRONG (HerbertA.),LOGEMAN (Willem S.)andWHEELER
(B. I.).—INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF THE HISTORY OF
LANGUAGE. Bvo. loj. 6</.

SULLY (James).—THE HUMAN MIND. 2 vols. 8vo. zis.

OUTLINES OF PSYCHOLOGY. Bvo. 91.

THE TEACHER'S HANDBOOK OF PSYCHOLOGY. Cr. Bvo. 51.

SUPERNATURAL RELIGION; an Inquiry into the Reality of Divine Revela-
tion. 3 vols. 8vo. 36s.

REPLY (A) TO DR. LIGHTFOOT'S ESSAYS. By the Author of ' Super-
natural Religion '. Bvo. ys. 6d.

SUTTNER (Bertha Voil).—LAY DOWN YOUR ARMS (Die Waffea
Nieder) : The Autobiography of Martha Tilling. Translated by T. Holmes-.
Crown Bvo. 7s. 6d.

SYMES (J. E.).—PRELUDE TO MODERN HISTORY : a Brief Sketch of
the World's History from the Third to the Ninth Century. Cr. Bvo. 2s. 6d.

TAYLOR (Colonel Meadows).—A STUDENT'S MANUAL OF THE
HISTORY OF INDIA. Crown Bvo. 7s. 6d.

THOMPSON (Annie).—A MORAL DILEMMA : a Novel. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THOMPSON (D. Greenleaf).—THE PROBLEM OF EVIL: an Intro-
duction to the Practical Sciences. 8vo. las. 6d.

A SYSTEM OF PSYCHOLOGY. 2 vols. Bvo. 3,6s.

• THE RELIGIOUS SENTIMENTS OF THE HUMAN MIND. Bvo.
7s. 6d.

SOCIAL PROGRESS : an Essay. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF FICTION IN LITERATURE : an Essay.
Crown 8vo. 6s.
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'''^nt-^^?,5ii^S^S.,?^®^- "William, D.D., late Archbishop of York).-OUTLINES OF THE NECESSARY LAWS OF THOUGHT : a Treatise
on Pure and Applied Logic. Post 8vo. di.

THREE IN NORWAY. By Two of THEM. With a Map and 59 Illustrations.
Crown Svo. zs. boards ; as. 6d. cloth.

TOYIfBEE (Arnold).—LECTURES ON THE INDUSTRIAL REVO-LUTION OF THE i8th CENTURY IN ENGLAND. Svo. los. 6d.

TEEVELYAM" (Sir G. O., Bart.).—THE LIFE AND LETTERS OFLORD MACAULAY.
Popular Edition. Crown Svo. ss. 6d. I Cabinet Edition, 2 vols. Cr. Svo. 12s.
Student's Edition. Crown Svo. 6s. \ Library Edition, 2 vols. 8vo. 36JTHE EARLY HISTORY OF CHARLES JAMES FOX. Library

Edition, Svo. iSj. Cabinet Edition, Crown Svo. dr.

TROLLOPE (Anthony).—THE WARDEN. Cr. Svo. is. bds., ts. 6d. cl.

BARCHESTER TOWERS. Crown Svo. is. boards, is. 6d. cloth.

VEEWEY (Prances Parthenope).—MEMOIRS OF THE VERNEY
FAMILY DURING THE CIVIL WAR. Compiled from the Letters and
Illustrated by the Portraits at Claydon House, Bucks. With 38 Portraits,
Woodcuts, and Facsimile. 2 vols. Royal Svo. 42J.

VILIiE ({?.)•—THE PERPLEXED FARMER : How is he to meet Alien
Competition ? Crown Svo. %s.

VIRGIL.— PUBLI VERGILI MARONIS BUCOLICA, GEORGICA,
.(ENEIS; the Works of Viegil, Latin Text, with English Commentary and
Index. By B. H. Kennedy. Crown Svo. loj. 6d.

THE ^NEID OF VIRGIL. Translated into English Verse. By
John Conington. Crown Svo. 6s.

THE POEMS OF VIRGIL. Translated into EngUsh Prose. By
John Conington. Crown Svo. 6s.

THE ECLOGUES AND GEORGICS OF VIRGIL. Translated from
the Latin by J. W. Mackail. Printed on Dutch Hand-made Paper. i6mo. 5^.

THE iENEID OF VERGIL. Books I. to VI. Translated into English
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